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1.0

Recommendation

1.1

Subject to the application not being called in by the Secretary of State following referral to the
national Planning Casework Unit (PCU) and the completion of a section 106 (s106) agreement
or Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) securing the obligations and terms set out in this
report; permission be granted subject to the conditions set out below (as may be
supplemented/modified in any accompanying written or verbal update to the Committee).

1.2

In the event that the s106 agreement/MoU is not completed within 28 days following the
Committee’s resolution, the Head of Planning be delegated authority to extend the period for
completion of the s106 agreement, or, in consultation with the Chair and Vice Chairs, refuse
permission.

2.0

Introduction

2.1

The application has been referred to the Committee due to the scale of the application, and it
being accompanied by an Environmental Statement (ES), it is considered to be controversial,
being in the public interest for the Committee to determine the application.

3.0

Background
The site and its context

3.1

The application site comprises a rectangular parcel of land spanning a section of Saxon Gate,
with Avebury Boulevard and Childs Way forming a boundary at each end. The levels fall from
north to south and the site is located within Flood Zone 1.

3.2

The site includes the existing Saxon Court building which, for many decades, was occupied by
Milton Keynes Council, and in recent years, until it was vacated, was also partially occupied by
the University of Bedfordshire. Over the past year, Saxon Court has been used as a
vaccination/testing centre to support the local Covid-19 efforts.

3.3

Saxon Court comprises floorspace over three levels including a focal central atrium with a main
entrance via a pedestrian link off Avebury Boulevard. In addition to Saxon Court, the site also
comprises an area of undeveloped grass to the rear and a small stretch of parking in marked
bays along the rear edge of the building.

3.4

The site is bounded by additional pay and display parking and Avebury Boulevard to the north,
residential dwellings along South 8th Street to the east, and further public parking to the south.
Beyond the immediate vicinity are the retail areas of Centre:MK and Midsummer Place to the
north and Oldbrook and Fishermead residential areas to the south. To the west are areas of pay
and display parking and office uses along Avebury Boulevard.

3.5

Saxon Court can be reached via nearby underpasses and porte cochère for pedestrians and has
two existing vehicle access points already constructed which leads to different areas of the site.
Saxon Court itself is considered to be a non-designated heritage asset.

3.6

Plan:MK allocates the grassed area to the rear of Saxon Court for housing development.
The proposal

3.7

The application seeks full planning permission to refurbish and extend Saxon Court upwards
and redevelop the entire site to the rear including the service yard.

3.8

The proposed development comprises:
▪

288 residential units to be provided in one landmark structure (known as Block A) over
34 floors creating both build to rent and discount market rent components. Block A has
lower levels open to the public as part of wider public realm works and the residential
elements sit above the podium level. Block A, also known as ‘The Village’, will also
include general circulation spaces, necessary plant equipment and communal
entrance/exit points.

▪

works to Saxon Court involving an additional 3 floors above the existing built form to
provide office spaces. Saxon Court will also include mixed use food and beverage
offerings, co-office spaces and a community facility under F2 (local community) use
(which includes shops where the premises is under 280 square metres and there are no

other such facility within 1,000m, halls or meeting places, areas for outdoor sport and
recreation and indoor/outdoor swimming pools and skating rinks) which will be
accessed by the public and managed by Central Milton Keynes (CMK) Town Council
under a community use agreement.
▪

a further structure to the rear of the existing Saxon Court creates three floors of ancillary
function space, which includes Class E uses, offering a variety of leisure, retail and
recreation offerings in addition to some small-scale start-up business units. This building
is also referred to as the ‘The Shed’.

The housing mix can be summarised as:
Type of dwelling

Number of units

Tenure

1-bed flat

92

Build to Rent

2-bed flat

106

Build to Rent

1-bed flat

45

Discount Market Rent

2-bed flat

45

Discount Market Rent

Total

288 dwellings

For clarity:
▪
▪

Build to Rent (BTR) homes are rented to private tenants at the market rate; and
Discount Market Rent (DMR) homes are rented to tenants at 80% of the equivalent
market rental value of the unit.

3.9

Other aspects of the proposal include hard and soft landscaping, access arrangements,
pedestrian routes and public open spaces including informal pedestrianised areas with small
areas of soft landscaping.

3.10

The application as submitted proposes zero on-plot spaces for private vehicles. It does,
however, include a servicing bay which will replace the existing access into the site on South 8th
Street and the layby would be extended to cover a slightly longer area along this road to
increase the availability of space. The proposal also includes bicycle parking provision on-site.

3.11

The proposal has been amended during the course of assessment to add one further unit of
affordable housing and provide further details relating to surface water drainage, sustainable
construction and daylight/sunlight impact.

3.12

The proposed development is considered to constitute environmental impact assessment (EIA)
development. The application is therefore accompanied by an Environmental Statement (ES)
which covers a number of issues but pays particular regard to the following topics:
▪
▪
▪

Planning policy and context;
Demolition and construction effects;
Townscape and visual including assessment of likely visual effects;

▪
▪
▪
▪

Built heritage including assessment of likely effects;
Wind microclimate including mitigation and effects of the proposed development;
Daylight, sunlight, overshadowing and light spill including mitigation and effects.
Other topics, including:
- air quality;
- noise;
- biodiversity;
- flood risk;
- socio economics;
- transport;
- human health;
- materials and waste;
- climate change;
- risk of accidents and disasters; and
- schedule of mitigation and monitoring.

The ES and its conclusions are considered further in the appraisal below.
4.0

Relevant planning history

4.1

Pre-application advice
Ref. No: 20/01766/PPA

4.2

Proposed redevelopment of Saxon Court and creation of residential
blocks with ancillary public realm works
Advice given – several responses issued as part of the Planning
Performance Agreement (PPA) setting out key issues for
consideration as part of any submission. Officer advice provided
broad support for the scheme but highlighted the significance of
the scale of development in the context of CMK, respect for existing
architecture in the local setting and the importance of addressing
the impact upon nearby properties.

Applications
Ref. No: 13/00627/FUL

Change of use of part of Saxon Court from office (B1) to University
teaching space (D1) (phase 1)
Approved – 30/05/2013

Ref. No: 14/01185/FUL

Change of use of part of Saxon Court from office (B1) to University
teaching space (D1) (phase 2)
Approved – 06/08/2015

Ref. No: 14/01235/FUL

Change of use of part of Saxon Court from office (B1) to University
teaching space (D1) (phase 3)
Approved – 09/01/2015

Ref. No: 15/00219/FUL

Internal refurbishment and reconfiguration of the existing internal
office layout into University teaching spaces including a cafeteria
area and external means of escape to the north east facade
Approved – 02/04/2015

Ref. No: 21/00234/EIASCR EIA Screening Opinion for 285 residential dwellings, 20,445sqm
(GIA) of B1 employment space, 836sqm (GIA) of assembly and
leisure uses and 2,644sqm (GIA) of restaurant and café space, along
with the provision of associated infrastructure, including
enhancements to public realm
EIA required – 12/02/2021
The Screening Opinion was for a total of 285 residential dwellings
and the application being considered involves three further units,
taking the total to 288. It is the view that these additional units, or
any other changes to the scheme such as an increase in overall
floorspace do not generate any additional issues for consideration
within the submitted ES and the submitted ES documentation
covers the relevant issues in order to inform assessment of the
application. The scope was mainly focused on the height of the
development and associated impact on microclimate, therefore
any evolution of the scheme would not render the previous
Screening Opinion as inadequate.
5.0

Consultations and representations
All responses and representations received can be viewed in full, online at www.miltonkeynes.gov.uk/publicaccess using application ref. 21/02246/FULEIS. The following paragraphs
summarise those responses and representations.

5.1

Central Milton Keynes Town Council
No formal objection subject to three particular issues being addressed satisfactorily:
▪
▪
▪

Parking Permit/Zone
Community Use Agreement
Creation of Service Delivery Plan

The Town Council comments on the positive interactions that the applicant had instigated with
the local community and the Town Council itself with regards to the evolution of the scheme
during the pre-application process. Additional issues highlighted by the Town Council include:
Height and design
The design of the proposal has evolved over time with the scale of the built form increasing
during the course of the pre-application process. The Town Council highlights the height of the
largest structure in the context of recently approved schemes within CMK which are not as tall
(e.g. Hotel la Tour). It was requested that officers take into account issues around

daylight/sunlight and microclimate and their impact on the local area by assessment of
submitted technical data.
Energy efficiency
The Town Council highlights that the retention of Saxon Court will help to limit the negative
environmental impacts of the site being demolished and redeveloped. This is confirmed as
being compliant with the Development Brief and the Town Council’s position leading up to its
adoption. The Town Council considers that the scheme should achieve BREEAM ‘Excellent’ with
an ambition to secure ‘Outstanding’ in addition to striving to meet Passivhaus energy efficiency
standards.
Parking
It is observed that no resident parking will be provided. It is further commented that the
projected rate of car ownership at 45% is yet to be tested and there are also unknown factors
such as vehicle movements from users of the ancillary offerings such as evening entertainment
venues. A wider issue raised relates to protection of parking for existing residents along South
Row which is adjacent to the application site. A request is made for consideration of a parking
zone/parking control area to ensure that any new residents do not infringe upon existing
parking areas which are commonly used by occupiers of those dwellings. Electric vehicle (EV)
charging points are acknowledged as part of the proposal in line with relevant policies.
Servicing and deliveries
A query is raised to how the development would deal with day-to-day retail deliveries in terms
of ensuring vehicles do not obstruct the highway or existing parking spaces.
Community facilities and s106
It is observed that the scheme includes a community space within Saxon Court, which is
welcomed. A further request is set out to involve the Town Council in the operation of this
venue in conjunction with Milton Keynes Council. Additional observations are made on the s106
biodiversity contributions with a focus to ensure biodiversity net gain so to help enhance CMK
itself where there is a perception of a lack of biodiversity. Finally, comments are made in
relation to making public transport more attractive with reference to the financial contribution
being made. The Town Council requests further details on exactly how this sum would be used.
5.2

Councillor Pauline Wallis (Central Milton Keynes Ward) (Member of DCC/DCP)
Cllr Wallis submitted comments which highlight a number of positive elements of the scheme
including the creation of affordable homes, job creation, flexible workspaces, significant local
investment and benefits to the local economy.

5.3

Councillor Ben Nolan (Central Milton Keynes Ward)
Cllr Nolan submitted comments which highlight a number of positive elements of the scheme
including the creation of affordable homes, job creation, flexible workspaces, significant local
investment and benefits to the local economy.

5.4

Councillor Moriah Priestly (Central Milton Keynes Ward) (Member of DCC/DCP)
No comments received.

5.5

MKC Highways
The supporting information has demonstrated capacity for parking in adjacent blocks resulting
in no harm to the highway network. The development is considered acceptable in terms of
transport, subject to appropriate contributions to public transport and a strong Travel Plan to
reduce demand for parking.
Concerns are raised over doors opening into the highway at points around the building. These
will need to be changed to open inwards, slide or be recessed. Noted that the details of cycle
parking are not clear, and it is not possible to ascertain if it is planned to be secure,
weatherproof and with step-free access. Suggests proposed changes to the highways around
the site should be subject to a s278 Agreement. Raise an issue with incorrect calculations being
used to evidence demand for parking spaces. However, using correct figures provides a lower
figure than laid out in the applicant’s Transport Assessment.

5.6

MKC Rights of Way
No comments given that there are no Public Rights of Way as defined on the Definitive Map
near this location.

5.7

MKC Urban Design
Supportive. Considers the application to support a range of policies in the NPPF, Plan:MK and
CMKAP. The building would be contextually appropriate as it respects classic CMK architecture,
and the lower heights along the eastern edge of the scheme complement the existing threestorey buildings on South 8th Street. The tallest element of the scheme is furthest away from
the existing frontages on South 8th Street and Avebury Boulevard and the design reduces the
impact on existing street scene whilst still providing a clear landmark to assist with wayfinding
both locally and from afar. The development has strong character and revitalises an existing
building whilst making effective use of the land.
The scheme is highly accessible and truly mixed use with significant employment, residential,
community, retail, leisure and green space which goes a long way to meeting the aspirations of
Renaissance CMK. The design of The Village itself is sleek and simple and complements many
of the most distinctive buildings in CMK. Although it is very tall in the Milton Keynes context,
there is no local policy basis for objection based on height other than CMKAP G9, but the overall
application complies with this policy – it does allow for buildings taller than eight storeys if
certain criteria met and it is the opinion of MKC Urban Design that this proposal meets those
criteria. The density of the proposed scheme is in line with CMKAP G10. Satisfied that the
scheme complies with relevant Plan:MK policies on place-making principles, designing high
quality places, creating a positive character, design of buildings, innovative design and
construction and amenity and street scene. There is no concern over the scheme’s ability to
support section 8 of the NPPF (Promoting Healthy and Safe Communities) as the mixed-use
development promotes social interaction; the pedestrian routes and public realm will have

continual usage and will ensure the development is safe and accessible, and due to the central
location there are facilities in the local area to support the high density and discourage the use
of private vehicles for travel. Overall, the proposal supports the vision statement.
Further clarity is required as there are various colours shown for the internal elevations of the
sky gardens and external staircases, and it is not clear if these will be included in construction
or if they are only indicative at this stage. The materials also seem to have only been submitted
as ‘outline’ at this stage and the design and access statement describes them as ‘design intent’.
Suggestion that the final materials should be conditioned.
5.8

MKC Flood and Water Management (the Lead Local Flood Authority (‘the LLFA’))
Initial response
After reviewing the Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) and the below ground Drainage Strategy,
concludes that the principles of the strategy are acceptable. Recommends that discharge rates
are restricted to 2l/s and consideration is given to integrating rainwater harvesting within the
existing building infrastructure and within the new building. Recommends that a Surface Water
Strategy is submitted demonstrating:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

existing and proposed impermeable area;
description of site topography and ground conditions;
identification of surface water flood risks;
existing and proposed drainage arrangements, surface water disposal and runoff rates
and volumes;
required volume of attenuation;
details of any Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) proposals;
in principle agreement from the Sewerage Undertaker; and
full details of the maintenance and adoption of the proposed drainage system.

Further response
Following an e-mail exchange between the applicant’s drainage engineer and officers, the LLFA
has made additional comments to clarify that the drainage strategy and discharge rate have
been agreed for the new building. The extension to the existing building would be considered
a change to the existing drainage system and the LLFA has asked the applicant to consider a
rainwater harvesting system. This falls within a policy gap – there is no guidance related to SuDS
when buildings are extended vertically. However, it is felt that the implementation of a
rainwater harvesting system is in the best interest of residents downstream of this
development and is compatible with the Council’s sustainability aims. Provided there is an
agreement about the implementation of rainwater harvesting, the LLFA recommend that this
can be controlled by condition.
Further response
It has been confirmed verbally that the LLFA are not objecting to the application subject to the
aforementioned condition which will request details of a SuDS. It has been clarified that there
are achievable alternatives to rainwater harvesting which have the same outcome of

betterment overall. Therefore, if the application is approved, the applicant will provide details
of the SuDS in due course which the LLFA can assess for acceptability, and the applicant is aware
of the preference for a rainwater harvesting system approach.
5.9

MKC Landscape Services (Tree Officer)
No objection. The proposed tree protection hoarding is acceptable but lacks detail on how deep
the supporting posts will be driven into the ground – this should be added. Replacements for
trees removed around Saxon Court need to be considered and a number of additional trees can
be included on South 8th Eighth Street by appropriate spacing of trees next to The Shed – these
should be shown on a planting proposal when submitted. Notes some wind-break structures in
the proposed plans and advises that these are taken into account when trees are planted to
ensure that there are no future conflicts between the structures and the trees as they grow.
The trees themselves will become a wind-mitigation strategy over the years.
Requests conditions (if appropriate) for submission of an Arboricultural Method Statement;
protection of trees to be retained to comply with British Standards; full details of replacement
trees as part of a general landscaping scheme; and tree pruning and root treatment.

5.10

MKC Landscape Architect
Concern that the height of the building will appear tall against the skyline of CMK and during
the day the slender design may not stand out against the sky on a bright day. On autumn and
winter days, and by night, the internal and external lighting of the building will make it more
visible from a distance. In some of the submitted viewpoints the building dominates the scene
– in viewpoint (VP) 7 the tower introduces a detracting feature into the view from Ouzel Valley
Park; in VP8 the height may make the tower seem overbearing on approach from the south; in
VP10 the tower dominates and detracts from the view of the City Church; and in VP13 the
prominent plant apparatus on the Saxon Court extension would adversely affect the residential
amenity of the nearest housing. It is for others to decide if the proposals, on balance, offer
benefits that outweigh the visual impacts.
Noted that specialist design input would be needed from consultants for the sky-gardens and
other elevated amenity space. Integral plant beds with sufficient growing medium will be
needed - the soil will need to minimise loading on the floor structure and the microclimate
conditions will need to be suitable to ensure planting is successful. SuDS should be incorporated
to benefit drainage and wildlife and assist with irrigation, although during dry weather piped
water will need to be used as a backup.
The orientation of the sky garden should provide a visual ‘plus point’ when approaching from
the south. Views down onto the roof of Saxon Court from the apartments should be designed
to avoid unattractive visual clutter of plant apparatus and apartments themselves should be
provided with private amenity balconies in addition to the communal spaces as this has been
shown to be particularly important during the pandemic lockdowns.
External lighting, levels, boundary treatment and hard and soft landscaping schemes should be
conditioned.

Access to local green space for sport and leisure is a particularly important planning
consideration for apartment dwellings and clarification is requested from the applicant that
policies L4, Appendix C (Public Open Space Provision in New Estates), and Policy SD2 (CMK –
Role & Function) are being met. Additionally, planning obligations should be sought to secure
leisure, recreation and sports facilities in line with the Planning Obligations SPD. For 288
dwellings, some on-site provision should be provided and s106 contributions should secure
improvements to neighbourhood playing fields, allotments, play areas and parks as well as
improvements to the public realm immediately adjacent to the proposal site. Several potential
areas for improvement in the immediate vicinity of the site were suggested.
5.11

MKC Ecology
Initial response
The site contains, and is near, features that have the potential to provide wildlife habitats for
protected species. Records of European Protected Species (EPS), Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP)
species and notable species exist within commuting distance of the site. The proposal must
demonstrate that it would not have an adverse effect on protected species or their habitats
and must demonstrate a net gain to biodiversity.
The submitted Ecological Assessment Report (EAR) identified areas of concern and
recommends appropriate mitigation. The Bat Survey included in the EAR shows that bats and
their roosts would not be harmed by the development.
Some trees and areas of bare ground were not included in the Biodiversity Impact Assessment
Metric (BIAM) calculation and their inclusion would change the baseline of the calculation. This
would need to be updated before the application can be fully assessed. Changes to the
proposed landscape scheme may also affect the calculation. As site conditions may change over
time, reports have a limited lifespan, particularly where highly mobile species are concerned.
An updated EAR will be required if development has not begun by 12 th July 2023.
Revised response
The updated files address the concerns laid out in initial response. No further comments.

5.12

MKC Development Plans
Supportive of the principle of redeveloping Saxon Court. The proposal is in line with Plan:MK
policy DS3 which seeks to develop CMK to become a focus for knowledge-based businesses,
intensify and densify development in the city centre, and redevelop existing office buildings
when they are no longer fit for purpose. Policy ER1 also supports the proposed office floorspace
in this location.
There is support for the wider scheme in Plan:MK policies SD2 and SD3. The proposal also
accords with policy SS4 in the CMKAP. The proposal would support the significant levels of
growth it is envisaged for CMK to accommodate in the future. The proposal is also supported
by Plan:MK policies DS1 and DS2 which direct new residential development to sites within the

urban area of the Borough. The provision of retail floor space accords with policies DS4, ER9
and SD2 of Plan:MK.
Policy SD2 specifically supports the provision of small-scale convenience retail when they are
considered as part of larger mixed-use schemes within CMK. In this instance, as SD2 relates
specifically to CMK, it will be the prevalent Policy when considered in conjunction with Policy
ER10. The proposal would not therefore need to pass the Sequential Test for main town centre
uses in an edge of centre location as Policy SD2 would override any such requirement but will
need to pass an Impact Test if the retail floor space in total would exceed 900m2, as per policy
ER10.
The gross density of the proposed dwellings is 271 dwelling per hectare (dph) which is within
the range set out in policy HN1 part D.1 which states net densities in CMK should be between
150 and 500 dph. Policy G10 of the CMKAP states residential development in CMK will generally
be 250 dph but as Plan:MK was adopted later than the CMKAP the approach to assessing
density of the scheme will be as per policy HN1.
The proposal does not accord exactly with the recommended housing mix as set out in Table
7.1 of Plan:MK and the Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA). However, it is for the
decision maker to consider if the housing mix and proportion of affordable discounted market
rent units is acceptable taking policy HN2 and Parts A.1-4 of policy HN1 into account.
5.13

MKC Housing Officer
Initial response
Objection. As per policy HN2 of Plan:MK, any development that proposes 11 or more homes
should provide at least 31% affordable housing. The tenure mix will consist of approximately
20% of units under the Affordable Rent model (up to 80% of market rent) or Local Housing
Allowance (whichever is lower), 5% of units at a level broadly equivalent to Social Rent, and 6%
Shared Ownership (based on a range of 25% - 40% equity share). For this development the
minimum expected in order to be compliant is 90 units.
The proposed mix, being comprised of all flats, doesn’t fit perfectly with policy which has been
written to cover the Borough of Milton Keynes as a whole, as it generally focuses on housing
estates with a mix of housing types.
Notes the need for the affordable dwellings to be dispersed throughout the site and integrated
with the market housing to promote community cohesion and tenure blindness. There should
not be clusters of more than 12 affordable units.
Policy HN4 states that 60% of all new dwellings are to be built to Building Regulations Part
M4(2) standards for accessible and adaptable dwellings, plus at least 5% of market dwellings to
offer ready adaptability to M4(3) standards, and at least 10% of affordable homes must be built
to part M4(3) wheelchair accessible standard.
To be fully compliant with the 31% affordable housing as a DMR requirement, one further unit
needs to be DMR. There is no tenure blindness with the DMR units are all on floors 2 to 11 and

there is no mixed and balanced community. The BTR units are exclusively on floors 12 to 33
which represents a clear division rather than cohesion.
Noted that the lack of on-site parking is a concern. Appreciative of the ecologically friendly
approach but questions the lack of access to visitor parking, particularly for overnight visitors.
Noted lack of clarity in the Design and Access Statement and Schedule of Accommodation
around the details for M4(3) wheelchair accessible and M4(3) readily adaptable units, and
therefore unable to assess their compliance with policy HN4.
Revised response
Objection removed. Now satisfied that the proposal for 90 DMR units meets the 31% affordable
housing requirement. Also content with the proposed spread of these properties across the
building, distributed between floors 2 to 22 and with a minimum of 2 per floor. Final details to
be confirmed by presentation of an Affordable Housing Delivery Strategy within six months
prior to implementation.
The discounted rent level should be set at 20% discount on other similar properties within this
development, rather than open market rent levels. Other developments may offer different
services, facilities and specifications and it will be difficult to find a like-for-like development.
They also require a commitment that rent under any DMR tenancy shall not increase more than
once in any 12-month term from the tenancy start date, and at no time shall the rent be
increased so that total rent is less than a 20% discount on the market properties in the
development. This should be written up as a condition or obligation.
Now satisfied that the Schedule of Accommodation confirms the intention to meet policy
requirements for Part M building regulations.
5.14

MKC Archaeology
No objection. The proposed development is not regarded as being of significant potential
archaeological impact. As such it is unnecessary to conduct any pre-determination
archaeological investigation, nor is an archaeological condition recommended in respect of the
site.

5.15

MKC Environmental Health
No objection. Agree with the conclusions of the ground contamination report that no chemical
contamination requiring investigation has been identified. There are, however, anomalies in
gas monitoring that do require further investigation and this will be assessed in due course.
Agree with information in the Air Quality Assessment that the site is suitable for a proposed
residential use. Proposal is in accordance with local and national policy and guidance in respect
of air quality. Dust generation can be controlled by mitigation measures.

Agree with the conclusion of Odour Assessment that a ‘very high’ level of odour control will be
implemented. Further details of these controls to be submitted when the kitchen design is
finalised.
5.16

MKC Conservation
No objection. Happy that assessments have been carried out soundly and on the correct
heritage assets. Supportive of the re-use of the existing building in heritage and environmental
terms but note the potential to harm Saxon Court due to the size of the upwards extension
being a similar size to the original building.
Note that this is quite experimental in that it is the first time an early CMK building will be
extended upwards alongside a tower taller than anything that has previously been constructed
in the area. Note a low level (less than substantial) of identified harm to other designated and
non-designated heritage assets (including the Shopping Centre, Central Library, Octo Sculpture,
Former Bus Station, Campbell Park and Christ, Cornerstone Church and CMK public realm).
Broadly supportive of the scheme’s effort to retain the existing building. The drawings and
design and access statement taken together convey the nature and extent of the development.
It is vital that conditions are used to ensure that the development is delivered to the standard
shown in the design and access statement as the same development carried out with different
materials, particularly materials less sympathetic to the design of the original facades, would
cause a significantly greater degree of harm and would affect the planning balance.

5.17

MKC Cycling
No comments received.

5.18

MKC Passenger Transport
Although the development is intended to be car-free, it would be expected to generate
additional journeys on the public transport network. Public transport provision is good but
there are interventions, funded by a contribution from the development, that could make
public transport a more attractive option. These are primarily to do with improvements to
infrastructure and bus service information at nearby stops. A sum of £150,000 is requested for
this purpose.

5.19

MKC Travel Plan Co-ordinator
A Framework Travel Plan was submitted as part of the pre-application. A single or overarching
Travel Plan will be required covering the complete development and its multiple uses. The full
Travel Plan should be secured by s106 planning obligations. For the Travel Plan to be effective
it should deliver:
▪
▪
▪
▪

a designated Travel Plan co-ordinator;
establishment of a working group;
identification of travel and transport issues and mitigation strategies;
travel surveys and consultation exercises annually;

▪
▪

initiatives to increase active and sustainable travel to and from the site; and
a schedule identified to monitor the travel plan.

Monitoring the Travel Plan with a Council resource would require a monitoring fee of £1,105
per annum for 5 years. The owner/developer/managing agent will retain the responsibility for
managing and implementing the travel plan. To secure this, a bond of £280.47 per dwelling and
£413.33 per full-time equivalent (FTE) for the commercial part of the development will be
requested, to be repaid on successful completion of the Travel Plan.
5.20

MKC Economic Development
The scheme strongly supports the priorities and aims of the Economic Development Strategy
2017-2027, providing opportunity for new commercial floor space creating permanent jobs as
well as the creation of jobs within the construction phase of the development. It is
recommended that engagement takes place with the developer to maximise employment and
skills benefits.

5.21

MKC Sustainability
Initial response
As the scheme is not a non-residential development of 1,000m2 or more, it should accord with
all aspects of policy SC1 of Plan:MK. The proposed sustainability strategy for the new
development would largely accord with the subsections of policy SC1 and, in some cases,
exceed the requirements. However, the carbon emissions calculations required by SC1(K) do
not need to include unregulated emissions and revised calculations without their inclusion
should be submitted for review with the carbon offset amount amended accordingly. If
permission is granted, delivery of the measures outlined in the Energy and Climate Statement
and Sustainability Statement should be secured by condition.
Additional response
If the Sustainable Construction SPD is adopted prior to the decision on this application, a draft
condition has been provided to secure submission of the details for the quality and monitoring
regimes (as per K.5 and K.6 of policy SC1).
Revised response
Upon review of the amended version of the Energy and Climate Statement, the applicant has
removed unregulated energy from the carbon reduction calculations and has recalculated the
carbon offset fund contribution. The required contribution as stated in the document is now
£43,868 and this should be secured by legal agreement.
Noted a minor error in the ‘total residual carbon emissions’ figure which needs correcting from
340.79 tCO2 to 219.34 tCO2 per annum. This should be reflected in a revised copy of the
document, but MKC Sustainability will not need to be reconsulted.

5.22

MKC Public Art
Happy that documents submitted are representative of the Public Art team’s discussions with
the applicant.
Request that the Culture Team at the Council be part of the ‘judging panel’ referenced on page
10 of the document. Suggestion that for a project of this scale, a media producer with a track
record of delivering this scale of scheme should be appointed. Notes that there is potential for
the artist to link with the cultural sector across the city.

5.23

MKC Fire Officer
No comments received.

5.24

MKC Sport & Leisure Officer
No comments received.

5.25

MKC Waste
No comments received.

5.26

MKC Education Sufficiency & Access
No comments received beyond those associated with the s106 contributions which requested
sums towards and primary and secondary education.

5.27

Anglian Water
Comment that the foul drainage is in the catchment of Cotton Valley Water Recycling Centre
which will have available capacity for flows. The existing on site sewers are not large enough to
be re-utilised and would cause an unacceptable risk of flooding. Therefore, they request that a
condition should be appended for a phasing plan and/or on-site drainage strategy. Anglian
Water are satisfied that the surface water disposal proposed is acceptable with a discharge rate
at a maximum of 2.5l/s. Overall, Anglian Water has no objection subject to condition.

5.28

Health & Safety Executive
HSE became the Planning Gateway One statutory consultee on 1st August 2021. Therefore, they
cannot comment on applications submitted prior to that date.

5.29

MK Forum
No comments received.

5.30

Crime Prevention Adviser
No comments received.

5.31

Cranfield Airport
No comments received.

5.32

Daylight and Sunlight Assessor of behalf of MKC (GIA North LLP)
Initial response
Upon review of Chapter 10 of the ES (Daylight, Sunlight, Overshadowing and Light Spill) and its
appendices, the chapter has been prepared largely in line with expectations. However, note
several issues, omissions and oversights that require further attention.
These include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

a lack of commentary on results for a neighbouring building (500 Avebury Boulevard)
which are contained in the appendices but not discussed within the chapter;
a lack of commentary on mitigation strategies after highlighting that mitigation will be
required due to a significant impact to 601 – 609 South 8th Street;
the commentary regarding daylight and sunlight to the proposed residential dwellings
is unclear and hard to follow although the test results seem acceptable;
a lack of results for winter Probable Sunlight Hours (PSH); only annual PSH has been
used, and there is no commentary on the sunlight results;
no results provided for the overshadowing analysis to the proposed development;
no results provided for the assessment of daylight to the proposed office
accommodation;
no contour diagrams provided, so it is difficult to understand any assumptions made in
terms of layouts to the surrounding properties; and
several erroneous statements about conformity to BRE criteria; and figures used in the
report that do not correlate to the number of windows/rooms assessed in the
appendices.

Revised response
Upon review of an addendum report, all of the queries raised have been satisfactorily
addressed and there is no further comment to make.
5.33

Wind Study Consultant of behalf of MKC (Wilde Analysis Ltd.)
Upon review of the wind study report, minor typographical errors noted and two statements
that may present a more favourable scenario, but do not conclude that any of the points raised
require further action or investigation. The report in its current state is fit for purpose.

5.34

National Planning Casework Unit (NPCU)
At the time of the report being drafted a consultation to the NPCU is outstanding and is due to
expire on the 4th of November. As a result, the recommendation as set out at the start of this
report is subject to the item not being called in by the Secretary of State.

5.35

Representations from interested parties
Representations have been received from approximately 13 parties, including several residents
and members of the local business community. Of the representations received, 5 object to the
proposals while 8 are in support.
It should be noted that some of the objections made also noted support for some elements of
the development, particularly how pleasing it is that a landmark of Milton Keynes history could
be given a new lease of life and re-purposed into something future generations could enjoy.
Interested parties raise the following issues in their representations:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Height of the proposed building being considerably greater than anything in the
surrounding area (or indeed Milton Keynes in general);
Loss of privacy as due to the height of the proposed development many homes and
gardens would be overlooked by the proposed building;
Loss of public visual amenity as it is felt that the building will look unattractive and out
of place in the current cityscape;
Lack of parking which may lead to residents of the development parking in a way that
obstructs the highway and/or the driveways of surrounding properties;
No respite from inconsiderate parking due to the 24/7 nature of the proposed
development (when compared to the ‘office hours’ nature of current use); and
Lack of quality schooling in the CMK area, particularly at secondary level.

The representations received in support of the application note the following points regarding
the development:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Open communication and proactive engagement from the developers;
Creation of jobs;
Creation of an attractive environment to attract and nurture young talent from Milton
Keynes and further afield;
The re-purposing of an iconic building; and
The timely focus on tackling climate change by encouraging sustainable transport.

In addition to the above, several other concerns were raised which are not considered to be
material planning considerations, and therefore cannot be taken into account in the
determination of the application. These included an impact on house prices within the locality
and a concern that the proposals have changed in a short period of time without input from
local residents.
6.0

Relevant policies, guidance and legislation
The Development Plan

6.1

Central Milton Keynes (CMK) Business Alliance Plan 2026 (made 2015) (‘the CMKAP’)
▪

Policy G1 – Classic CMK Infrastructure

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
6.2

Policy G2 – Classic CMK Buildings and Public Art
Policy G3 – Landscaping and Open Space
Policy G6 – Mixed Use
Policy G7 – Active Frontages
Policy G8 – Development Blocks and Blocklets
Policy G9 – Design and Height of Buildings
Policy G10 – Residential Development
Policy G12 – Planning Obligations
Policy SS4 – Indicative Land Use Proposals
Policy T1 – Access and Design
Policy T2 – Public Transport and Hackney Carriages
Policy T3 – Cycling
Policy T4 – Parking

Plan:MK (adopted March 2019)
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Policy DS1: Settlement Hierarchy
Policy DS2: Housing Strategy
Policy DS4: Retail and Leisure Development Strategy
Policy SD1: Place Making Principles for Development
Policy ER9: Character and Function of the Shopping Hierarchy
Policy ER10: Assessing Edge Of Centre and Out Of Centre Proposals
Policy ER18: Non-Retail Uses on Ground Floors in Town Centres
Policy HN1: Housing Mix and Density
Policy HN2: Affordable Housing
Policy HN4: Amenity, Accessibility and Adaptability of Homes
Policy CT1: Sustainable Transport Network
Policy CT2: Movement and Access
Policy CT3: Walking and Cycling
Policy CT5: Public Transport
Policy CT6: Low Emission Vehicles
Policy CT9: Digital Communications
Policy CT10: Parking Provision
Policy EH5: Health Facilities
Policy EH7: Promoting Healthy Communities
Policy INF1: Delivering Infrastructure
Policy FR1: Managing Flood Risk
Policy FR2: Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) and Integrated Flood Risk
Management
Policy NE1: Protection of Sites
Policy NE2: Protected Species and Priority Species and Habitats
Policy NE3: Biodiversity and Geological Enhancement
Policy NE4: Green Infrastructure
Policy NE6: Environmental Pollution
Policy HE1: Heritage and Development
Policy L4: Public Open Space Provision in New Estates
Policy D1: Designing a High Quality Place
Policy D2: Creating a Positive Character

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
6.3

Policy D3: Design of Buildings
Policy D5: Amenity and Street Scene
Policy CC1: Public Art
Policy CC2: Location of Community Facilities
Policy CC4: New Community Facilities
Policy SC1: Sustainable Construction
Policy SC2: Community Energy Networks and Large Scale Renewable Energy Schemes

Site Allocations Plan (adopted July 2018)
▪

Saxon Court and Adjoining Land (D4.1), CMK Development Brief Options (Approved
March 2018)

Supplementary Planning Documents/Guidance (SPDs/SPG)
6.4

The following topic-based SPDs/SPGs are relevant:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Planning Obligations SPD (2021)
Health Impact Assessment SPD (2021)
Biodiversity SPD (2021)
Affordable Housing SPD (2020)
Parking Standards SPD (2016)
New Residential Design Guide SPD (2012)
Sustainable Construction Guide SPD (2007)
Milton Keynes Drainage Strategy - Development and Flood Risk SPG (2004)

National planning policy and guidance
6.5

National Planning Policy Framework (2021) (NPPF):
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

6.6

Section 2 - Achieving sustainable development
Section 4 - Decision-making
Section 5 - Delivering a sufficient supply of homes
Section 6 - Building a strong, competitive economy
Section 7 - Ensuring the vitality of town centres
Section 8 - Promoting healthy and safe communities
Section 9 - Promoting sustainable transport
Section 11 - Making effective use of land
Section 12 - Achieving well-designed places
Section 14 - Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change
Section 15 - Conserving and enhancing the natural environment
Section 16 - Conserving and enhancing the historic environment

In addition, national Planning Practice Guidance (‘the PPG’) is also a material consideration.

Emerging policy
6.7

The following documents are emerging planning policy or guidance documents and may be
afforded weight in the determination of the application, as a material consideration:
▪

Sustainable Construction SPD – this is scheduled for adoption prior to the meeting to
consider this application.

Legislation
6.8

In conjunction with the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and related Acts, the following
legislation is particularly relevant:
•
•

7.0

the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 (as amended) (the ‘CIL
Regulations’); and
the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017
(as amended) (the ‘EIA Regulations’).

Planning considerations
Taking account of the application type, the documents submitted (and supplemented and/or
amended where relevant), the site and its environs, and the representations received; the main
considerations central to the determination of this application are:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

8.0

Principle of development;
Housing supply and delivery;
Highway capacity, safety and parking provision;
Impact on character of the area;
Design, layout and visual amenity;
Residential amenity and living conditions;
Impact on heritage assets;
Landscape and visual impact;
Ecological impact and biodiversity gain;
Drainage and flood risk;
Sustainable construction; and
Infrastructure impacts and s106 matters.

Appraisal
Principle of development

8.1

Policy DS1 of Plan:MK states that the majority of development will be focussed on and adjacent
to the existing urban area of Milton Keynes. Policy DS2 in Plan:MK sets out how new housing
developments within the Borough will be delivered, stating that “new housing development will
be focused on, and adjacent to, the existing urban area of Milton Keynes as well as the three
key settlements”. It goes on to state other ways in which, and locations where, new housing
developments will be delivered. Table 4.3 accompanying policy DS2 (which lists small and

medium sized allocated housing sites) identifies the rear of Saxon Court (site ref. HS15) for
approximately 85 dwellings.
8.2

Policy DS3 sets out how the strategy for supporting the economic needs of the Borough will be
delivered by the continued development of Central Milton Keynes (CMK), retaining, and
developing existing employment sites and by allocating new employment land at appropriate
locations to provide a flexible supply of sites to cater for future employment needs. The
principle of redeveloping Saxon Court and adding three additional floors to increase the amount
of floorspace to create a mix of office, co-working, meeting room, community, restaurant, café
and retail space is supported. Such a proposal is in line with policy DS3 which seeks to:
▪
▪
▪

develop CMK to become the focus for knowledge-based businesses within the Borough
and the Cambridge-Oxford arc;
intensify and densify development in the city centre; and
redevelop existing office buildings which are no longer fit for purpose with new
developments which provide a greater amount of higher quality floorspace.

8.3

Policy DS4 sets out the Council’s strategy to support the retail and leisure sectors in the
Borough, with reference to opportunities in CMK. It also refers to the Council working with
major investors and stakeholders to promote a CMK Renaissance and promote improvements
to the public realm in CMK.

8.4

For the creation of commercial and community offerings, Policy DS4 states that the Council will
seek to grow and develop the Borough’s retail, leisure, entertainment and cultural offer, with
main town centre uses developed within town centres. The glossary to Plan:MK defines main
town centre uses as retail development (including warehouse clubs and factory outlet centres);
leisure, entertainment and more intensive sport and recreation uses (including cinemas,
restaurants, drive-through restaurants, bars and pubs, night-clubs, casinos, health and fitness
centres, indoor bowling centres, and bingo halls); offices; and arts, culture and tourism
development (including theatres, museums, galleries and concert halls, hotels and conference
facilities). The application includes the provision of a number commercial/leisure units to be
used for the broad purposes of Use Class E and most of the uses that fall under Use Class E are
consistent with the main town centre uses outlined in the glossary to Plan:MK, complying with
the aims of Policy DS4.

8.5

Policy CC2 states that non-residential community facilities within or adjacent to CMK, town,
district and local centres will be granted planning permission. The submission includes the
provision of a F2(b) community hall/venue which is commensurate with this Policy.

8.6

Considering the additional uses proposed in the context of the development plan, Policy ER1
sets out that CMK is the primary focus for the development of additional office and research
and development floorspace within the Borough. Policy ER1 therefore supports the creation of
office floorspace in this location.

8.7

With regards to Policy ER10 in Plan:MK, in retail terms the site is an edge of centre site (i.e.,
within 300 metres of the CMK Primary Shopping Area (PSA)). Policy ER10, part C, sets out that
proposals for retail and leisure development over 900 sqm (gross) which are within CMK but
outside the PSA, and which are not on sites specifically allocated for such uses, will be subject

to an impact assessment to assess the impact on the PSA. In this instance, the intention is not
to exceed this amount and a suitably worded condition can secure this. It is the recently
introduced Use Class E which causes some misperception, as the majority of the floorspace will
be for what would have formally been known as B1 (office) uses rather than retail (formerly
A1). However, as this new Class includes a much wider variety of activities it does create
opportunities for more diverse offerings including retail. Subject to the aforementioned
condition, Policy ER10 is addressed sufficiently. A further consideration is to ensure that units
within the scheme are not converted to other uses to the detriment of the scheme as a whole.
This could be addressed by a further condition to restrict the loss of office spaces by way of a
change of use under permitted development rights.
8.8

Turning to the NP, Policy SS4 of the CMKAP allocates the south east (rear) of the site for
residential, retail, food/drink, and office development. This application is therefore complaint
with the aims and objectives of this Policy. Furthermore, Policy G6 sets out that mixed-uses are
encouraged for all development proposals to create interest and vitality throughout the day
and a sense of security at night. This proposal supports the Policy and avoids that as set out in
the narrative under para. 8.37, relating to the monotony and limited types of activity in districts
dominated by one use, and from Blocks and buildings containing only one use.

8.9

Policy SD2 in Plan:MK specifies the expected role and function of CMK in relation to its
economy, mix of land uses and appearance of the public realm, as well as a requirement that
residential development in CMK provides a range of well-designed good quality living
environments.

8.10

The allocation within Plan:MK (Site Allocation HS15) is for up to 85 units. However, this figure
is indicative only and does not place an upper limit the number of properties which can be
delivered. Further discussion on density is discussed later in this report.

8.11

The site is within a sustainable location within CMK for access to services, local facilities and the
wider transport network. For the above reasons it is considered that the provision of housing
in this location is acceptable subject to an assessment against other relevant policies within the
development plan, including an evaluation of the proposed housing mix. The additional uses
which form part of this scheme are also concluded as being appropriate with particular regard
to Policy CC2 and SS4 as highlighted above.

8.12

The site is in the existing urban area of Milton Keynes. The proposal seeks to redevelop the
entire site into a mixed-use development comprised of residential, commercial and community
uses. For these reasons it is considered that the principle of redeveloping the application site is
acceptable subject to an assessment against other relevant policies within the development
plan.
Housing supply and delivery

8.13

Policy HN1 of Plan:MK states that proposals for 11 or more dwellings should provide a mix of
tenure, type and size of dwelling which, amongst other criteria, reflects the Council's latest
evidence of housing need and market demand. The policy also states that applications should
take account of the ‘nature’ of the development proposal, for example, flats, where greater
variety of house type, size or tenure may not be feasible or appropriate.

8.14

Policy HN2 states that proposals for 11 or more homes should provide 31% affordable housing.
For BTR schemes specifically, the policy states that the 31% should be comprised entirely of
DMR, with a rental level (including service charges) at no more than 80% of market rents or
Local Housing Allowance rates, whichever is lowest. The supporting text to Policy HN2 sets out
the specific requirements that a scheme must meet if it is, either in whole or in part, to be
classified as BTR. These requirements relate to the length of tenancies, on-site management of
the units, and all units being self-contained and let separately. Policy HN2 guidance is also
provided within the Affordable Housing Supplementary Housing Document (SPD) 2020.

8.15

In this instance, the units created are both BTR (198 no.) and DMR (90 no.) with a mix of one
and two-bed properties. Whilst it is acknowledged that this profile does not exactly reflect the
evidence of need identified within the SHMA, which outlines that the greatest housing need is
for 2 and 3-bedroom houses, other factors must be considered. The provision of flats assists in
aiding the fulfilment of the allocation for homes in this location and would make efficient use
of a relatively compact parcel of land in a very sustainable location. It is observed that Policy
HN1 does acknowledge that housing mix will be influenced by the ‘nature of the proposal’
where ‘greater variety of house type, size or tenure may not be feasible’. In this situation, the
suggested densities, in order to comply with the relevant development plan policies, could not
be achieved without this type of apartment-led approach. A site layout with, for example, 3bedroom houses would not be able to deliver efficient use of land or sufficient unit numbers.

8.16

Turning to housing density before addressing housing tenure/mix further, Policy G10 of the
CMKAP stipulates an indicative figure of residential development in CMK being generally 250
dph. Policy HN1, part D.1, states net densities in CMK “should be” between 150 and 500 dph.
However, as per section 38(5) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, confirms the
conflict must be resolved in favour of the policy which last to become part of the development
plan. As Plan:MK was adopted later, the approach to assessing the density of the scheme must
be resolved in favour of policy HN1.

8.17

The gross density of the proposed development dwellings is calculated at 271 dwellings per
hectare (dph). On this basis it is accepted that this figure is within the range set out in Policy
HN1. Notably, it is only just above the CMKAP aspirations.

8.18

The applicant has, from the outset, been keen to provide a wholly policy compliant approach
to affordable housing provision and not to explore viability. Following detailed discussions with
the Housing Strategy Officer, additional details and revisions were provided, clarifying that
there will be a total of 90 units (31%) classed as affordable housing distributed between floors
2 and 22 – this provision is accepted as being policy compliant within the relevant sections of
Policies HN1, HN2 and HN4 of Plan: MK.

8.19

Further details have also been provided relating to Part M dwellings setting out that the
requisite numbers (10) of affordable housing units are to be built to Building Regulations Part
M4(3) to achieve wheelchair accessible standards. This relates directly to Policy HN4.

8.20

To ensure longer-term compliance around these issues, the Housing Strategy Officer has
requested a suitably worded condition to secure an Affordable Housing Delivery Strategy within
6 months of the first occupation. This will secure some of the finer details relating to rent levels

for the DMR units, so to ensure that rents do not increase more than once in any 12-month
term. The Affordable Housing Scheme along with the requisite details can be secured via a
planning obligation or condition. Given that most of the affordable housing controls will be
dealt with under the s106 agreement/MoU, it is logical to secure it through a planning
obligation.
8.21

Therefore, the proposal is considered to accord to Policies HN1 and HN2 of Plan:MK. The
scheme will provide a significant number of new dwellings in a sustainable location, with good
offerings nearby of necessary facilities and services. The site makes efficient use of land and
will deliver a considerable number of affordable homes for the benefit of the wider community
within Milton Keynes
Highway capacity, safety and parking

8.22

Policies CT1, CT2 and CT5 of Plan:MK seek to ensure that development proposals are
sustainable in regard to their links to public transport, traffic generation and general
accessibility to all users of the highway. Policy CT3 seeks to ensure that developments are easily
accessible to employment, essential services and community facilities by walking and cycling,
and also requires supportive measures such as cycle parking, etc. Policy CT10 seeks to ensure
that development proposals are in accordance with the Council’s adopted car parking standards
unless mitigating circumstances indicate otherwise. The policy also states that on-site parking
should not be reduced below the Council’s full expectations if this would increase additional
pressures in off-site parking that could not be resolved by on-street parking controls.

8.23

Furthermore, Part E of Policy HN1 states that where low levels of car parking are proposed, to
achieve densities that help realise wider strategic objectives, they will be required to
demonstrate that the site has good accessibility to frequent public transport services to public
transport nodes, district/town/local centres, schools and employment areas.

8.24

Policy CT6 also sets out that the Council will maximise the use of sustainable transport in
developments and support low carbon public and personal transport. In addition, the policy
states that electric vehicle parking spaces are to be provided at a rate of 1 per each new
dwelling. Further details are set out below but due to the approach to on-site parking provision
the scheme is not delivering a policy compliant provision in this instance. However, a number
of EV charging points are being delivered in addition to a number of additional measures such
that the scheme can be supported in this regard.

8.25

Paragraph 111 of the NPPF states that development should only be prevented or refused on
highways grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact on highway safety, or the residual
cumulative impacts on the road network would be severe.

8.26

Para. 1.21 of the Milton Keynes Parking Standards sets out that where proposals depart from
the parking standards, sufficient supporting information should include relevant surveys
demonstrating capacity and occupancy levels. Dealing specifically with parking requirements
for this development, the application does not include any parking provision and several
existing spaces around Saxon Court will be lost as part of the development.

8.27

The submitted Transport Assessment (TA) sets out that the total number of spaces required for
the entire development would equate to 677 (i.e. accounting for the demand already existing
through Saxon Court plus that now proposed in addition). Class E floorspace (described in
further detail below) is increasing from 11,778 sqm to 25,220 sqm and this would generate
demand for an additional 268 spaces (increasing demand from 236, as existing, to 504 spaces).
The residential element of the scheme would require a total of 288 spaces (1 per unit).
Therefore, an additional 268 extra spaces for the additional/mixed-uses and 288 for the
residential results in a total requirement of 556 additional spaces (over and above the previous
‘requirement’ of 236 which is met by existing public parking.

8.28

Due to the non-residential elements falling under Use Class E the standard of a B1 use has been
applied in this instance as an acceptable methodology to ascertain parking requirements. The
reason for this is that the current Parking Standards SPD does not take account of new use Class
E and the expanded variety of uses that can occupy units subject to this use class. It is also of
note that under the previous occupation by the Council and the University, the site would have
demanded a number of pay and display car parking spaces in order accommodate staff and
visitors.

8.29

The TA sets out the view that the development as proposed would not result in any adverse
impacts on the highway network. The details around this are discussed later; however, this
position is accepted by the Council’s Highways Officer and so is therefore an important
evidential consideration in establishing the position of the Local Planning Authority.

8.30

Of significance is the approach to parking provision itself. The scheme does not provide any
dedicated parking spaces for occupiers/visitors, etc. and has been designed wholly on this basis.
It is entirely acknowledged that this is a fundamental change in the way that schemes have
been previously designed. From inception, discussions between the applicant and the Council
highlighted that this approach would require detailed justification and a significant amount of
research and evidence to demonstrate that this proposal would not have an adverse impact on
the highway network.

8.31

The TA sets out details relating to car ownership which support the approach as set out. 45% is
cited as a figure for car ownership within CMK, and a lower figure than that for BTR schemes.
This view supported by the Highway Officer’s formal response which concludes that the
application is acceptable in transport terms.

8.32

Parking availability has been assessed. The adjacent site of Block D4 was able to demonstrate
capacity for parking both during the week and at weekends (pre Covid-19 restrictions). This is
only 6 spaces short of provision for the entire 556 spaces required. This is a significant factor in
support of the scheme in principle. This assessment also included commitments under
previously approved schemes as highlighted in CMKAP T1, so to ensure an accurate reflection
of capacity.

8.33

The TA also sets out expected take-up levels of the nearby available spaces and, following
detailed consideration by the Highway Officer, it is agreed that the nearby Block D4 could
accommodate 329 vehicles which may require a vehicle parking space – this includes both
residential and non-residential uses. Should any future occupiers or visitors to the site require

more permanent options for parking within CMK, they would be able to explore the permit
scheme options.
8.34

The layout and design of the CMK highway network does not lend itself to informal parking
arrangements that may occur in areas throughout other parts of Milton Keynes. There is simply
no opportunity for leaving vehicles parked on pavements or verges as might be the case
elsewhere. CMK has very stringent pay and display controls in place which limit any
unauthorised activity. This enforcement enables to the highway network and existing parking
spaces to be safeguarded and with no harm to the operation of the roads within CMK or
beyond.

8.35

To support this approach, contributions are to be secured through the completion of a s106
agreement to direct funding towards public transport and Travel Plan initiatives. Further details
of these sums are discussed further below. In broad terms, they contribute to the approach as
set out above. Specifically, these provisions would promote the convenience and accessibility,
and take up, of the local public transport services for both existing residents within the locality
and future occupiers of the development.

8.36

As is stated above, the proposed development is in close proximity to several public transport
services including bus stops and the rail services at Central Milton Keynes Station. The scheme
would also deliver 2 car club spaces within the site. Owing to its town centre location, the site
would also be close to local amenities. There have been some concerns raised with regards to
current parking availability for existing residents and any wider impact upon this provision. Pay
and display parking and permit-only spaces are utilised on a first come, first served basis. The
availability of spaces has been considered and the local vicinity is concluded to have sufficient
capacity overall, so to meet the needs of the development with no harm to the highway
network. It is also important to highlight that parking demand will vary depending upon the
time of day/week which factors into availability. In addition, due to the nature of the mixture
of uses there is likely to be a natural pattern whereby any vehicles associated with the office
uses are likely to depart around late afternoon/early evenings when the majority of residents
are returning home.

8.37

Deliveries are to be made to the rear of Saxon Court by repurposing the existing staff parking
area. This will utilise the existing vehicle access points on Avebury Boulevard and Saxon Gate.
It will also restrict delivery and service vehicles from causing any harm or obstruction to the
existing highway network by having to leave vehicles in unauthorised locations whilst the
delivery or collection takes place. Requirements for servicing are also set out in Policy CMKAP
T4(i) of the CMKAP, stating that loading and unloading should not take place directly on Gates
and Boulevards. In this case, therefore, the scheme complies with this aim and avoids conflict
with the category of roads stated.

8.38

Cycle parking is provided on-site (577 spaces in total, including those existing to the front of
Saxon Court). Further details are required in order to ensure that these areas are secure and,
where relevant, weatherproof. Cycling is encouraged within Policy CMKAP T3 which highlights
that new development should provide safe and secure storage for cycles on-site. A condition
has been drafted although the applicant has provided some detail in response:

“…the design allows for the security of the bikes to be managed by CCTV and it’s locations
along occupied space (co-working to the west, meeting rooms to the east on Ground level
and north office space on Level 1) allowing ‘eyes’ on the bikes. Canopies over bicycle stands
have been proposed over both east and west laneways on ground level and stands on Level
1 north are under the cover of the level above to provide weather protection. Bicycle stands
on Level 1 North and Ground east laneway are step free. However, the existing levels and
width of Ground west laneway means we are integrating a pair of bicycle ramps to new
stairs.
“Electric Vehicle Charging Points are to be provided both on-site and off-site within the
public realm (via a s278 Agreement). The MK Gateway development team have put
together a number of additional measures
i. Provision of 6No number 7kW EV charging points located to the immediate South East
of the Development within the car park on South Row,
ii. Of which 2No spaces will be dedicated for the sole use of electric car club vehicles
iii. Associated signage and line marking will be included to ensure that these spaces are
dedicated for the above use.
iv. The Developer has further confirmed that it will use reasonable endeavours to secure an
agreement with a car club provider for 2No. Car Club vehicles to be provided for a
minimum of three years, after which point it is expected the car club scheme will become
self-funding.
v. The Developer will publicise access to the car club to all residents of the development
and the cars will also be available to members of the public through the operators
established system.”
8.39

The impact of door openings on highway safety has been highlighted. It is confirmed that the
only doorway which opens outward is that of the substation and doors would be only be
opened here in a fire/emergency. Nevertheless, a condition has been secured so to ensure that
there is no conflict.

8.40

Whilst Policy CMKAP T4 sets out that developments are expected to meet the parking standards
through on-plot parking, it also acknowledges site constraints that can make this difficult.
However, the application has been assessed by Highways Officers and concluded as not causing
harm to the highway network.

8.41

CMK Town Council did, as part of the pre-application submission, refer to the CMKAP narrative
relating to financial contributions being made in lieu of any shortfall in parking. However, as no
objection is raised from MKC Highways following demonstration that alternative provision
would be adequate, further sums cannot be justified in terms of compliance with Regulation
122 of the CIL Regulations, relating to payments having to be ‘necessary’.

8.42

It is therefore reasoned that, on balance, the car parking arrangements would be acceptable.
Although the quantity of car parking provision would be below the requirements of the parking
standards, the site is in a highly sustainable location with strong public transport links that
would be further enhanced through the abovementioned obligations and conditions.
Furthermore, car ownership is relatively low for the location and the number is reduced further
for those occupiers of BTR and DMR properties. This particularly lessens demand for this site.

8.43

Whilst there is a full acknowledgement that this is a different approach to parking provision, ,
there has been detailed assessment carried out to demonstrate sufficient policy compliance
when taking all mitigating factors into account. The site sits within a highly sustainable location
enabling any future occupiers/visitors within the development, to benefit all nearby services
and offerings within CMK. Therefore, it is considered that the application accords with Policies
CT1, CT2, CT3, CT5 and CT6 of Plan:MK to outweigh the conflict identified with policy CT10 of
Plan:MK. Also, in consideration of CMKAP T1(c), it has been demonstrated that the
development can be accommodated whilst also taking into account the needs of other
developments.
Impact on the character of the area

8.44

Policies SD1, HN1, D1, D2, D3, D5 and EH7 of Plan:MK note the need for development proposals
to be of high quality, both in terms of the way in which the development is laid out and in its
detailed design. New residential development must also ensure that it is of a suitable density,
having regard to the character of the area and the need to make an efficient use of land, with
higher density development encouraged in locations with good accessibility to facilities well
served by public transport.

8.45

This application proposes a structure of 34 storeys – taller than any other development in
Milton Keynes. The introduction of a building of this scale was discussed at length during the
pre-application process and it is recognised that this scheme would create a landmark structure
within Milton Keynes – visible across the wider area. The application also proposes to retain
and enhance Saxon Court by bringing it back into use. Saxon Court, as previously discussed is a
non-designated heritage asset and the proposal positively respects the classic CMK
infrastructure. The tower part of the development (The Village) is located behind Saxon Court
and consequently has a somewhat reduced impact on the original context of the site. The
change in levels further limits the impact by setting ‘the Village’ at the lowest point to help
reduce the impact overall. The additional structures known as ‘The Shed’ are relatively lowlevel in the context of the wider development and do not therefore detract significantly from
the character of the original CMK vernacular – particularly those dwellings along South 8th
Street.

8.46

The creation of The Village tower will form a positive landmark feature at this key entrance
point into CMK. This is supported by providing a high-quality development whilst making
effective use of land. The introduction of the additional uses will create a strong hub of
community facilities and will bring vitality to this part of CMK whilst helping to extend and
preserve Saxon Court itself. The scheme as a whole includes active frontages at various
locations which complies with Policy SD1, which promotes good physical and mental health,
with places and routes that are safe and perceived to be safe by creating passive surveillance
and active frontages. Furthermore, as a new landmark which is not heavily focused around
vehicle parking, the scheme will encourage visitors to walk/cycle to the new facilities therefore
connecting with existing areas with CMK and beyond. Policy CMKAP G7 also highlights the
importance of active frontages and passive surveillance.

8.47

The height is undoubtedly a significant factor to consider in terms of impact on the local area,
and the scale and design of this part of the scheme will be discussed in more detail in later

sections of this report. However, the extent of development is a key issue as the built form,
once completed, would impact upon the character of this part of CMK and the wider locality. It
is important to note, however, that there is an absence of Policy which restricts buildings of this
height being developed. This is discussed in more detail in later sections of this report.
Furthermore, as densities within CMK are increased in order to accommodate a larger number
of units, there will be a natural progression towards taller buildings which are apartment led.
8.48

Broadly, however, the three elements of the scheme are deemed to make positive
contributions to this part of CMK whilst bringing additional wider benefits such as leisure and
recreation opportunities and the creation of public areas (The Green) which can be accessed
24/7. These will contribute to the vitality and activity in this area whilst retaining the nondesignated heritage asset.

8.49

With support from the Urban Design Officer, and the CMKAP, the submitted scheme is
concluded to the meet the aims of Policies CMKAP G1, CMKAP G2, CMKAP G3, CMKAP G6,
CMKAP G7 and CMKAP G9.
Design, layout and visual amenity

8.50

Policies SD1, HN1, D1, D2, D3, D5 and EH7 of Plan:MK note the need for development proposals
to be of high quality, both in terms of the way in which the development is laid out and its
detailed design. New residential development must also ensure that it is of a suitable density,
having regard to the character of the area and the need to make an efficient use of land, with
higher density development encouraged in locations with good accessibility to facilities well
served by public transport.

8.51

There are existing connections with the Milton Keynes Redway network, and the public areas
of the site will remain ‘open’ to ensure connectivity with the surroundings.

8.52

Undoubtedly, the ground-breaking part of this application is the creation of The Village, a 34storey building containing all residential parts of the scheme. The most relevant policy relating
to the construction of built form of this scale is set out within the CMKAP, under Policy G9,
relating to buildings over 8 storeys.

8.53

The narrative around this policy sets out that certain criteria must be met in order to support
buildings taller than 8 storeys. It is important to highlight, however, that Milton Keynes Council
has not drafted a tall building strategy itself and in more recent years much taller buildings have
been permitted which have already altered the skyline within CMK. Policy CMKAP G9 sets out
key considerations:
“Proposals for taller buildings in excess of eight storeys above natural ground level, will be
tested against these criteria – that they:
• Offer outstanding economic and social benefits to CMK and Milton Keynes;
• Avoid any adverse impact on:
» The microclimate, caused for example by increasing wind speeds, by overshadowing
and by restricting daylight both in the public realm and in adjacent developments;
» Telecommunications;
» Adjacent developments by overlooking them and reducing privacy;

» Adjacent developments when illuminated…”
8.54

The proposal includes a significant amount of information relating to the wider benefits in
terms of economic and social gains. From an economic perspective, the creation of between
circa. 1,000-2,000 FTE roles within the site in addition to FTE positions (circa 1,000) in the local
area arising as a result of the increased population. Furthermore, the scheme will contribute to
significant investment and revenue for Milton Keynes and provide long-term opportunities for
careers through the operation and activities within the development. There are also short-term
economic gains through the construction phase. The mixed-use scheme also brings a number
of social benefits through the creation of entertainment, leisure and recreation opportunities.
This scheme would be a high-profile positive addition to CMK’s existing offering which would
satisfy this section of the G9 criteria. In addition, the proposal strongly supports the Economic
Development Strategy 2017-2027. Overall, it is considered the proposal presents outstanding
social and economic benefits.

8.55

The impact upon microclimate is assessed fully in later sections of this report; however, a full
review has taken place and no objections have been raised. Similarly, the amenity impact of the
development upon nearby property will also be considered further. However, there have been
no objections from consultees raised on this basis.

8.56

The proposal is not expected to cause harm to any telecommunications networks.

8.57

Issues around privacy and overlooking have been considered and the new residential element
has been located at the farthest possible point from those existing dwellings in the immediate
vicinity, particularly South 8th Eighth Street. The Shed was also reduced in height prior to formal
submission and does not contain any residential elements, therefore reducing the potential for
undesirable interaction with South 8th Street residents. The ‘Shed’ is also only to be used for
low-key small business activities and no food/drink operations which could have impacted upon
dwellings nearby.

8.58

Further details pertaining to this issue can be viewed within the submitted Policy G9 Statement.
However, the proposal is considered to meet the necessary criteria in order to consider a
structure of this scale.

8.59

The structure has also been assessed in terms of architectural merit and design. The design has
evolved prior to final submission and the resulting scheme is taller than originally set out as
pre-application stage. However, the design itself has been evaluated by the Urban Design
Officer, in terms of architectural merit and is concluded as being both ‘elegant’ and
‘contemporary’ and would create a landmark structure in this key CMK gateway location. The
height of the structure being increased from initial discussions led to less built form at ground
level which enabled more public realm works and communal shared spaces to the wider benefit
of the local community. The additional units also resulted in a scheme which is financially viable
and has enabled a full set of contributions to be secured (as discussed below).

8.60

The finer details around the development have been considered in terms of materials,
openings, elevational treatments and roof designs. The Village has the addition of ‘Sky Gardens’
– shared landscaped spaces between certain floors which create a break in the built form and
add a striking feature to the elevation (south west) on arrival. As part of the formal submission,

a suite of documents was provided demonstrating views of the proposed development from
various locations. It is acknowledged that this will be a significant new feature in this part of
CMK and will create a prominent structure in this location and concerns have been raised
regarding views to nearby buildings. Furthermore, the closest dwellings to Saxon Court will
potentially be impacted upon by the plant/equipment to be located on the new roof above
Saxon Court. However, there are wider issues to consider including benefits that the scheme
creates which must be taken into account. When taking into account all factors the simple
design and location within the site would result in built form which is acceptable in this location.
8.61

The retention and extension of Saxon Court ensures classic CMK architecture is preserved whilst
bringing the building back into full operation and creating community space for the wider
benefit of Milton Keynes with additional social benefits as discussed in later sections of this
report particularly paragraph 8.67. The design of this part of the application is considered to be
sympathetic and respectful to the original structure, but also includes improvements in terms
of efficiency and sustainable construction measures. The key features supporting this view of
policy compliance can be summarised as:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

creation of active frontages;
formation of public shared spaces;
retention of Saxon Court largely intact;
addition of CMK offerings with a wide variety of additional uses;
independently accessible community space generation;
creation of pedestrian routes and thoroughfares;
respect of classic CMK grid layout; and
introduction of high-quality architectural structures.

8.62

The Shed has been scaled back over time and now creates a relatively low-key feature within
the scheme with a unique roof design to help create a covered walkway into the shared public
spaces.

8.63

In conclusion, the submission would result in a high-quality, vibrant development making
efficient use of land whilst creating new homes, jobs, recreation and leisure opportunities and
longer-term investment in this part of CMK which is in compliance with CMKAP G9. For these
reasons it is considered that, subject to the abovementioned conditions, the proposed
development possesses an acceptable design and layout and would have a positive impact
upon the local area.
Residential amenity and living conditions

8.64

Policy D5 of Plan:MK sets out that all proposals will be required to create and protect a good
standard of amenity for buildings and surrounding areas, whilst also ensuring that external
private or shared communal garden spaces are sufficient and meets the reasonable needs of
its users. Policy NE6 requires developments to have an acceptable impact on future occupiers
and neighbours in relation to issues including noise and environmental pollution.

8.65

The New Residential Development Design Guide SPD (NRDDG) provides guidance on matters
such as rear to rear and rear to flank distances, and the size requirements for private and shared
amenity areas. In this instance, the assessment is based on apartments only so only certain

criteria apply. Policy D5, while informed by the NRDDG, is flexible in its approach to the
provision of private and communal amenity space and focuses on ensuring that such space
meets the ‘reasonable needs’ of its users. This also reflects the desire to achieve higher
densities in the most sustainable locations.
8.66

Policy HN4 sets out the requirements for the accessibility and adaptability of new housing. In
particular, the policy requires that a certain percentage of new dwellings are wheelchair
accessible and wheelchair adaptable, and that all new dwellings are built to the Nationally
Described Space Standard (NDSS). Detailed information has been provided demonstrating
compliance with this. The Housing Strategy team has confirmed this position.

8.67

In terms of the provision of shared spaces, the Sky Gardens have been integrated into the
design of The Village to ensure that every three floors of residential has an area of shared, partly
covered amenity space. This is considered to be a very generous offering as it also can be
enjoyed alongside other proposed shared spaces which would be available (both internal and
external). The scheme includes an area known as ‘The Green’ which would be a public space
for leisure and recreation. The scheme provides a total of 1,403 sqm of private communal
amenity space. When assessed against the NRDDG, a figure of 1,465 sqm would be required.
Under the provisions of Appendix C of Plan:MK, Amenity Open Space should be a minimum of
1,000 square metres. It is considered that this shortfall, just 4%, would not significantly
prejudice the relative enjoyment of residing within this development. Within this context, and
indeed with consideration to the general compliance of the scheme with the NRDDG in this
respect, it is reasoned that arrangements for both external private and communal amenity
areas would satisfactorily meet the needs of its prospective users.

8.68

It is also important to highlight that requisite sums have also been secured for the improvement
and upgrade of nearby play and recreation areas which will be within a short walk of this
development. This will be particularly important for any younger children to ensure that there
are safe and pleasant places nearby for outdoor play. Further contributions have been sought
for upgrade/improvement works to create additional capacity and variety at the Sports Central
venue, which is less than 1 mile from the site. It is the only community sports facility in CMK,
and the contribution will provide further opportunities for leisure, recreation and sports to any
future occupiers as well as the wider population of CMK. Under the narrative within CMKAP
(para. 6.35) it is acknowledged that CMK falls short of provision for urban sports facilities and
this commitment would therefore help to address this.

8.69

In terms of living conditions, the key issues raised during pre-application discussions were
around potential impacts from noise and disturbance. Much of this has been included within
supporting information provided as part of the ES which secured a greater level of detail than
in most instances.

8.70

The ES includes details of noise during construction, risk from odours, air quality, wind
mitigation measures and daylight/sunlight appraisals. A review of this information has taken
place and it is concluded that it follows the appropriate routes for assessment and mitigation.
Particular attention was paid to dwellings along South Eighth Street, but also to future
occupiers. Where further clarity was required, this has been duly provided and concluded to be
acceptable. The submitted details relating to noise insulation confirm that noise levels within
private external amenity areas will fall below the lowest adverse observable levels, which

indicates that they are suitable for residential use. Furthermore, as the residential part of the
scheme does not sit directly above any commercial/leisure uses, there would not be the direct
relationship which has previously caused issues elsewhere in CMK. Overall there would be
satisfactory compliance with Policy D5 of Plan:MK and para 8.40 of CMKAP G6 (mixed uses)
which highlights the importance of consideration of residential and night-time economy uses.
CMKAP G6 states that mixed-uses are encouraged for all developments which leads to a policy
compliant position in this regard.
8.71

In terms of the Use Class E activities, many of these would require compliance with a number
of additional mechanisms such as Licensing and Environmental Health regulations. This would
further safeguard future occupiers within the vicinity. In addition, the Council’s Environmental
Health Officer confirmed that the odour assessment is appropriate in terms of securing high
levels of mitigation. Further details can be secured via appropriately worded conditions.

8.72

The scheme overall is deemed to be result in a high-quality living environment with several
innovative features to the benefit of any future occupiers and the wider community and is
complaint with aforementioned policies as set out in this section of the report.
Impact on heritage assets

8.73

The proposal combines new areas of built form with a significant addition to an existing
structure - Saxon Court. Policy HE1 of Plan:MK states that proposals will be supported where
they sustain and, where possible, enhance the significance of the heritage assets recognised as
being of historic, archaeological, architectural, artistic, landscape or townscape significance.
These assets include conservation areas, listed buildings and non-designated heritage assets as
defined in Annex 2 of the NPPF. Where appropriate, the policy dictates that development
proposals must provide an impartial and objective heritage assessment where there may be an
impact on heritage assets.

8.74

Part G of Policy HE1 sets out that when assessing any potential harm or enhancement to the
significance of a heritage asset(s), a number of criteria will be considered. With particular
reference to this proposal, the application addresses the aims of this Policy by way of the
following:
▪ the scheme includes one proposal for the extension to Saxon Court so avoids successive
small-scale changes which lead to cumulative loss of or harm;
▪ Saxon Court is being retained which ensures that original features are protected; and
▪ the design of the scheme has secured the historic form and layout of the building whilst
enabling development to secure its operation in the longer term.

8.75

The wording of the policy goes on to set out that it also requires that proposals which causes
less than substantial harm to a designated heritage asset only be granted where the harm is
demonstrably outweighed by public benefits delivered by the scheme. Regarding harm to nondesignated heritage assets, the policy states that proposals incurring such harm will be resisted
unless the need for, and benefits of the development clearly outweigh the harm, taking into
account the asset's significance and importance, and only once all feasible solutions to avoid
and mitigate that harm have been fully considered.

8.76

The policy notes that several considerations are to be taken into account when assessing any
potential harm or enhancement to the significance of a heritage asset(s). This includes the
cumulative impact of the development, respecting character and retaining architectural
features and historic form of the asset(s).

8.77

In this instance, the non-designated heritage asset is to be retained. There is, however, a
fundamental change to the appearance of the building by way of additional floors above the
existing structure which must be considered.

8.78

The Council’s Conservation Officer provides detailed observations on the scheme itself which
are summarised above. However, a key statement from this response is focused around the
submitted Heritage Assessment. It is concluded that the assessment correctly identifies that
there will be less than substantial harm caused to designated heritage assets, and that this harm
must be considered against the public benefits delivered by the scheme (as required by
paragraph 202 of the NPPF). Similarly, it concludes that there also be low level harm caused to
non-designated heritage assets and that this will require consideration under the balanced
judgement at paragraph 203 of the NPPF, which sets out that in weighing applications that
directly or indirectly affect non-designated heritage assets, a balanced judgement will be
required.

8.79

Due to the way in which the additional form is to be added to Saxon Court, the overall impact
is concluded to be acceptable overall – the scheme has specifically been designed with features
that create a much more lightweight structure than Saxon Court. This is considered to be a
positive approach which ensures that the non-designated heritage asset is not overshadowed
or dominated by the extensions, thus ensuring its legibility as an original building. Paragraph
8.13 of the CMKAP sets out that buildings which are classed as ‘distinguished’ such as Saxon
Court should be retained and adapted to new uses wherever possible.

8.80

The public realm around Saxon Court is also, by association, considered as a non-designated
heritage asset and as such must also be assessed as part of the application. Detailed comments
from the Conservation Officer conclude that there are no objections to The Village or the wider
development, and this landmark feature will ultimately secure a key building within CMK whilst
also creating a unique and architecturally ambitious development. In conclusion, the
application is considered to be compliant with the relevant sections of Policy HE1 of Plan:MK
and paragraphs 202 and 203 of the NPPF. The proposal brings additional benefits, as
aforementioned, which outweigh any less than substantial harm. Relevant, detailed conditions
are to be secured as appropriate and these will help to ensure appropriate treatment of any
elements as set out in CMKAP G1 relating to Classic CMK infrastructure – particularly porte
cochères.
Landscape and visual impact

8.81

Much of the visual impact has been addressed in previous sections of this report and whilst it
is acknowledged that the introduction of the tower will certainly impact the skyline of CMK and
beyond, there are significant benefits which must be considered.

8.82

Policies D1, D2 and D5 of Plan:MK require new development to incorporate hard and soft
landscaping which reflects the verdant character of Milton Keynes and contributes towards the

character and appearance of the development. Policies NE4 and L4 seek to ensure that new
development contributes towards the creation of green infrastructure. In addition, proposals
should provide sufficient open space.
8.83

Detailed visualisation images were created to demonstrate the views of the proposal from
locations outside of CMK. The level of this impact will vary depending upon the distance, time
of day, weather conditions, etc. but as the tallest structure within Milton Keynes there will
certainly be a change in the profile of the horizon. As previously stated, however, there are
other factors to take into account which form part of the overall consideration.

8.84

The undeveloped part of the site allocated for The Green and The Village is currently an informal
grassed area with no landscaping (aside from a hedge/shrub line to the south east edge) or
formal designation and a service yard to the rear of Saxon Court. Neither offer significant
landscape/amenity value. The proposal has included a variety of landscaping features including
new trees, mixed shrub planting and woodland areas. The application is accompanied by a suite
of supporting documents demonstrating the areas of proposed landscaping both within and
around the public realm and also within The Village through the Sky-Gardens approach to
amenity space. A significant number of existing trees are also to be retained both within the
site and within the highway. The approach is to replace any trees which are removed through
the development in order to maintain tree lined streets. This accords with design aspirations
set out by the NPPF relating to ‘making places beautiful’.

8.85

The Landscape Architect has raised no objections to the scheme and has highlighted conditions
which would be required to secure finer details of the following:
a) an external lighting scheme;
b) a site levels scheme to include the public realm spaces at street level;
c) a scheme of boundary treatment to include the public realm spaces, bin and secure
bicycle storage at street level; and
d) a hard and soft landscape scheme to include public realm, service areas and provision of
elevated gardens.

8.86

Interestingly, due to the approach to parking provision, the site does not include substantive
areas of hardstanding for vehicles. This helps to limit constraint to the public realm. The overall
result is expected to be a high-quality development, not dominated by vehicles/car parking but
providing a pleasant environment for the local community and residents. In considering the
above, it is reasoned that the proposed landscaping is acceptable and strikes a fair balance
between the provision of soft landscaping and other infrastructure and features required to
support the development. It has been confirmed that the proposed planting and public realm
works will be managed by a maintenance company to ensure that the landscaping is
appropriately cultivated and protected in the longer term. Policy G3(d) of CMKAP sets out that
the creation of new public and semi-public open spaces are welcomed on the blocks or blockets
within CMK beyond those which already exist. The details of assessment criteria relate
specifically to maintenance of these areas in the longer term and the use of innovation. It can
be viewed that in the case of this application both criteria are met. A management company
will maintain and nurture landscaping in the longer term and the proposed shared spaces and
public realm works are considered to be innovative through the use of unique landscaping
features such as the trailing planting from the shared balconies.

8.87

Ecological matters and biodiversity are discussed below, in the context of financial
contributions. In conclusion on this matter, however, it is considered that the application would
accord with Policies D1, D2, D5, NE4 and L4 of Plan:MK in addition to the applicable aims of
Policy CMKAP G3 (Landscaping and Open Space).
Ecological impact and biodiversity gain

8.88

Policy NE1 of Plan:MK states that development proposals which would be likely to harm the
biodiversity or geological conservation value of a site of countywide or local importance will
only be permitted subject to satisfying criteria associated with the need for the development
and the provision of suitable compensation and mitigation.

8.89

Policy NE2 states that, where there is a reasonable likelihood of the presence of statutorily
protected species or their habitats, development will not be permitted unless it has been
demonstrated that the proposed development will not result in a negative impact upon those
species and habitats.

8.90

Policy NE3 seeks to ensure that development delivers a net increase in biodiversity where
possible. It states that proposals providing in excess of 5 dwellings will be required to submit a
BIAM to demonstrate any loss or gain of biodiversity. As a last resort, any loss of biodiversity
may be compensated by a contribution towards providing improvements to biodiversity
elsewhere in the Borough, although the policy states that this can only occur if the loss cannot
be mitigated on-site or avoided entirely.

8.91

Paragraph 180 of the NPPF states that when determining planning applications, local planning
authorities should encourage opportunities to incorporate biodiversity improvements in and
around developments, especially where this can secure measurable net gains for biodiversity.

8.92

Due to the relatively poor-quality landscaping which is currently present on the site (this is
mainly due to the nature of the site’s use and original layout) the proposed development will
bring a broad range of positive features to this part of CMK. The Biodiversity SPD details what
the developer is required to consider when incorporating ecological compensation (including
biodiversity offsets) within their development scheme.

8.93

The EAR submitted highlights that there is less than baseline local level for species considered
under the analysis. It confirms that ecological opportunities are currently limited but have been
considered as part of the development proposed.

8.94

Alongside this a BIAM calculation has been carried out to ascertain the percentage of gain (or
loss) associated with the proposed development. After discussions with the Council’s Ecologist
to clarify some minor details, it was agreed that, once implemented the scheme would result
in a net gain of 56% in biodiversity. This figure is significantly higher than the general range that
is sought, with the Environment Act 2021 seeking 10% minimum once the relevant provision is
enacted. The proposal will thus result in a development which makes a significant contribution
to ecology and biodiversity opportunities. This will be to the benefit of local wildlife and also
adds to the interest for the local community and residents who will enjoy the public/shared

spaces. Para. 8.16 of the CMKAP sets out the key message that landscaping can offer a wide
range of benefits including the enhancement of biodiversity.
8.95

In conclusion on this matter, the proposed development would be acceptable in regard to its
impact on ecology and would deliver a measurable and considerable net gain in biodiversity.
Therefore, it is considered that the proposal would accord with Policies NE1, NE2 and NE3 of
Plan:MK and paragraph 180 of the NPPF.
Drainage and flood risk

8.96

Policy FR1 of Plan:MK states that all new development must incorporate a surface water
drainage system with acceptable flood control and demonstrate that water supply, foul
sewerage and sewage treatment capacity is available, or can be made available, to serve the
development. The policy also requires new development located within Critical Drainage
Catchments (CDCs) to evidence that there would be no increased risk of flooding within the
CDC, and, where possible, betterment of the drainage system would be achieved. Policy FR2
requires new development to incorporate SuDS as a means of managing surface water
drainage.

8.97

The application is accompanied by a FRA and a below ground Drainage Strategy. After some
clarification of technical matters, including discharge rates, the LLFA confirms that the drainage
strategy is acceptable and supportive measures such as permeable paving can be considered
beneficial.

8.98

A surface water drainage condition will be required and secured via condition to ensure the site
drainage, as a whole, operates effectively. Anglian Water confirm there is capacity in the
network for wastewater/sewage treatment and seek a phasing plan and/or an on-site drainage
strategy so they may plan for any infrastructure improvements in conjunction with the
development.

8.99

A request has been put forward by the LLFA to consider the installation of rainwater harvesting
as part of the works to Saxon Court. This is currently being investigated by the applicant as to
whether it is feasible in the context of the proposal’s design. Should this not be an option, the
details required by the condition will only be approved if the submitted details are acceptable
to the LLFA in removing any wider risk or impact in terms of surface water drainage. The
applicant is in agreement with this approach.

8.100 This preference for rainwater harvesting integration is not considered to undermine the
acceptability of the proposed drainage strategy and could be adequately addressed through
the abovementioned drainage conditions.
8.101 For these reasons it is considered that the scheme would be acceptable in terms of flood risk,
surface water management and provision of SuDS. Therefore, it is considered that the
application would accord with Policies FR1 and FR2 of Plan:MK.

Sustainable construction
8.102 Policy SC1 of Plan:MK, which relates to sustainable construction, requires development
proposals to demonstrate how they will implement the principles and requirements set out
within the Policy. These principles and requirements refer to matters such as materials and
waste, energy and climate and water.
8.103 In particular, the policy requires that development proposals for 11 dwellings or more will need
to submit an Energy and Climate Statement that demonstrates how the proposal will achieve
certain reductions in carbon via the use of materials (19%) and the implementation of
renewable energies (20%). The policy also requires that any residual carbon emissions are
addressed via a contribution to the Council’s carbon offset fund.
8.104 The Sustainable Construction SPD is currently classed as ‘emerging’ at the time of writing this
report. Should the status of this document have changed by the date of the meeting, the
Committee will be updated accordingly. Nevertheless, the document in its current form is
afforded significant weight due to the stage it has reached and is therefore considered to be a
material consideration in the determination of planning applications. The document sets out
how developers can meet the requirements of Policy SC1 and the matters will be considered
when assessing planning applications.
8.105 Part A of Policy SC2 states that low carbon and renewable energy schemes will be attributed
significant weight in their favour and will be supported where it can be demonstrated that there
will not be any significant negative social, economic, or environmental impacts associated with
them. Relevant information is provided in support (an Energy and Climate Statement) which
calculates levels of carbon emissions in order to calculate the correct financial contribution.
8.106 The proposal includes a number of measures and initiatives to support Policy SC1 requirements,
including those listed below:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

installation of smart meters;
reuse of materials;
responsibly sourced materials;
installation of green roofs;
provision for recycling;
creation of green balconies; and
water leak detection and water metering.

8.107 Following a detailed assessment by the Development Plans Officer, of the submitted
information, it is concluded that Policy SC1 of Plan:MK is complied with where applicable.
Furthermore, the proposed ‘all-electric’ heating, cooling and hot water strategy, and the large
extent of the proposed regulated carbon reductions result in the overall scheme level exceeding
policy requirements.
s106 matters/Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
8.108 Policy INF1 of Plan:MK seeks to ensure that the necessary on and off-site infrastructure
required to support and mitigate the impact of development is either already in place, or that

there is a reliable mechanism in place to ensure that it is delivered. The Planning Obligations
SPD sets out that planning obligations will naturally vary from site to site, depending on things
like the size of the development, where it is located, and the capacity of existing services and
facilities to meet the needs likely to arise from the development.
8.109 The resolution proposes securing the necessary planning obligations through a S106 Agreement
or a MoU. The flexibility in respect of the legal mechanism arises from the possibility that
ownership of the application site may transfer from the Council before any agreement is signed.
8.110 As part of the significant pre-application work, a number of detailed discussions took place
across relevant Council services in order to seek requests for financial sums as part of a s106
agreement. These discussions confirmed that the proposed development would result in
additional demand for services and resources including, but not limited to; education, health
and waste facilities, as well as attracting greater demand on neighbourhood play areas and
public transport.
8.111 Through further correspondence with both consultees and the applicant, some of the
contributions initially requested were revised. In many cases, these revisions occurred as a
result of the Developer providing more information and clarity on certain issues.
8.112 The resultant contributions, which are set out in full in the table below, meet the tests for
obligations as outlined at paragraph 57 of the NPPF (updated 2021) and are in accordance with
Regulation 122 of the CIL Regulations. They are considered necessary to make the development
acceptable in planning terms, directly related to the development, and fairly and reasonably
related in scale and kind. The applicant has agreed to enter into a legal agreement to secure
these financial contributions:
Contribution

Provisional Cost

Maintenance Cost

Primary pupils

£384,384.00

-

Secondary pupils

£151,212.00

-

Neighbourhood play

£240,000.00

-

Sports Hall/Courts

£200,000.00

-

Museums and archives

£45,440.00

-

Health facilities

£322,609.31

-

Waste receptacles

£149,571.50

-

Emergency services

£39,296.00

-

Cultural wellbeing (inc. Public Art) £900,000.00

-

Public transport

£150,00.00

-

Carbon neutrality (estimated)

£107,135.00

-

Travel plan monitoring fee

£5,525.00
£280.47 per dwelling and £413.33 per FTE
employee for the commercial part of the
development

Travel plan bond

Contribution

Provisional Cost

Total Contribution

£2,689,647.81

Total per residential unit:

£9339.05

Maintenance Cost

8.113 In addition to the above, the legal agreement will also secure details relating to the
management of the community venue via a Community Use Agreement. This will ensure that
the venue can be widely accessed by the wider community and there will be an opportunity for
the space to managed by CMK Town Council. In addition, details of the Car Club operation will
be secured. Furthermore, the securing of affordable housing provision as per the agreed
quantities and any Class M dwellings will also be included, in addition to any highway works
required under a s278 Agreement.
8.114 Policy CC1 sets out that a minimum of 0.5% of the gross development cost of proposals for 11
or more dwellings, or non-residential development of 1,000sqm should be allocated towards
cultural wellbeing (where viable). Part A of CC1 explains that the public art and cultural activity
cannot enhance the environment but also create a wide variety of other important benefits
such as:
▪
▪
▪
▪

improving the quality of life for people;
creating a local distinctiveness and a sense of place;
enriching the cultural life of Milton Keynes and raising its profile; and
providing a focus and stimulus for tourism.

8.115 In this instance, the proposal is to deliver a combination of on-site provision and a financial
contribution towards some off-site works which will form one overall project. The Public Arts
Officer has been involved in discussions relating to this approach. The result will create public
art which contributes to the aims of Policy CC1.
8.116 The total contributions will secure improvements and initiatives to support the impact of the
development on the wider area and ensure that all relevant services are adequately
provisioned for any increase in demand. In conclusion, it is considered that the proposal would
be acceptable regarding its impact on infrastructure, subject to the signing of the associated
s106 agreement/MoU. Therefore, it is reasoned that the development would accord with
Policies INF1, SC1 and CC1 of Plan:MK and policies CMKAP T2 and G12 which supports the
provision of social and physical infrastructure within the Neighbourhood Plan area.
Other matters
8.117 Following the tragic events at Grenfell Tower in 2017, there has been much more scrutiny
around fire safety of tall buildings. Due to the scale of the residential element of the scheme,
the applicant was keen to consider the issues around fire risk. It must be recognised that, due
to the date on which the application was submitted, the applicant is not obliged to provide any
detail on this matter with the issue itself not a material planning consideration for the
assessment of this particular application (as was the case before recent changes to regulations).
Fire safety measures would be considered under an Approved Inspector, likely in consultation
with the fire service. However, the submitted information relating to fire safety demonstrates
proactive steps and measures have been taken and incorporated. This approach is therefore

welcome although no weight can be given to this matter under the consideration of this
application.
9.0

Conclusions

9.1

The scheme as submitted represents a ground-breaking development which would result in an
architecturally prestigious residential-led scheme with the addition of various other facilities
and amenities. The scheme would create residential units, employment opportunities, leisure
and recreation offerings, and public realm spaces, as well as local improvements/initiatives
through financial contributions. On balance, the proposed development is considered to be
acceptable for the many reasons outlined above.

9.2

It is wholly acknowledged that the approach to vehicle parking departs from the policy
complaint approach to directly associated parking provision. However, the submitted
information provides sufficient justification of this approach which will not result in any harm
to the wider highway network, to the degree that a safety issue or a severe cumulative impact
cannot be demonstrated.

9.3

In conclusion, it is recommended that the proposed development be approved subject to the
conditions outlined in full below and the signing of the associated s106 agreement/MoU, the
obligations of which have been expressed in paragraphs 8.112 to 8.113 above.

9.4

None of the other matters raised through the publicity and consultation process amount to
material considerations outweighing the assessment of the main issues set out above, noting
that conditions or obligations are recommended where meeting the tests for their imposition.

9.5

Where relevant, regard has been had to the public sector equality duty, as required by section
149 of the Equality Act 2010 and to local finance considerations (as far as it is material), as
required by section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended), as well as
climate change and human rights legislation (including Article 8 and Article 1 of the First
Protocol regarding the right of respect for a person's private and family life and home, and to
the peaceful enjoyment of possessions).

10.0

Conditions
1.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
plans/drawings listed below unless as otherwise required by condition attached to this
permission or following approval of an application made pursuant to Section 96A of the
Town and Country Planning Act 1990:
Plans received 20/07/2021
- SW-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-E-00304 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Elevation - Saxon Court South
- SW-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-E-00303 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Elevation - West
- SW-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-E-00302 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Elevation - South
- SW-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-E-00301 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Elevation - East
- SW-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-E-00300 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Elevation - North
- SW-RSH-RF-DR-A-P-00135 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Roof Plan
- SW-RSH-34-DR-A-P-00134 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 34

- SW-RSH-33-DR-A-P-00133 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 33
- SW-RSH-32-DR-A-P-00132 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 32
- SW-RSH-31-DR-A-P-00131 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 31
- SW-RSH-30-DR-A-P-00130 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 30
- SW-RSH-29-DR-A-P-00129 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 29
- SW-RSH-28-DR-A-P-00128 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 28
- SW-RSH-27-DR-A-P-00127 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 27
- SW-RSH-26-DR-A-P-00126 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 26
- SW-RSH-25-DR-A-P-00125 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 25
- SW-RSH-24-DR-A-P-00124 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 24
- SW-RSH-23-DR-A-P-00123 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 23
- SW-RSH-22-DR-A-P-00122 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 22
- SW-RSH-21-DR-A-P-00121 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 21
- SW-RSH-20-DR-A-P-00120 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 20
- SW-RSH-19-DR-A-P-00119 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 19
- SW-RSH-18-DR-A-P-00118 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 18
- SW-RSH-17-DR-A-P-00117 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 17
- SW-RSH-16-DR-A-P-00116 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 16
- SW-RSH-15-DR-A-P-00115 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 15
- SW-RSH-14-DR-A-P-00114 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 14
- SW-RSH-13-DR-A-P-00113 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 13
- SW-RSH-12-DR-A-P-00112 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 12
- SW-RSH-11-DR-A-P-00111 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 11
- SW-RSH-10-DR-A-P-00110 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 10
- SW-RSH-09-DR-A-P-00109 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 09
- SW-RSH-08-DR-A-P-00108 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 08
- SW-RSH-07-DR-A-P-00107 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 07
- SW-RSH-06-DR-A-P-00106 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 06
- SW-RSH-05-DR-A-P-00105 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 05
- SW-RSH-04-DR-A-P-00104 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 04
- SW-RSH-03-DR-A-P-00103 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 03
- SW-RSH-02-DR-A-P-00102 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 02
- SW-RSH-01-DR-A-P-00101 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Plan - Level 01
- SW-RSH-00-DR-A-P-00100 Rev P01- Proposed GA Plan - Ground Level
- STS5174 Ground investigation report Rev 1- Part 1
- STS5174 Ground investigation report Rev 1- Part 2
- STS5174 Ground investigation report Rev 1- Part 3
- STS5174 Ground investigation report Rev 1- Part 4
- STS5174 Ground investigation report Rev 1- Part 5
- STS5174 Ground investigation report Rev 1- Part 6
- STS5174 Ground investigation report Rev 1- Part 7
- STS5174 Ground investigation report Rev 1- Part 8
- STS5174 Ground investigation report Rev 1- Part 9
- 8351-PL-GA-105 General Arrangement Landscape and Public Realm Roof Level
- 8351-PL-GA-104 General Arrangement Landscape and Public Realm Level 3-5
- 8351-PL-GA-103 General Arrangement Landscape and Public Realm Level 2
- 8351-PL-GA-102 General Arrangement Landscape and Public Realm Level 1
- 8351-PL-GA-101 General Arrangement Landscape and Public Realm Ground Level

- SW-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-P-00001 Rev P01 - Site Location Plan
- SW-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-P-00003 Rev P01 - Site Location Plan - Block Plan - Proposed
- SW-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-P-00002 Rev P01 - Site Location Plan - Block Plan - Existing
- Topographic Survey
- SXC-RSH-00-DR-A-P-00010 Rev P01 - Existing GA Plan - Ground Level
- SXC-RSH-01-DR-A-P-00011 Rev P01 - Existing GA Plan - Level 01
- SXC-RSH-02-DR-A-P-00012 Rev P01 - Existing GA Plan - Level 02
- SXC-RSH-RF-DR-A-P-00013 Rev P01 - Existing GA Plan - Roof Plan
- SXC-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-S-00021 Rev P01 - Existing GA Section - Section BB
- SXC-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-S-00020 Rev P01 - Existing GA Section - Section AA
- SXC-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-E-00030 Rev P01 - Existing GA Elevation - North
- SXC-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-E-00031 Rev P01 - Existing GA Elevation - East
- SXC-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-E-00032 Rev P01 - Existing GA Elevation - South
- SXC-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-E-00033 Rev P01 - Existing GA Elevation - West
- SXC-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-E-00040 Rev P01 - Existing Context Elevations - North East South and
West
- SW-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-S-00205 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Section - Section FF - Saxon Court and
Shed
- SW-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-S-00204 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Section - Section EE - Saxon Court and
Block B
- SW-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-S-00203 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Section - Section DD - Saxon Court and
Block A
- SW-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-S-00202 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Section - Section CC - Blocks A and B
- SW-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-S-00201 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Section - Section BB - Saxon Court
- SW-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-S-00200 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Section - Section AA - Saxon Court and
Shed
- SW-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-E-00305 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Elevation - Blocks A and B North
- SW-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-E-00306 Rev P01 - Proposed GA Elevation - South - Canopy
- SW-RSH-ZZ-DR-A-E-00400 Rev P01 - Proposed Context Elevations - North East South
West
Planning Statement (Housing Statement and Heads of Terms) – Bidwells
Policy G9 Statement – Bidwells LLP
Design and Access Statement – Rogers Stirk Harbour and Partners
Statement of Community Involvement – Quatro
Air Quality Assessment – Stantec
Noise Impact Assessment – Stantec
Ecological Assessment Report – Stantec
Socio-Economic Statement – WSP
Health Impact Assessment – WSP
Transport Assessment and Framework Travel Plan – ITP
Waste Management Strategy – Stantec
Geo-technical Survey (including infiltration testing) – Soiltechnics
Sustainability Statement – Bioregional
Arboriculture Impact Assessment – Aspect Arboriculture
Public Art Strategy – Wolfstrome
Social Value Statement – Social Value Portal
Utilities Assessment – Plowman Craven
Lighting Strategy – SM Light Architecture

Kitchen Odour and Noise Assessment – Stantec
Fire Statement – Fire Surgery
Topographical Survey – Plowman Craven
An Environmental Statement and associated appendices:
Interim Construction Transport Management Plan – ITP
Townscape Visual Impact Assessment - Bidwells
Heritage Statement and Archaeology Desk Based Assessment – Orion Heritage
Microclimate Assessment – RWDI
Daylight/Sunlight Assessment – Waldrams
Plans received 29/09/2021
Flood Risk Assessment and Below Ground Drainage Strategy (BGDS version submitted
20/09/21) - Meinhardt
MK Gateway Biodiversity Metric 2.0
Ecological Assessment Report
Plans received 25/10/2021
Energy and Climate Statement Issue 2
Energy and Climate Statement Issue 2 - Appendices (1 of 3)
Energy and Climate Statement Issue 2 - Appendices (2 of 3)
Energy and Climate Statement Issue 2 - Appendices (3 of 3)
Energy and Carbon Calculation Spreadsheet - Notes - Issue 02 25/10/21
Plans received 04/11/2021
J12730 MK Gateway - RSHP Schedule of Accommodation - Indicative Tenure Split Detailed - 2021-11-03 Energy and Climate Statement (version submitted November
2021) – MTT
Energy and Carbon Calculation Spreadsheet (version dated November 21) - MTT
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of securing sustainable
development.
2.

The development hereby permitted shall begin before the expiration of three years from
the date of this permission.
Reason: To prevent the accumulation of planning permissions; to enable the Local
Planning Authority to review the suitability of the development in the light of altered
circumstances; and to comply with section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.

3.

No development, including any works of demolition, shall take place until a Construction
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) has been submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority. The CEMP shall include site procedures to be adopted
during the course of construction including:
- routes for construction traffic;
- method of prevention of mud being carried onto the highway;
- location of site compound(s);
- methods for suppressing dust;
- loading and unloading of plant and materials;

- the erection and maintenance of security fencing/hoardings and lighting;
- proposed temporary traffic restrictions; and
- parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors.
The development shall be carried out in full accordance with the approved CEMP.
Reason: To ensure there are adequate mitigation measures in place, in the interests of
highway and pedestrian safety and in order to protect the amenities of existing and future
residents.
4.

Prior to the commencement of development of the Shed and Village, details of the
proposed finished floor levels of all buildings, ground retaining measures, embankment
gradients and the finished ground levels in relation to existing ground levels and root
protection areas of trees and planting to be retained shall be submitted to and approved
in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall be carried out in
accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure that construction is carried out at suitable levels having regard to
drainage, access, the appearance of the development and the amenities of neighbouring
properties.

5.

No development shall commence until a site-wide phasing programme including the
proposed sequence of providing:
(a) each building, including conversion thereof;
(b) public and private highway works including footways and street lighting;
(c) car and cycle parking, including passive and active EV charging provision;
(c) sustainable drainage systems and associated infrastructure;
(d) open space and pedestrian circulation areas, including lighting thereof; and
(e) any off-site works required under this permission, a planning obligation or
agreement under the Highway Act 1980
has been first submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The
details shall be provided with reference to plan(s) and a Gantt chart and define the extent
and location of individual development phases or sub-phases and any associated interim
access or drainage arrangements. Where changes to the approved phasing programme
are required in order to adjust the strategy for the delivery of the site as a whole, a revised
phasing programme shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The development shall not be carried out other than in accordance with the
latest approved programme.
Reason: To ensure that the impacts of the development are appropriately mitigated at all
stages of the construction phase, and so occupiers of the development are able to reach
and access services and facilities at an appropriate time, in the interests of achieving
sustainable development.

6.

Prior to the commencement of development, an Arboricultural Method Statement (AMS)
developing the Arboricultural Impact Assessment in accordance with BS 5837:2012 shall
be submitted for approval in writing by the Local Planning Authority. It shall include:
- a scale plan accurately marking:
o the position of all the retained trees and hedges;

o the extent of the root protection areas;
o the BS 5837:2012 tree protection fencing types along the root protection area
margin;
o any areas to be covered in BS 5837:2012 ground protection;
- construction details for the BS 5837:2012 fencing and ground protection; and
- sufficient detail of hard & soft landscaping works, service and drainage runs and
proposed & existing spot levels in sufficient numbers and at appropriate spacings to
enable the impact of the development on the tree root zones to be assessed.
In addition, the AMS shall include for;
- the execution of soft and hard landscaping works including bollard/fencing
installation within the root protection areas which will typically involve the use of
hand tools only (machines and motorised tools will not be permitted);
- construction details for any proposed areas of raised construction, excavation hard
surfacing, demonstrating that they are both specifically tailored to and feasible in this
site context; and
- how significant roots encountered outside the root protection areas will be dealt with.
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved AMS.
Reason: To protect significant trees and hedgerows, safeguarding the character of the
area and preserving habitat and to minimise the effect of development on the area.
7.

All existing trees to be retained shall be protected according to the provisions of BS
5837:2012 'Trees in relation to design, demolition and construction - Recommendations'.
All protective measures especially the fencing and ground protection must be put in place
first, prior to any other work commencing on site (this includes vegetation clearance,
ground-works, vehicle movements, machinery / materials delivery, etc.) and shall
thereafter be maintained in place in good functional condition until the project is entirely
complete and until, with the exception of soft landscaping works, all contactors,
equipment and materials have left site.
The fencing shall be on the Root Protection Area (RPA) margin and of the same
specification as that depicted in figure 2, page 20 and ground protection as specified in
6.2.3.1 - 6.2.3.5 pages 21/22 in BS 5837:2012.
Signs informing of the purpose of the fencing and warning of the penalties against
destruction or damage to the trees and their root zones shall be installed at minimum
intervals of 10 metres and a minimum of two signs per separate stretch of fencing.
Once erected the local authority tree officer shall be notified so the fencing can be
inspected and approved.
The developer shall also appoint a project arboriculturist to oversee the arboricultural
elements throughout the construction phase.
The RPA within the protective fencing must be kept free of all construction, construction
plant, machinery, personnel, digging and scraping, service runs, water-logging, changes
in level, building materials and all other operations, personnel, structures, tools, storage
and materials, for the duration of the construction phase.
Prior to any development above slab level, the developer shall submit details of the
proposed layout and general arrangements of the site in relation to the trees to be
retained. In particular, details of storage areas including what substances will stored and
where, locations of car parking, welfare facilities, cement plant, fuel storage and where

discharge, filling and mixing of substances will take place. The details shall include site
levels to enable risks posed to trees to be quantified.
No fire shall be lit such that it is closer than 20 metres to any tree or that flames would
come within 5 metres of any part of any tree.
Earthworks, level changes, service runs, foundations and all other works involving
excavation shall not be located within the root protection areas.
If construction-facilitation pruning of the trees is required, this should be carried out by a
competent, qualified and experienced tree surgeon according to the provisions of BS
3998:2010 and current arboriculture industry best practice. The local authority
arboriculture officer shall be given a week's notice before the works are carried out so
they have the opportunity to attend on site and agree the exact extent of the works with
the tree surgery contractor.
Reason: To protect significant trees and hedgerows, safeguarding the character of the
area and preserving habitat and to minimise the effect of development on the area.
8.

Notwithstanding the approved drawings, prior to the conversion of Saxon Court or
construction of each other building above slab level a detailed scheme for cycle parking
shall be submitted for approval in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved
bicycle parking shall be provided and retained thereafter prior to the first occupation of
each respective building.
Reason: To ensure the provision and availability of adequate cycle parking.

9.

Prior to the first occupation of each respective building, a servicing and delivery plan shall
be submitted for approval in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The use of the
development shall thereafter be carried out in full accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure the provision and availability of satisfactory off-street parking and
servicing/loading/unloading facilities for the development.

10.

No building or use hereby permitted shall be first occupied until a full Travel Plan
comprising immediate, continuing and long-term measures to promote and encourage
alternatives to single-occupancy car use has been submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority. The approved Travel Plan shall then be implemented,
monitored and reviewed in accordance with the agreed Travel Plan Targets to the
satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To support sustainable transport objectives including a reduction in single
occupancy car journeys and the increased use of public transport, walking and cycling.

11.

Notwithstanding the approved drawings, prior to the construction of the Shed and Village
above slab level, or the construction of a hard landscape area, full details of both hard
and soft landscape works shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. Soft landscape works shall include planting plans at a minimum scale
of 1:200 with schedules of plants noting species, supply sizes and proposed densities; and
a tree planting details drawing. The planting plans shall include existing trees and/or
hedgerows to be retained and/or removed accurately shown with root protection areas;

proposed and existing functional services above and below ground. All hard and soft
landscape works shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details and prior to
the first occupation of the residential village block, or in accordance with a programme
agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority. If within a period of five years from
the date of the planting of any shrub or ten years from the planting of any tree, that tree
or shrub, or any tree and shrub planted in replacement for it, is removed, uprooted or
destroyed, dies, becomes severely damaged or diseased, shall be replaced in the next
planting season with a tree or shrub of equivalent size, species and quantity. Thereafter
the hard and soft landscape works shall be maintained and retained in situ.
Reason: To ensure that the appearance of the development is satisfactory and so to
secure biodiversity enhancements.
12.

Notwithstanding the approved drawings, prior to the commencement of works of the
Shed and Village above slab level, details of any street furniture shall be submitted to and
approved by the Local Planning Authority. In addition, evidence shall be provided which
demonstrates that these details have considered the Public Realm Design Manual
published by Milton Keynes Council. The approved street furniture and street materials
shall thereafter be provided in accordance with the approved phasing programme.
Reason: To ensure that the development does not detract from the character and
appearance of the area.

13.

No works to construct a building or hard surface shall commence until a surface water
drainage scheme for the site, based on sustainable drainage principles, has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme shall
subsequently be implemented in accordance with the approved details and the approved
phasing programme.
Reason: To ensure that the appearance of the development is satisfactory, so to provide
a high quality public realm.

14.

Prior to development commencing on Saxon Court, samples of external materials
including external floor finishes at ground level shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall thereafter be carried out
in full accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure that the development does not detract from the character and
appearance of the area.

15.

Prior to the commencement of development of 'The Village' and 'The Shed' respectively,
samples of all external materials shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The development shall thereafter be carried out in full
accordance with the approved materials.
Reason: To ensure that the development does not detract from the character and
appearance of the area.

16.

Prior to the commencement above slab level of 'The Village', a sample panel of brickwork
for each brickwork type to be used shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The development shall thereafter be carried out in full
accordance with the approved brickwork.
Reason: To ensure that the development does not detract from the character and
appearance of the area.

17.

Prior to the commencement above slab level, mockup panels(s) (i.e 1:1 scale) of the
proposed façade, for each material type to be used, for the Village, shall be submitted to,
and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority. The development shall
thereafter be carried out in full accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure that the development does not detract from the character and
appearance of the area.

18.

A detailed ventilation and odour extraction/dispersal scheme (including details of its
method of construction, odour control measures, noise levels and its appearance and
finish) shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority prior to the first occupation of
each respective unit in restaurant/bar/café Class E(b) use. The approved scheme shall be
installed before the use of that unit hereby permitted commences and thereafter shall be
permanently maintained in accordance with the specified scheme.
Reason: To safeguard the amenity of the occupiers of the proposed development.

19.

Notwithstanding the extent of floor space falling within Class E of the Use Classes Order
1987 (as amended), hereby approved, and the provisions of the Town and Country
Planning (General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (and any Order which
amends, revokes or replaces that Order), the combined extent of any retail floor space
shall be limited to and not exceed 900sqm.
Reason: To safeguard the vitality of the existing shopping/retail areas within Central
Milton Keynes.

20.

Prior to the first occupation of Saxon Court, details of any roof top plant/equipment, shall
be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall be
carried out in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure that the development does not detract from the character and
appearance of the area.

21.

Prior to the first occupation of 'The Village', 'Saxon Court' and 'The Shed' respectively, a
scheme for superfast broadband infrastructure and/or a futureproofing scheme for
ultrafast broadband infrastructure for every household, shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The agreed superfast broadband
infrastructure shall be installed prior to the first occupation of each unit in each respective
block.

Reason: To ensure sufficient communication otions for future occupiers/users of the
development.
22.

No building or use hereby permitted shall be occupied or the use commenced until the
refuse stores and areas/facilities allocated for storing of recyclable materials, as shown
on the approved plans, have been completed for that building in accordance with the
approved plans. Thereafter, all refuse and recyclable materials associated with the
development shall either be stored within these dedicated stores/areas.
Reason: In order to ensure there are adequate facilities for the storage and recycling of
recoverable material.

23.

All mitigation and compensation recommendations set out in the Stantec Ecological
Assessment Report and the Biodiversity Metric (2.0) dated September 2021 shall be
implemented at the appropriate stage of the development and no later than one year
after the final occupation of the development.
Reason: To maintain and enhance local biodiversity and ecology.

24.

No development shall take place until an assessment of ground conditions to determine
the likelihood of any ground, groundwater or gas contamination of the site has been
carried out in accordance with the Environment Agency's 'Model Procedures for the
Management of Land Contamination'. The results of this survey detailing the nature and
extent of any contamination, together with a strategy for any remedial action deemed
necessary to bring the site to a condition suitable for its intended use, shall be submitted
to and approved by the Local Planning Authority before construction works commence.
Any remedial works shall be carried out in accordance with the approved strategy and
validated by submission of an appropriate verification report prior to first occupation of
the development. Should any unforeseen contamination be encountered the Local
Planning Authority shall be informed immediately. Any additional site investigation and
remedial work that is required as a result of unforeseen contamination will also be carried
out to the written satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure that the site is fit for its proposed purposed and any potential risks to
human health, property, and the natural and historical environment, are appropriately
investigated and minimised.

25.

No open storage or display of goods, materials, finished or unfinished products or parts,
crates or refuse shall take place on any open area of the site.
Reason: To ensure that vehicle movements are not obstructed and to protect the
character and appearance of the area.

26.

Prior to the construction of a building above slab level or the construction of a hard
landscape area evidence shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning
Authority which confirms how the proposed development incorporates the
LifetimeHomes Standards and best practice guidance in 'Safer Places' and 'Secure by

Design'. The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
statement.
Reason: In the interest of ensuring that the proposed development is fit for purpose.
27.

No building hereby permitted shall be occupied until the facilities for parking, loading,
unloading, circulation and manoeuvring in relation to that building have been completed
in accordance with the approved plans. Thereafter, these areas shall be kept free of
obstruction and available for such purposes only.
Reason: To ensure that there are adequate servicing facilities within the site in the
interests of highway safety.

28.

No building or open space hereby permitted shall be occupied or first used until the
means of access for pedestrians and cyclists for that building or open space have been
constructed in accordance with the approved plans. The means of access shall thereafter
be retained for these purposes only.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety.

29.

Prior to the construction of a building above slab level or the construction of a hard
landscape area, details of Electric Vehicle (EV) charging arrangements shall be submitted
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. These details shall cover both
active and passive EV charging, as well as a timetable for the provision of these
arrangements (in stages if required). The EV charging arrangements shall be installed in
accordance with the approved arrangements and timetable and retained thereafter.
Reason: To ensure that EV Charging facilities are provided to serve the development.

30.

No development shall take place until a Sustainable Drainage Strategy and associated
detailed design, management and maintenance plan of surface water drainage for the
site using Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) methods has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved drainage system shall
be implemented in accordance with the approved Sustainable Drainage Strategy prior to
the first occupation or use of each respective building and maintained thereafter in
accordance with the approved management and maintenance plan.
Reason: To prevent the increased risk of flooding by ensuring the provision of a
satisfactory means of surface water disposal is incorporated into the design and the build
and that the principles of sustainable drainage are incorporated into this proposal and
maintained for the lifetime of the proposal.

31.

Notwithstanding the provisions of Class E of the Use Classes Order 1987 (as amended),
hereby approved, and the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (and any Order which amends, revokes or
replaces that Order), upon completion of the development none of the units within Saxon
Court dedicated for office use shall be used for any purpose other than within Class E(g)i.

Reason: To ensure the employment offerings are retained within the development.
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Annex
A1.0

Consultations and representations
The following paragraphs present the original text of responses and representations made by
consultees.

A1.1

Central Milton Keynes Town Council
Overview
The Town Council recognises the merits of the scheme, as noted below. However, this is a
complex proposal and the Town Council would wish to see the following conditions applied
should the application be granted:
• Creation of a new parking permit zone between South Eighth Street and South Tenth Street
for the exclusive use of existing residents.
• Creation of a service delivery plan to address both major and minor deliveries across the
development.
• Creation of a planning agreement between the applicant, Milton Keynes Council and CMK
Town Council to secure community access to the proposed community facility.
If it does not prove possible to accommodate all of the above conditions, this response should
be considered as an Objection to the application on the material grounds cited below.
If this is the case and Officers are minded to recommend approval of the application without
the conditions being met we request that it is referred to DCC for determination.
Meanwhile, if the Case Officer wishes to discuss any aspects of our conditions or how they
might be imposed, please contact the Town Council before the application is determined.
Detailed Considerations
The Town Council would like to acknowledge the applicant’s willingness to engage with us
during the pre-application phase and to keep us informed as the design has evolved. Also, we
welcome their innovative approach to community engagement, the efforts they have made to
understand what makes CMK ‘different by design’, and their decision to retain world-class
architects, Rogers, Stirk Harbour, to produce the designs for this important development.
This is a complex proposal and while broadly supporting the scheme CMK Town Council has
some reservations and required conditions, as outlined below, without which support for the
scheme will not be forthcoming.
Height & Design
Through its height alone, this would be a striking new development for Milton Keynes. Opinions
may differ on the style of the building, but it is worth noting how the bulk and mass of the
development has changed over time. The final proposal is considerably different from the
original concept, which was for three new buildings south of Saxon Court, with the tallest
around 18 stories.
In pre-application discussions the Town Council voiced concerns about the height and massing
of the development as it might impact on an existing, low-rise housing area and on the public
realm. Therefore, we welcomed subsequent design and layout changes to reduce the height

and bulk of the building adjacent to those homes, and the provision of a single, taller, more
slender tower which would retain more daylight for existing residents.
The intended use of what is now the second and smaller new building facing South Eighth Street
has also changed over time, moving from ‘residential’ to a flexible mixed use building providing
workspace (employment) and a range of other potential uses, recognising that this redesign
would provide better accessibility, more active frontages on South Eighth Street, and a more
attractive, flexible space.
However, the height of the single new residential tower has evolved from an 18-storey
structure into a 34-storey tower. The most recent change (from 27 to 34 stories) occurred
between our last pre-application meeting with the developer and the submission of the
application and therefore came as something of a surprise.
We are not aware of any planning policies that preclude the approval of very tall buildings in
CMK, but we note that the 34-storey tower would be 2.5 times taller than Hotel LaTour.
Whilst we appreciate the iterative consultation and design process that has led to the proposal
for a very tall residential tower, the Town Council is also aware that a number of local residents
still have concerns about its height and potential overshadowing and windtunnel effects.
We are not experts in this field, and acknowledge that the applicant has sought to mitigate
these effects through various design features (e.g. the cut-away corners). However, as in
previous major applications, we would ask MK Council to consider the technical data most
carefully when judging the possible impact of a high-rise building in this location.
Energy Efficiency
By retaining and extending Saxon Court the applicant has not only recognised the heritage value
of the original building but is also avoiding the negative environmental impact of demolishing
a modern building that can be repurposed. This is fully in line with the Development Brief and
the Town Council’s position leading up to its adoption some years ago.
In the Town Council’s view, the development should also meet “BREEAM Excellent” standard
with the ambition of achieving “BREEAM Outstanding”. In light of the MK Council’s green
agenda the Town Council would expect this from a site wholly owned by MKC. The design shift
towards a single, slimmer tower, while apparently having the advantage of reducing wind
tunnel effects and overshadowing, does however imply that energy efficiency will be harder to
achieve due to the small size of the floorplate and the ease of heat to escape. In response to
this, we ask that the developer strive to meet Passivhaus energy efficiency standards. (A
comparable development, the 2 Trafalgar Way scheme near Canary Wharf, has aimed to meet
Passivhaus certification in addition to BREEAM Excellent status, with towers of similar
proportions to the one proposed here.)
Parking
From the earliest stage the applicant has been open about having no plans to provide additional
parking for the scheme. Clearly, this is unprecedented for CMK, and the Town Council has asked
MK Council officers to clarify their position on current parking standards, but as yet with no
result.
The developer anticipates that 45% of its residents will own a car. This is based on planning
data for similar schemes that have received planning consent in CMK. However, whether this
metric is proven in practice is yet unknown. Also, the development might attract a different
type of resident from other schemes in CMK.

The applicant’s parking take-up figure of 339 is based on this projection combined with office
users. However, this scheme will also generate car traffic from visitors to the leisure element.
In view of these factors it is reasonable to expect a higher impact on parking occupancy.
Parking arrangements for existing residents
Nevertheless, the Town Council’s current, primary concern is preserving access to the residents’
parking scheme specifically provided for the existing residents of the housing between South
Eighth Street and South Tenth Street.
To this end, the Town Council asks that a new parking permit zone area be created for the
residential area between South Eighth Street and South Tenth Street (as shown on the map
below-Figure 1). This area should have a specific permit which is only available to residents of
those existing properties. MK Gateway residents should not be able to park in this permit area.
This will preserve access to parking for existing residents, while MK Gateway residents could
use the public parking adjacent to Saxon Gate and on South Row:
This would address the additional pressure that the new development will create on existing
residential parking demand. As Plan:MK Policy CT10 requires:
On-site parking should not be reduced below the Council’s full expectations if this would
increase additional pressure on off-site parking that could not be resolved by on-street parking
controls.
A new on-street parking control specifically for existing residents will resolve the risk that this
scheme poses to their parking access and therefore needs to be addressed as a consequence
of this application. Hence, the Town Council would require this to be conditioned, requiring the
existing residents only parking scheme be revised and a new exclusive scheme in place, prior to
first occupation of MK Gateway in order that the provisions of Policy CT10 are satisfied.
The Town Council notes and appreciates the intention to provide four new electric vehicle
charging points. Although this technically meets the policy requirement, a more significant
provision would go further towards meeting MK Council’s green agenda and offsetting the
impact of this scheme on demand for car journeys.
Servicing and Deliveries
It is perfectly acceptable that under the plans servicing and delivery vehicles would use existing
highway infrastructure around the site (due to the appropriate retention of the classic CMK
infrastructure).
However, given the rise of e-commerce, and the large number of residential units, we would
expect that there would be dedicated parking spaces for the intermittent use of delivery
vehicles from supermarkets, online delivery firms, takeaway food deliveries etc. This would
avoid the need or temptation of delivery drivers, of which there may be a number at any time,
to use residents’ parking spaces or to stop on the boulevard, gate or street, thereby causing
safety issues and/or obstructions.
Community Facility & Section 106 Contributions
Community facilities are severely lacking in CMK therefore the Town Council notes and
welcomes the applicant’s intention to provide a new community space (Class F2). Again, the
applicant has listened positively to suggestions from CMK Town Council to move the community

space from its original proposed location (centrally located within Saxon Court) to a more
publicly accessible location at the south-west corner of the building.
In order that the use of this facility and any other S106 funding for community facilities remains
for the local community, the Town Council asks that we be allowed to determine how any
community facilities S106 funding is used, and that a planning agreement be reached between
the applicant, Milton Keynes Council, and the Town Council ensuring community access to the
new facility.
The Town Council supports the applicant’s intention to make improvements to the Green
Frame as part of this application. In doing so, however, we ask that the applicant and Milton
Keynes Council endeavour to understand, protect and enhance the existing biodiversity in the
area. There is a common misconception that CMK lacks biodiversity, however there is a large
amount of biodiversity in the urban area, particularly in the grid road reservations, and the
Town Council would like to see this enhanced and maintained. This would be in keeping with
the Government’s Environment Bill, currently going through Parliament, which will strengthen
the existing duty on public authorities to conserve biodiversity. National policy also encourages
authorities and developments to pursue “biodiversity net gain” where possible.
The Town Council notes that a contribution of £150,000 to enhance the attractiveness of public
transport by improving real time signage at stops is currently requested. While this is
welcomed, this is a small sum that will benefit existing users, but a larger sum would be required
to meaningfully improve services and attract new custom. We support the intention to
contribute to public transport provision in order to offset the impact on parking and traffic from
this zero on-plot parking development but request more specific detail on how this money will
be used effectively to make a real difference in public transport use.
Figure 1- Proposed new parking permit zone

A1.2

Councillor Pauline Wallis (Central Milton Keynes Ward)
Central Milton Keynes is a diverse ward and it’s exciting to see this innovative development
taking shape in our city centre.
This proposed development will be the first in CMK which is compliant with MK Council’s
affordable housing policy and its focus on sustainability will help MK on it’s way to being carbon
neutral by 2030.
The development of Saxon Court will create new jobs, provide new space for independent
retailers and offer a dynamic, flexible workspace for local SME’s. As we look to the future of
how we work and MK’s economic recovery MK Gateway offers exciting opportunities for local
people and our economy.
The MK Gateway development will provide over £300m of social value over the next 20 years
and we’re delighted to see this investment in the CMK community.

A1.3

Councillor Ben Nolan (Central Milton Keynes Ward)
As Councillor Pauline Wallis’ comments.

A1.4

Councillor Moriah Priestly (Central Milton Keynes Ward)
No comments received.

A1.5

MKC Highways
This proposal is for the extension of Saxon Court to accommodate further commercial
floorspace and the erection of accompanying, mixed residential and commercial development
to the rear of Saxon Court.
The application is supported by numerous documents including a Transport Assessment which
sets out the transport issues related to the proposed development.
The site is clearly in a highly accessible location, with good access to local services and facilities
as well as public transport. Walking and cycling opportunities are very good and various hire
schemes (cycles, scooters, vehicles) are available in CMK.
The TA reviews the potential traffic impacts of the proposals and concludes that there would
be no adverse impact on the highway network. That view is accepted.
Parking
The site does not include any additional car parking provision and in fact the existing Saxon
Court car parking is lost in the redevelopment. The TA estimates that the Council’s parking
standards would require 677 spaces for the development as a whole. Looking at the application
form, the Class E floorspace is increasing from 11,778m2 at present, to 25,220m2. While not all
of the increased floorspace is intended as Office, the B1 parking standard (1 space per 50m2)
is considered reasonable for the calculation of the parking requirement. This would raise the
parking requirement from 236 spaces to 504 spaces, an increase of 268 spaces.

The residential element would require 288 spaces (1 per dwelling), giving a total requirement
of 556 spaces. This excludes the small amount of community floorspace under Class F and does
not take into account the loss of parking on site.
The TA provides data for car ownership in CMK which shows that 45% of households do not
own/keep a vehicle. The TA asserts that build-to-rent (BTR) schemes have lower than average
car ownership and other data available does appear to support that view.
The TA also provides details of available parking in CMK close to the site. Using the Council’s
data from 2019 the TA provides figures for parking availability in Block D4. The figures provided
are somewhat contradictory between Table 3-3 and Section 4.2. However, the data in Appendix
A clearly shows that the minimum level of available spaces was 550 spaces at the weekend and
699 spaces on a weekday. It can be seen that the available parking is very close to meeting the
parking requirement (556 spaces), even with 100% for residential.
In Table 4-2 the TA estimates the potential take up in spaces using car ownership data for the
residential element and census journey to work data for the office element.
However, the residential figure arrived at is incorrect. 45% of households do not have a car but
55% of households do and of that 55%, 10% have 2 cars. Applying the car ownership data
correctly gives a figure of 187 spaces ((288 x 0.45 x 1) + (288 x 0.1 x 2)) not 130 as shown in the
TA.
For the office element, the TA uses the census journey to work data for CMK which shows 53%
of journeys to work by car. Applying that logic to the increase in office parking of 268 spaces
gives a requirement of 142 spaces, whereas the TA suggests 209 spaces.
Consequently, the estimated demand for spaces using the TA methodology but with
the correct figures, is 329 spaces. The TA estimates 339 spaces.
The applicant suggests that this demand can be readily met by the available parking in Block
D4. The applicant also suggests that should this demand materialise, it can be met by the issuing
of permits using the existing permit mechanisms.
It is unfortunate that the applicant’s figures are not correct in some cases; however, a review
of the TA methodology shows that this is fundamentally correct. Applying the correct figures
does show that there is sufficient available space in Block D4 to meet 100% demand for parking
(556 spaces).
If limited to predicted levels based on car ownership and census data, the demand for spaces
would be around 329 spaces, significantly less than the amount available.
Parking controls in CMK are extensive and are comprehensively enforced. There are almost no
opportunities for informal on-street or kerbside parking and therefore any lack of provision of
parking for this development would not adversely affect the operation or safety of the highway.
Other Matters
It is noted that despite discussing this during the pre-app, there are still doors shown opening
into the highway at points around the building. These are not acceptable and will need to open
inwards, slide, or be recessed.
The details of the cycle parking around the edge of the Saxon Court building are limited and
difficult to discern. This parking needs to be secure, with controlled access, it should be
weatherproof and it should not require access via steps. The current proposals do not appear
to meet any of these requirements and are therefore not acceptable.
Changes to the highway around the site will be required to facilitate servicing and to close the
existing access. These can be covered by condition and will require an agreement under Section
278 of the Highway Act.

Summary
The proposed development is in a sustainable location with good access to facilities and public
transport. The TA shows that the impact of additional traffic movements will not adversely
affect the operation of the highway network around the site.
The TA has estimated the likely parking demand from the development and has shown that this
can be met within the available parking in Block D4. Parking controls would protect the
operation and safety of the highway. The applicant suggest that increased parking demand is
managed through the current parking permit schemes.
The applicant is also providing a Travel Plan which would seek to further restrict parking
demand.
Consequently, with appropriate contributions to public transport (e.g. for information
provision) and a strong Travel Plan, the development is considered acceptable in transport
terms.
The issues raised above in “Other Matters” will need to be addressed, either by revised plans
or by planning conditions. Subject to them being addressed, there is no objection to the
granting of planning permission.
A1.6

MKC Rights of Way
There are no Public Rights of Way as defined on the Definitive Map near this location so we
have no comments to make as regards this consultation.

A1.7

MKC Urban Design
RELEVANT POLICY
CMK Business Neighbourhood Plan
CMKAP G1 – Classic CMK Infrastructure
CMKAP G2 – Classic CMK Buildings and Public Art
CMKAP G3 – Landscaping and Open Space
CMKAP G6 – Mixed Use
CMKAP G7 – Active Frontages
CMKAP G8 – Development Blocks and Blocklets
CMKAP G9 – Design and Height of Buildings
CMKAP G10 – Residential Development
Plan:MK
Plan:MK - Policy SD1
Plan:MK - Policy D1 DESIGNING A HIGH QUALITY PLACE
Plan:MK - Policy D2 CREATING A POSITIVE CHARACTER
Plan:MK - Policy D3 DESIGN OF BUILDINGS
Plan:MK - Policy D4 INNOVATIVE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Plan:MK - Policy D5 AMENITY AND STREET SCENE
National Policy Framework
Sections 8,11 and 12

Other documents
Saxon Court and Adjoining Land (D4.1), CMK Development Brief Options (Approved March
2018)

▪

▪

▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

KEY CONSIDERATIONS
This application in my view supports a wide range of policy in both the NPPF, Plan:MK as well
as the CMK Business Neighbourhood Plan:
It is contextually appropriate as it respects the classic CMK infrastructure, and brings back into
life the non-designated heritage asset that is Saxon Court while the 3 storey extension does not
compete with the heritage asset but rather complements it in design. The lower heights along
the eastern edge of the scheme results in it being sympathetic to the existing three storey
development along South 8th Street. The tallest element of the scheme, the Village is located
furthest away within the site boundary from the latter development while its slender design
further minimises impact on existing development. The height of the Village also helps
demarcate a key gateway into CMK and aids with wayfinding both locally and from afar.
The development has a strong character – the “high tech” type design of the 3 storey extension
to Saxon Court and The Shed with their saw tooth roof design will provide a distinctive design
(reflecting many of the jobs intended to occupy these 2 buildings), while the extent of the public
realm anchored around the Green will provide a different yet complementary offer to much of
the rest of CMK. The 2 storey plinth to the Village reflects and ties back to the design of Saxon
Court itself. The Village by virtue of its height is the final element of the application that
provides and reinforces this strong character
The scheme brings back into life an existing building and makes very effective use of land.
The scheme is truly mixed use with substantial employment and residential space that is
supported by community event space, retail and cafes and restaurants and high quality public
realm. The development will certainly add to the animation, vibrancy and prosperity of CMK
and go a long way to meeting the aspirations of Renaissance CMK..
The scheme is highly accessible for all with an extensive amount of high quality overlooked
public realm woven through the entire scheme
The active frontages facing onto the existing classic infrastructure will make existing footpaths
feel safer and encourage further walking.
The development is very legible and well connected into the surrounding area through the
inclusion of north-south and east-west public pedestrian routes through the site.
The Village itself has a very slender and elegant design and would be a valuable addition to the
architectural stock of CMK. It’s sleek and simple design would complement many of the most
distinctive buildings in CMK whilst the inclusion of the resident communal space on the 1st floor
above the plinth and the highly innovative Sky Gardens provide extensive amenity space for
residents which will also foster social interaction and cohesion.
While the Village is acknowledged as very tall in the CMK context there is no local policy basis
to object to the application based on it height other than CMKAP G9 but in my opinion as stated
in the body of this comment I think the overall application meets G9. Its height has allowed for
the inclusion of the very unique and innovative ‘Sky Gardens’ which will foster social interaction
among residents – often difficult to achieve in apartment blocks. The Village is located at the
furthest point within the site boundary from the existing development along South 8th Street
while the vast scale of Saxon Street, South Row and Childs Way can in my opinion ‘absorb’ the
height.

CONSULTEE ASSESSMENT
CMK Business Neighbourhood Plan
The scheme in my view supports the following policies within this Plan.
CMKAP G1 – Classic CMK Infrastructure
The development respects and in fact enhances the classic CMK Infrastructure by lining it with
active frontages making it feel like a more attractive as public space when used by pedestrians
(especially its footpaths)
CMKAP G2 – Classic CMK Buildings and Public Art
This policy supports the preparation of a local list which identifies non-designated heritage
assets. Saxon Court has been identified as a non-designated heritage asset and this application
retains the existing building keeping it largely intact.
CMKAP G3 – Landscaping and Open Space
The development includes the provision of new public open space which is a key element of
the overall proposal – with a connected network of public open space provided through the
entire scheme.
CMKAP G6 – Mixed Use
The scheme is truly mixed use including employment space, residential, community events
space, retail, cafes and restaurants as well as new public realm. The scheme will substantially
add to the current CMK offer and increase vibrancy and animation of it.
CMKAP G7 – Active Frontages
Active frontages are provided along all key frontages – Avebury Boulevard, Saxon Gate, South
Row and South 8th Street.
What is especially significant is that the dedicated community space at the south west corner
of Saxon Court can be accessed independently and externally from The Green.
CMKAP G8 – Development Blocks and Blocklets
The development clearly defines the public edges surrounding the redline area – including the
classic infrastructure along Avebury Boulevard, Saxon Gate, South Row and South 8 th Street
with mostly continuous frontages. There are in addition public routes through the
development which are designed as public thoroughfares eg the east-west aligned route
connecting Saxon Street through The Green to South 8th Street – this is a 24hr pedestrian route.

CMKAP G9 – Design and Height of Buildings
The development does respect the existing CMK grid layout by following the back of the classic
infrastructure while the active frontages engage with the surrounding public realm at street
level. The public permeability through the entire site contributes towards the wider ease of
movement around the site and the wider area.
I believe the development’s form, details and materials and associated public realm have been
well considered:
1. The 3 buildings within the application: Saxon Court, The Shed and The Village cleverly enclose
a new focal public space called “The Green” that is fully accessible by the public 24/7. Public
pedestrian routes from Avebury Boulevard, Saxon Court, South Row and South 8 th Street all
provide access to The Green. All parts of the development are therefore linked helping to create
a ‘neighbourhood’ – a place, to live, work, eat, drink, shop and relax. At the same time all
buildings also face outwards to integrate with the surrounding area.
2. Saxon Court has been retained with 3 floors added. The additional floors – comprising a light
weight structure of steel and glass are sympathetic to the existing non-designated heritage
asset complementing rather than detracting from it – giving the impression of the additional
new storeys ‘floating’ on top of it. The additional floors are however designed with the same
geometric rigour as the original design.
3. The new saw tooth roof structure will reclaim the dramatic intent of the original proposal which
was historically compromised due to budgets. In this sense the proposal has responded well to
the historic context.
4. The saw tooth roof structure on Saxon Court and the Shed as well as the two external red stair
cases to Saxon Court will help give a strong character to the development.
5. I support the lowering of height of the Shed as well as the altering of the massing of the Saxon
Court extension on its eastern side to reduce the impact on neighbouring properties on South
8th Street, increasing daylight and sunlight to them.
6. These setbacks along the eastern side also allow for public terraces that provide a dialogue with
the old balconies in a new contemporary language.
7. On Saxon Court itself, the saw tooth roof will also provide light to the publicly accessible “The
Square” below which occupies the existing atrium. Much of the internal vertical circulation will
be in and around The Square - helping it to become the heart of the new Saxon Court.
8. “The Shed” adjacent to South 8th Street is a simple and clear 3 storey rectangular building,
designed to be light weight with an exposed metal frame structure.
9. “The Shed’s” three storey height is contextually appropriate adjacent to the existing 3 storey
housing along South 8th Street
10. On its ground floor, The Shed has back-to-back units providing active frontages onto both South
8th Street and internally onto the Green as well as the pedestrian route off South Row. There
are also 2 units facing the 24/7 pedestrian route off South 8 th Street connecting to The Green
providing surveillance over it as well as helping to animate it.
11. A clever addition to the Shed is the oversailing saw tooth roof structure beyond the façade on
the west side to provide a covered access to the pedestrian route off from South Row
12. “The Village” – the 33 storey tower has been well considered. Its vertical design intent in my
view complements well the horizontal design intent of Saxon Court, its extension and The Shed.
It is located on a 2 storey plinth serving publicly accessible retail as well as cafes and restaurants
whose facades replicate the style and materials (eg same colour brick) as Saxon Court itself.
The top of the plinth (1st floor) also accommodates shared communal space for the residents

located within the tower above. The residential tower – called “The Village” includes something
I am not aware has been included in apartment blocks before and that is the ‘Sky Gardens’
which occur every three floors and are immediately accessible from the lift lobbies. They
represent landscaped communal space for the residents of 3 floors. They are partially enclosed
and are intended to be used for a variety of functions. I believe that they will play a key role in
helping create a sense of community for occupants of The Village and add an innovative new
dimension to living in a flat. Being located on the south west elevation means they benefit from
direct sunlight and will help create a striking image when viewed from this arrival gateway into
CMK as well as from the dominant views to the south and west.
13. The Village includes chamfered corners which helps reduce wind vortices and should help
create a comfortable pedestrian environment around the development at street level. The
wider plinth furthermore should help reduce wind speeds at street level by deflecting down
drafts from the tower.
14. In my opinion the design of the tower is sleek and done in a very elegant yet contemporary
way, one that reflects the simple, honest (non-fussy) design characteristic of many of CMK’s
best buildings. It has already been mentioned that the façade design of the plinth reflects that
of Saxon Court while the tower itself comprises a regular rhythm of horizontal metal sheet
panels per floor (which have a degree of reflectiveness and give lightness to the tower), the full
height windows of the chamfered corners and finally the similarly proportioned (on each
elevation other than the SW elevation) recessed full height glazing and solid panels (back
painted glass) midway along each floor. These elements together in my opinion will create a
pleasant rhythm to the visual appearance of the tower. The SW elevation has a slightly different
design due to the inclusion of the sky gardens which give it a very striking character.
15. It might be argued that the windows that sit above the horizontal corrugated metal sheets are
small (vs being full floor to ceiling height) but this is a pragmatic response which doesn’t
compromise privacy. (A negative of the Hub is the large amounts of glazing – floor to ceiling which have resulted in residents screening windows with a variety of materials which
undermines the quality of the elevation).
16. I believe the overall materials palette has a strong rationale in that they compliment the existing
and retained fabric of Saxon Court:
o The materials of the Saxon Court extension are ‘light’ in their feel so as to not to compete or
detract from the original building but rather to be understood as a 21 st century continuation of
the same building
o The saw tooth roof design has been mentioned already but is intended to realise the original
intent which costs meant could not be delivered
o The Village Tower is clad in simple modern day materials, with the same quality and detail on
all frontages. Above the plinth it includes corrugated metal sheet panels that create a horizontal
banding rhythm that relates the building back to Saxon Court. Solid spandrel panel and solid
panel (back painted glass) are interspersed with openable windows (top hung).
o The use of yellow brick for the plinth (same as Saxon Court) is not just beneficial for The Village
to have a design reference back to Saxon Court but keeps the pedestrian experience the same
around the entire development site.
o The exposed steel structure of The Shed gives it an innovative feel reflecting the SME’s intended
to occupy it.

Height of the Village
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The Village at 33 storeys is unquestionably very tall (certainly within the CMK context) and
would comprise by far the tallest building in CMK (although for context it should be
acknowledged that numerous applications for taller buildings have recently been approved). I
am however supportive of this height for the following reasons:
The Business Neighbourhood Plan (CMKAP G9) allows for buildings taller than 8 storeys if
certain criteria are met. I believe in the context of the overall proposal for MK Gateway that
these criteria are met.
The Village is a very sleek, elegant and well considered design (as outlined above) and will in
my opinion be a valuable architectural addition to CMK and indeed MK.
A lower building of the current design would in my view not be as elegant
The inclusion of the Sky Gardens is a very innovative addition and one own that would likely be
difficult to deliver with a much lower building.
The evolution of the design of the residential elements of MK Gateway have to a large extent
been influenced by its relationship to particularly the existing 3 storey housing along South 8 th
Street. The eventual submitted design for Planning sees the residential element being confined
to one very slender (vs bulky) tower at the most western part of the site – ie furthest from the
housing along South 8th Street where any impact on neighbouring properties is hence
minimised. The Shed which is located adjacent to South 8th Street is only 3 storeys in height so
the immediate neighbour to these existing properties is sympathetic to them. It should also be
pointed out that the existing housing along South 8th Street does not directly face onto South
8th Street and in fact there is very minimal frontage onto it, with the most potentially affected
property (at the corner of South Row and South 8th Street) presenting a blank side elevation to
the Village and the other directly adjacent properties having front elevations that face into an
internal parking courtyard.
The vast scale of the surrounding infrastructure – Saxon Street (over 100m across it to
Westminster House), South Row and Childs Way (200m across to nearest housing in
Fishermead) in my opinion help support a much taller building which also serves to make a key
gateway into CMK.
It is acknowledged that the building is quite isolated in the context of other taller and emerging
taller buildings in CMK. There is an opportunity however on the identical development site
(owned by MKDP) behind Westminster House to develop a similar building marking the west
side of this key gateway.
MKC furthermore has no Tall Buildings Strategy or Skyline Strategy nor does the building as I
understand it impact on the setting of any listed building or conservation area. There are also
no documented protected view corridors. There is therefore in my opinion no policy basis
(other than the above mentioned CMKAP G9 which in my view the application does meet)) to
object to the application purely on the proposed height. It would in my view be very much a
subjective view to object to the application on the basis of height. The building will be most
visible from the south east, south and south west with existing topography reducing the impact
of the height when viewed from the north west, north and north east.
When assessing the LVIA viewpoints I had no concern with the height of the building (especially
given earlier comment about a lack of a skyline strategy for MK).
CMKAP G10 – Residential Development
The density of the proposed scheme is in line with this policy.

Plan:MK (2019)
Plan:MK - Policy SD1, PLACE-MAKING PRINCIPLES FOR DEVELOPMENT

▪

▪

Proposals for new strategic urban extensions, strategic scale development and, where relevant,
other development within or adjoining Milton Keynes must demonstrate that they adhere to
the following place-making principles:
Development promotes good physical and mental health, with places and routes that are safe
and perceived to be safe by creating passive surveillance and active frontages.
The proposal provides active frontages onto the existing and proposed public realm so will
make walking feel more attractive. As a new destination in CMK it will in its own right
encourage further walking.
Development integrates well with the surrounding built and natural environments to enable a
high degree of connectivity with them, particularly for pedestrians and cyclists.
The development responds to the existing classic infrastructure and therefore integrates well
with the surrounding development (for example existing footpaths and redways are directly
adjacent to the development proposal). It is also well connected to the surrounding area
through the public realm network and entrances (for example the main entrance to Saxon Court
being directly adjacent to the existing porte-cochere on Avebury Boulevard.

▪

The structure and layout of development is based on the principles that have shaped the
original city, especially the grid road system, redways, linear parks and strategic, integrated
flood management with employment incorporated as part of the development or located
nearby.
The layout of the developments respects the principles of CMK by locating development behind
the existing classic infrastructure.

▪

Development relates well to the surrounding area in terms of density, scale and materials, with
positive site features, views and vistas incorporated into and used to structure the new
development.
The development responds to its gateway location with a landmark building. The additional
storeys on Saxon Court step back along South 8th Street to respect the existing 3 storey buildings
located along it. The height of the ‘Shed’ has also been reduced in height to again respect the
context of the existing 3 storey buildings to the east. The ‘Village’ while acknowledged as being
very tall is very slender in massing and located at the furthest point of the site from existing
development. It’s height is also absorbed by the context of the vast scale of the adjacent
infrastructure, including Saxon Gate and its associated classic infrastructure (in excess of 100m)
as well as the 200m corridor of South Row, Childs Way and its associated grid road corridor.

▪

The layout, form and detailed design of development adopts passive design measures to reduce
energy demand for heating, lighting and cooling, create comfortable and healthy environments
for people, and be responsive to predicted changes in climate.

The development has a range of sustainable elements built into its design. The proposed energy
strategy is stated to result in a site wide regulated carbon emissions savings of approximately
51% below Building Regulations Part L Standards and significantly beyond the 36%
improvement required by Plan:MK. Key elements include:
- Passive design – fabric first and other passive design measures including orientation, form,
scale and landscaping features
- Energy supply - wholly fossil fuel free development proposed, LED lighting, high efficiency
space and water heating and mechanical ventilation with heat recovery throughout
- Renewable energy – heat pumps and photovoltaics proposed
▪

Development takes a strategic, integrated and sustainable approach to water resource
management (including SUDS and flood risk mitigation).
Others to comment

▪

Development enhances the character of the area within which it is located. Where existing
discernible or positive characteristics are lacking, new development creates positive character
and identity through high quality and forward looking architecture and urban design to avoid
nondescript and ‘anywhere’ development.
The proposal certainly enhances the character of the area by locating a high density of people
which will help animate and make CMK more vibrant in what is otherwise a blocklet devoid of
any activity. The design of the plinth below The Village respects the elevational design of Saxon
Court which is a non-designated heritage asset. The additional storeys on top of Saxon Court
are designed to “sit above” rather than compete with the non designated heritage asset which
is largely left intact. The Village is an elegant and sleek tower whose design reflects the simple,
honest and geometric features which is a characteristic of many CMK buildings.

▪

New social and commercial facilities and services are provided, and existing facilities improved
where possible, to meet the day to day needs of new and existing residents, including schools,
shop, health care, and opportunities for employment.
It is clearly evident that this is provided through the mix of uses and new integrated public
realm provided.

▪

Shops, facilities and public transport stops are located in the most accessible locations, with the
layout of development and network of routes designed to provide direct, safe and pleasant
routes for pedestrians and cyclists.
The development is located in a highly accessible and sustainable location providing direct, safe
and pleasant routes for pedestrians and cyclists.

▪

Housing is generally arranged according to perimeter block principles so that the fronts of
houses overlook streets and other public spaces, and private spaces are located securely within
the block.

While it is not appropriate for this development to take on perimeter block principles it does
adhere to the key principle of development overlooking the public realm and a distinction is
created between public and private space.
▪

Where appropriate, different character areas are created through the use of varied densities,
high quality landscaping, block and building layouts, architecture and the framing and
treatment of open spaces and the public realm as informed by the surrounding context.
The development clearly has different character areas, including the transformed Saxon Court
with its focal ‘The Square’, the Green, the Lane, the Shed and the Village

▪

Development incorporates visual cues to aid wayfaring, particularly from the grid road network
into areas of development, through the use of memorable landmarks, architecture, public
realm design, and views and vistas.
The 33 storey ‘Village’ is a clear landmark demarcating a key gateway and helping wayfinding
from the grid road network into CMK.

▪

The layout and design of development enables easy, safe and pleasant access for pedestrians
and cyclists of all abilities from residential neighbourhoods to the facilities including the redway
network, open spaces and play areas, linear parks and the wider network of green
infrastructure, public transport nodes, employment areas, schools, shops and other public
facilities in order to promote recreation, walking and cycling within the development area and
wider area.
The development respects the existing pedestrian and cycle network and makes them feel safer
and more attractive by lining them with development that overlooks them. Additional public
pedestrian routes pass through the site connecting with the surrounding area to offer alternate
pedestrian routes to the wider area.

▪

Routes through the development cater for the needs of all age groups, in particular the elderly,
through the provision of benches, shading and simple and clear signage. Opportunities for
community cohesion should be maximised through the creation of permeable environments in
new developments that will encourage people to get outdoors for recreation, social interaction,
and to move around by non-vehicular means.
The two key public pedestrian routes through the development are accessible for all and the
Green provides opportunities for everyone from the new development and elsewhere to
congregate and socially interact in this new public realm.
Plan:MK - Policy D1, DESIGNING A HIGH QUALITY PLACE
Quality of the public realm - A place with attractive and successful outdoor areas
Continuity and enclosure A place where public and private spaces are clearly distinguished
Ease of movement A place that is easy to get to and move through
Legibility A place that has a clear image and is easy to understand
Diversity A place with variety and choice

Development proposals will be permitted if they meet the following objectives/principles:
▪

The development proposals as a whole respond appropriately to the site and surrounding
context.
The development respects the surrounding classic CMK infrastructure, refurbishes and brings
back into life an existing non designated heritage asset. It furthermore is designed to mark a
key gateway into CMK whilst reducing the height of buildings along its eastern edge to be
sympathetic to existing properties along South 8th Street.

▪

Continuity of street frontage and locating fronts of buildings to face the street or public space.
As stated when assessed against the CMKAP policy the scheme provides continuous frontages
to front onto the surrounding streets as well as proposed public realm internal to the site

▪

Appropriate framing of space to define public and private areas, with front gardens designed
to be clearly private through appropriate boundary treatments and use of hard surfaces that
also maintaining an active frontage and passive surveillance of the street.
The development clearly defines the most publicly accessible part of the scheme, “The Green”
and clearly demarcates the rest of the public and private space with active frontages providing
surveillance of the surrounding streets.

▪

The layout should maximise the surveillance of the public realm, prevention of crime and
minimise the perception of crime.
All existing and new public realm is overlooked by development making the area feel much
safer than it currently does.

▪

▪

▪

Soft and hard landscaping that continues the verdant and green character of Milton Keynes,
enhances the quality of the public realm, is robust to the demands placed upon the public
realm, is appropriate to their context and can be maintained and managed without significant
cost. In particular, street trees and planting are incorporated to soften the streetscape and
ensure the public realm is not dominated by hard surfaces and boundaries and by parked cars.
Landscape Architecture to comment
Landscape and boundary treatments integrate with and/or enhance those of the surrounding
area.
Landscape Architecture to comment
Ease of movement by creating places that are permeable and well connected with a safe,
attractive and convenient hierarchical network of routes that balances the provision for
walking, cycling and public transport with that for private motor vehicles.
A key positive of this application is the way it not only reinforces existing pedestrian routes by
lining them with active frontages but creates additional public permeability through the site
(previously stated)

▪

Legibility by providing recognisable streets, districts, nodes, edges and landmarks to help
people to find their way around.
The Village will act as a landmark providing legibility and wayfinding from near and afar while
there is a very clear network of pedestrian routes through the site all focussed on the Green.

▪

A variety of layouts, street types, building sizes and forms, landscapes, uses and housing tenures
across the development.
The application accommodates a significant mix of uses across the site and is a rare truly mixed
use scheme.
Plan:MK - Policy D2, CREATING A POSITIVE CHARACTER
Character - A place with its own identity
Diversity A place with variety and choice
Development proposals will be permitted if they meet the following objectives/principles:

•

The layout, massing/scale, boundary treatments and landscaping of a development and
appearance of buildings exhibit a positive character or sense of place for a development.
The additional 3 floors on top of Saxon Court complement rather than compete with the nondesignated heritage asset. While being a totally different material it does follow the same grid
dimensions as for Saxon Court.
The exposed steel structure and glass together with the saw tooth shaped roof of the Saxon
Court extension and The Shed give these 2 buildings a strong ‘high tech’ type character.
The design of the Village has a rigorous yet simple and uniform character that reflects many of
CMK’s characterful buildings and will give a strong sense of place for this tower, while the
façade design of the base plinth has been inspired by the original Saxon Court design.

•
•

The character of the development is locally inspired where appropriate (for example in or
adjacent to conservation areas, or in existing areas with a strong positive character).
See above.
Where there is no positive built form character on the site or surrounding area, new
development is designed to create its own distinctive character or sense of place using existing
site features, the layout of the development and the appearance of buildings.
See comment on D2.1 above

•

The design allows for visual interest through the careful use of detailing, where this is
appropriate to the character of the area.
In my opinion the design of the more human scaled 3 storey extension to Saxon Court and the
Shed do allow for significant visual interest – largely through the exposed steel and glass
structures, the 2 external staircases to Saxon Court as well as the characterful saw tooth
roofscape of these 2 buildings together with the added colour on some of these elements.

The uniform nature of the design of the Village and its height will of course create visual interest
in its own height – while the innovative inclusion of the Sky Gardens and its landscaping on the
south elevation will create a visually very interesting elevation.
Plan:MK - Policy D3, DESIGN OF BUILDINGS
See comment under Policy CMKAP G9
Development proposals that meet the following objectives and principles will be permitted:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

The appearance of the building contributes to the enhancement or creation of a positive
character for the development or of a particular character area for larger developments.
Forward thinking and distinctive architecture is incorporated, unless the existing context
suggests an alternative approach would be more appropriate.
Where development occurs on both sides of a street, a common character in terms of building
appearance is designed / created for both sides of the street, with careful transition between
character areas along streets.
Buildings are of appropriate scale in relation to other buildings in the immediate vicinity in
terms of their height and massing. Buildings of a greater scale than the surrounding context
may be acceptable where it is demonstrated that this is necessary to reflect the development's
location and the siting, function and importance of the building.
The building's form, massing, rhythm and façade elements are carefully designed to create
character and visual interest.
Particular attention should be given to the design of buildings along key streets in order to
create a strong identifiable character whilst ensuring careful transition in façade treatment
between character areas.
Buildings are designed to an exemplary standard and employ high quality and durable
materials, and materials which reflect the principles set out Policy SC1.
The proposed scale and design of extensions to existing buildings relate well to the existing
building and plot, and do not detract from the character of the existing building and the
surrounding area.
In addition to the above criteria, proposals for tall buildings will be required to demonstrate
how they meet the requirements and positively address the principles set out below. Where
necessary, the Council will require a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment to be carried out
to assess impacts and inform the design:
Clustering with other existing taller buildings, or creating the potential for clusters, within the
immediate and wider area.
Be a positive addition to the existing skyline, townscape, and landscape in terms of visual
amenity, quality of architectural design, coherence with the wider context, and the relationship
with existing and proposed buildings of significance in the immediate area.
Protect important views and vistas from within the immediate area and from the wider
surrounding area.
Minimise shadowing of other buildings and open public space.
Avoid creating uncomfortable or unwelcoming micro-climates and wind tunnelling around the
building.
Relationship and interaction with the street to create activity and avoid dead space.

Plan:MK - Policy D4, INNOVATIVE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Proposals for 50 or more dwellings will be encouraged to provide 10% of new dwellings that
incorporate innovative design features and modern methods of construction, such as modular
/ off-site construction techniques. Residential proposals which raise the design standard in
Milton Keynes through innovation will be supported.
The proposed energy strategy is stated to result in a site wide regulated carbon emissions
savings of approximately 51% below Building Regulations Part L Standards and significantly
beyond the 36% improvement required by Plan:MK. Key elements include:
- Passive design – fabric first and other passive design measures including orientation, form,
scale and landscaping features
- Energy supply - wholly fossil fuel free development proposed, LED lighting, high efficiency
space and water heating and mechanical ventilation with heat recovery throughout
- Renewable energy – het pumps and photovoltaics proposed
Plan:MK - Policy D5, AMENITY AND STREET SCENE
Quality of the public realm - A place with attractive and successful outdoor areas
1. All proposals will be required to create and protect a good standard of amenity for buildings
and surrounding areas, and in particular should ensure:
a) The levels of sunlight and daylight within buildings and open spaces, and garden areas
in particular, are satisfactory.
While this has not been accurately assessed the relationship of the extension to Saxon
Court and the height of the Shed to existing housing along South 8 th Street (and notably
the arrangement of this housing – previously commented on) suggests this is acceptable.
The Village is located at the furthest point within the redline of the site from housing along
South 8th Street and is also very slender in design rather than being very bulky which would
likely have an impact on these properties.
b) Dwellings are dual aspect to enable passive ventilation, subject to any noise and air
pollution mitigation measures that are required to make the proposal acceptable.
The apartments within the tower are not dual aspect due to practical reasons but their
depth allows sufficient daylight into them
c) External private or shared communal garden space, in its extent and design, meets the
reasonable needs of its user(s).
The combination of the Sky Gardens as well as private communal space on the 1 st floor of
the plinth for residents of The Village provides significant amounts of private share space
for these residents. In addition they have access to The Green directly adjacent to The
Village,
d) A reasonable degree of privacy to new and existing private living space and the main
private garden area, with overlooking limited to an acceptable degree. The design of new
communal garden areas should seek to create spaces that provide opportunities for privacy
or seclusion for residents, particularly where residents do not have access to private
balconies or other private external space.
There may be some overlooking of the rear gardens of the most westerly properties facing
South Row.

Regarding new communal areas, see comment on c) above.
e) New development is not overbearing upon existing buildings and open spaces.
See comment to a) above – the new development directly adjacent to South 8th Street is of
a similar scale to the existing 3 storey housing so will not in my view be overbearing on
them. The Village as previously mentioned is located at the most western side of the site,
furthest from these properties. In addition is it very slender in design rather than been
overly bulky so any impact will be minimised.
f) The outlook and visual amenity afforded from within buildings and private/communal
garden areas should be satisfactory, taking account of the relationship with neighbouring
buildings and the wider street scene, including the design of parking, street furniture,
boundary treatments and landscaping.
See above comments. The height of the Village means residents will have superb views
beyond Milton Keynes.
g) Shared circulation space and routes to private entrances within flatted development
should be of sufficient width, be welcoming, and wherever possible be naturally lit.
No concerns
2. The siting, layout and design of vehicle and cycle parking, including detached garage blocks,
within development proposals will be required to ensure an attractive and coherent street
scene is maintained, not prejudice the wider functionality of public and private space, and
create an effective functional link and relationship with the buildings and areas they will serve.
No concerns
3. Appropriate provision of service areas and refuse storage and collection areas should be made
according to the nature of the development. Such areas and access to them should be
appropriately sited and designed to ensure they can:
• Perform their role effectively without prejudicing or being prejudiced by other functions
and users;
• Maintain an attractive and coherent street scene and protect visual amenity; and
• Avoid creating risk to human health or an environmental nuisance
No concerns
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
The scheme supports the following policies in Para 92 (Section 8. Promoting Healthy and Safe
Communities):
a) Through a mixed use development and active street frontages, the application promotes social
interaction including opportunities for meetings between people who might not otherwise
come into contact with each other (the sky gardens as part of the Village and The Green) are
excellent examples of this could occur
b) The high quality pedestrian routes through the site and public realm associated with The Green
in particular which will have continual usage, will ensure that the development is safe and
accessible
The scheme supports the following policies in Para 124 – Achieving Appropriate Densities
(Section 11. Making effective use of land):

c) The application is located within CMK where is the existence of a range of other services and
facilities to support the high density proposed and should encourage reduced car travel

o
o
o

o

o
o

The scheme supports the following policies in Para 130 (Section 12. Achieving well-designed
places):
The mix of uses will add to the overall quality of CMK
As stated previously the quality of the architecture will result in a visually attractive
development
The scheme is sympathetic to local character and history by retaining and bringing new life to
Saxon Court which is a non-designated heritage asset. The additional 3 floors to Saxon have
been designed so that they don’t compete with or detract from the original design. At the same
time the rear of the site and in particular The Village provides a new innovative way of
apartment living through the inclusion of the communal Sky Gardens.
The architectural of the additional floors to Saxon Court as well as the Shed, both with the
distinctive saw tooth roof design will together with the network of public space through the
site and the iconic landmark Village create a strong sense of place.
The site has certainly been optimised in terms of delivering a truly mixed use scheme
The permeability through the site and overlooking of all public realm within and around the
edge of the site will promote a safe, inclusive and accessible development while the way the
generous extent of public realm is integrated through the development and the provision of
communal space for residents of the Village will provide a high standard of amenity for all users.
Saxon Court and Adjoining Land (D4.1), CMK Development Brief Options (Approved March
2018)
The Vision Statement in the approved Brief states, “To create a high quality development that
marks a key gateway into CMK and helps contribute to a vibrant, animated and mixed use CMK”
It is my opinion that this proposal fully supports this vision statement. Its height marks a key
gateway while the mix of uses, public realm proposed and active ground floor frontages will
help deliver a vibrant, animated and mixed use CMK
RECOMMENDATION
Further clarity required:
1. There are various colours shown for the internal elevations of the sky gardens as well as
external staircases to Saxon Court and the saw tooth roof on Saxon Court and the Shed.
Will these colours indeed be included in actual construction or are they indicative at this
stage?
2. The materials seem to be submitted as ‘outline’ and the DAS describes them as ‘Design
Intent’. Final materials should be conditioned.

A1.8

MKC Flood and Water Management (the Lead Local Flood Authority)
We have reviewed the following documents:
- Flood Risk Assessment
- Below Ground Drainage Strategy

The principles of the strategy are acceptable, however the LLFA recommend discharge rates
are restricted to 2 l/s and consideration is given to integrating rainwater harvesting within the
existing building infrastructure and as well the new building. The LLFA recommend a surface
water strategy is submitted that demonstrates the following principles as a minimum:
i. Existing impermeable area
ii. Proposed impermeable area / developable area (including an allowance for urban creep)
iii. A description of site topography
iv. A description of ground conditions (using site investigation where possible)
v. Identification of any surface water flood risk
vi. Existing site drainage arrangements
vii. Proposed method of surface water disposal
viii. Existing and proposed runoff rates
ix. Existing and proposed runoff volumes
x. Required volume of attenuation (m3 per m2 of impermeable area)
xi. Details of any SuDS proposals
xii. In principle agreement from Sewerage Undertaker
xiii. Full details of the maintenance and adoption of the proposed drainage system
Informatives
Sustainable drainage systems (SuDS)
A position statement by Milton Keynes Council that outlined the physical and natural
environment core policy vision for how Milton Keynes can aspire to become the ‘Greenest City
in the World’ was approved by Cabinet in November 2019. In this, it underlined the following:
Create:
In order to address surface water flooding, urban growth and regeneration will adopt a
comprehensive approach to designing sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) with surface water
being attenuated and treated on site using methods that blend infrastructure nature, landscape
and trees. Milton Keynes will create a more diverse portfolio of water landscapes that support
greater biodiversity.
Engage:
Sustainable drainage systems will be seen as a positive tool for providing local amenity benefit
as well as managing flood risk.
Sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) mimic natural drainage processes by reducing the effect
on the quality and quantity of runoff from developments whilst also providing amenity and
biodiversity benefits. The variety of SuDS techniques available means that virtually any
development should be able to include a scheme based around these principles. As such, SuDS
such as permeable paving, swales, green roofs, attenuation basins and wetlands should be
preferred on all development sites ahead of conventional piped drainage measures. We will
seek evidence that permeable surfaces and surfacebased conveyance and storage systems are
to be used wherever practical.
Infiltration
Infiltration rates should be worked out in accordance with BRE 365/CIRIA 156. If for an outline
application it is not feasible to access the site to carry out soakage tests before planning

approval is granted, a desktop study may be undertaken looking at the underlying geology of
the area and assuming a worst-case infiltration rate for that site. If infiltration methods are
likely to be ineffective then discharge into a watercourse/surface water sewer may be
appropriate; however soakage testing will be required at a later stage to clarify this.
Land Drainage Consent
Ordinary watercourses include every river, drain, stream, ditch, dyke, sewer (other than public
sewer) and passage through which water flows that do not form part of Main Rivers (Main
Rivers are regulated by the Environment Agency). If enabling or permanent works to any
ordinary watercourse are proposed, Land Drainage Consent will be required. For ordinary
watercourses in the Borough of Milton Keynes, outside an Internal Drainage Board area, the
relevant authority is Milton Keynes Council. Planning permission does not remove the need for
consent.
For consenting works on or near to all ordinary watercourses in the Borough of Milton Keynes
the process is administered by the Bedford Group of Internal Drainage Boards as they are
responsible for issuing consents on behalf of Milton Keynes Council. Riparian Responsibility
It is your responsibility to identify all the necessary permissions and licences required to
maintain, repair, build or remove anything in or around a watercourse. The ‘Riparian Owner’
factsheet (PDF, 352KB) outlines your rights and responsibilities as a riparian owner.
Enforcement action could be taken against parties who carry out unapproved works or interfere
with access required for maintenance of a watercourse.
IDB Consent
This site falls within an Internal Drainage Board (IDB) district. Under the Land Drainage Act 1991,
any person carrying out works on an ordinary watercourse in an IDB area requires Land
Drainage Consent from the IDB prior to any works taking place. This is applicable to both
permanent and temporary works.
Note: In some IDB districts, Byelaw consent may also be required.
Green Roofs
All green roofs should be designed, constructed and maintained in line with the CIRIA SuDS
Manual (C753) and the Green Roof Code (GRO).
Pollution Control
Surface water and groundwater bodies are highly vulnerable to pollution and the impact of
construction activities. It is essential that the risk of pollution (particularly during the
construction phase) is considered and mitigated appropriately. It is important to remember
that flow within the watercourse is likely to vary by season and it could be dry at certain times
throughout the year. Dry watercourses should not be overlooked as these watercourses may
flow or even flood following heavy rainfall.
E-mail from Craig Marchant, Senior Civil Engineer at Meinhardt UK, dated 5th November 2021
Dear DC Admin,
Following a phone call with the Council operator, I have been informed to contact you in regards
to comments on a planning application.

We originally submitted a drainage strategy report for the Saxon Court Development back in
July this year. Before we submitted the drainage strategy report we had a meeting with Ashish
Patel from the LLFA, and we agreed on a surface water drainage strategy for the new
development which we have implemented green/blue roofs, permeable paving and a below
ground attenuation tank limited to 2.5l/s, which we have implemented in our drainage strategy
report. However, since then we have received additional comments from the LLFA asking for
additional SuDS to be designed into the scheme above what had been previously agreed.
Following the additional request from the LLFA, we have submitted the attached email to the
Council confirming the additional measures we are planning to design into the SuDS scheme.
This was originally discussed and agreed on the phone with Ashish before we sent the email to
the Council in September.
Since then, I have been trying to speak to a member of the Milton Keynes LLFA, however, I have
not received any response to my emails or phone calls, and when I do get through I am informed
I will be called back but this doesn’t happen.
The time frame to get the planning application agreed and remove the objection from the
Council is looming very closely, and we need to get this strategy agreed and the objection from
the Council removed. However, I cannot seem to speak to anyone from the LLFA.
The planning reference is: 21/002246/FULEIS
Please can you assist me with this?
Response from Ashish Patel, dated 8th November 2021
I spoke to Craig Marchant on Friday, and he checked with an M and E Engineer regarding the
feasibility of installing a rainwater harvesting system.
Apologises, I received a call from Craig directly on the 4th November on my mobile. I was in
another meeting, and I informed Craig that I would call him back in the evening, however I left
the number on my work desk and did not return to work to obtain Craig’s contact details as it
was Diwali.
My comments in relation to the planning have been consistent throughout the process and new
requirements have not been added. We have agreed the drainage strategy for the new building
and the rate for this building. The permeable paving can be considered favourably. The existing
building extension would be considered as a change to the existing drainage system; I have
informed the applicant to consider a rain water harvesting system as this is not solely a change
of use application and involves extending the building above its current height and extending
the existing drainage system. The existing drainage infrastructure does not need to be broken
out for this. My decision falls between a policy gap, I’m not aware of any guidance related to
SuDS when buildings are extended vertically. However, I’m making this decision in the best
interests of MKC and this will provide an incremental benefit to residents downstream of this
location that flood when the capacity of the sewer exceeded as a result of the existing
development in CMK. MKC is also aiming to be greener a city and in particular in Central Milton

Keynes developers should consider a range of options including rainwater harvesting and
green/blue roofs. I’m happy for members to make a decision on this policy gap. Provided, I
receive an email from the developer confirming the inclusion of the rainwater harvesting, I can
recommend that this application is conditioned.
A1.9

MKC Landscape Services (Tree Officer)
I have previously met with the Arboricultural Consultant on site and followed up after the
meeting with detail comments regarding the arboricultural assets of this site. I have attached
these above and they are also included in the submitted Arboricultural Impact Assessment.
I have reviewed the sections of the EIA that appeared to be relevant to arboricultural matters
and I make a few additional comments as follows;
The proposed tree protection hoarding is acceptable but it does not detail how deep the
supporting posts will be driven into the ground, this information should be added.
With respect to the indications for replacement tree planting, replacements for the trees
removed from around Saxon Court need to be included and several additional trees can be
included on South Eighth Street by appropriate spacing of the trees next to the proposed ‘shed’
building. I look forward to seeing the detailed planting proposals come forward.
I noted that some wind-break structures are proposed and the tree planting scheme will need
to take account of these and make sure that future conflict between the structures and the
trees are avoided, indeed the trees themselves will become an increasing wind-mitigation asset
as they grow.
I request the following conditions be appended where appropriate;
Arboricultural Method Statement.
1. Prior to commencement, an Arboricultural Method Statement developing the Arboricultural
Impact Assessment in accordance with BS 5837:2012 should be submitted for approval, It
should include a scale plan accurately marking the position of all the retained trees and hedges,
the extent of the root protection areas, the BS 5837: 2012 tree protection fencing types along
the root protection area margin, any areas to be covered in BS 5837: 2012 ground protection,
construction details for the BS 5837: 2012 fencing and ground protection and sufficient detail
of hard & soft landscaping works, service and drainage runs and proposed & existing spot levels
in sufficient numbers and at appropriate spacing’s to enable the impact of the development on
the tree root zones to be assessed. In addition the method statement shall include; for the
execution of soft and hard landscaping works including bollard/fencing installation within the
root protection areas which will typically involve the use of hand tools only – machines and
motorised tools will not be permitted; Construction details for any proposed areas of raised
construction, nilexcavation hard surfacing, demonstrating that they are both specifically
tailored to and feasible in this site context; and how significant roots encountered outside the
root protection areas will be dealt with.
Tree Protection.
2. All existing trees to be retained are to be protected according to the provisions of BS 5837:
2012 'Trees in relation to design, demolition and construction - Recommendations' All
protective measures especially the fencing and ground protection must be put in place first,

prior to any other work commencing on site (this includes vegetation clearance, ground-works,
vehicle movements, machinery / materials delivery etc.) and shall thereafter be maintained in
place in good functional condition until the project is entirely complete and until, with the
exception of soft landscaping works, all contactors, equipment and materials have left site. The
fencing shall be on the RPA margin and of the same specification as that depicted in figure 2,
page 20 and ground protection as specified in 6.2.3.1 - 6.2.3.5 pages 21/22 in BS 5837: 2012.
Signs informing of the purpose of the fencing and warning of the penalties against destruction
or damage to the trees and their root zones shall be installed at minimum intervals of 10 metres
and a minimum of two signs per separate stretch of fencing.
Once erected the local authority tree officer shall be notified so the fencing can be inspected
and approved. The developer should also appoint a project arboriculturalist to oversee the
arboricultural elements throughout the construction phase.
The Root Protection Area (RPA) within the protective fencing must be kept free of all
construction, construction plant, machinery, personnel, digging and scraping, service runs,
water-logging, changes in level, building materials and all other operations, personnel,
structures, tools, storage and materials, for the duration of the construction phase.
The developer shall submit details of the proposed layout and general arrangements of the site
in relation to the trees to be retained. In particular, details of storage areas including what
substances will stored and where, locations of car parking, welfare facilities, cement plant, fuel
storage and where discharge, filling and mixing of substances will take place. The details should
include site levels to enable risks posed to trees to be quantified. The RPA will be amended as
the arboriculture officer feels appropriate after taking account of the details submitted.
No fire shall be lit such that it is closer than 20 metres to any tree or that flames would come
within 5 metres of any part of any tree.
Earthworks, level changes, service runs, foundations and all other works involving excavation
should not be located within the root protection areas.
Planting.
3. Full details of replacement tree planting in accordance with BS 8545: 2014 are to be
submitted for approval as part of a general landscaping scheme where appropriate, and which
should include full details of tree sizes, species, planting locations, planting spacings, preplanting ground preparations, planting method and long term maintenance. Also where
appropriate details of root deflection barriers and permanent protective measures against soil
compaction, vehicle impact, de-icing salt etc. Particular attention should be paid to ensuring
the trees are planted in a sufficient quantity of high quality growing medium, to ensure their
quick establishment and the early provision of maximum benefit to the locality. Any trees failing
to thrive within five years of planting to be replaced in accordance with the original planting
specification.
Tree Pruning.
4. If construction-facilitation pruning of the trees is required, this should be carried out by a
competent, qualified and experienced tree surgeon according to the provisions of BS 3998:
2010 and current arboriculture industry best practice. The Local Authority arboriculture officer

shall be given a week’s notice before the works are carried out so they have the opportunity to
attend on site and agree the exact extent of the works with the tree surgery contractor.
Root Treatment.
5. Where roots are encountered outside the root protection areas excavate carefully, avoid debarking, breaking, splitting, splintering or shattering the roots. Once uncovered the roots which
will have to be removed to accommodate the construction should be cut back to a point 100mm
beyond the nearest edge of the construction, they must be pruned back cleanly with sharp,
clean pruning saws or bypass loppers making level, smooth right angle cuts with no ragged
edges. Shuttering should be used to keep any concrete pours 100mm away from the cut root
ends. The void should be backfilled with an approved tree planting compost mix finished to the
surface. Substances toxic to roots to be kept away from roots, i.e. tars, fuels, oils, bitumen,
cement etc.
A1.10 MKC Landscape Architect
RELEVANT POLICY
Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) February 2021
New Residential Development Design Guide SPD (2012)
Milton Keynes Green Infrastructure Strategy (March 2018)
NPPF (2021) paragraphs: 130+131+174+180+185
Policy D1 (Designing a High Quality Place)
Policy D2 (Creating a Positive Character)
Policy D5 (Amenity and Street Scene)
Policy L4 & Appendix C (Public Open Space Provision In New Estates)
Policy NE3 (Biodiversity and Geological Enhancement)
Policy NE4 (Green Infrastructure)
Policy NE5 (Conserving And Enhancing Landscape Character)
Policy NE6 ( Environmental Pollution)
KEY CONSIDERATIONS
• Visual impact on amenity, character, appearance and street scene
• Visually attractive as a result of good layout and appropriate and effective landscaping
• Amenity garden provision
• Planning obligations for greenspace provision
• Building-in integral green infrastructure
• Biodiversity enhancement
CONSULTEE ASSESSMENT
While the Village is acknowledged as very tall in the skyline of CMK there is currently no Plan:MK
policy basis to object to the application based on building height impact other than policy
CMKAP G9 set out in ‘The CMK Alliance Plan 2026’. It is for other consultees to advise whether
the proposals satisfactorily meet the tests set out under Policy CMKAP G9 (e) Design and Height
of Buildings.
However, Landscape DM do raise concern that the height of the building will appear tall against
the skyline of CMK. During daylight the building’s relatively slender design may not stand out
against the sky on a bright day with average visibility but on autumn / winter days and by night

the lighting of the building both external and internal will make the building more visible from
long distances such as from Moulsoe in VP 18 and will be considerably taller than the current
landmarks of the Xscape snowdome and Hotel LaTour. However, some of viewpoints illustrating
the building’s dominance are taken at short to medium distance from the application site. For
example: in VP7 the tower introduces a detracting feature into views from the Ouzel Valley
Park, in VP 8 the considerable height of the tower could seem overbearing on the approach
from the south in addition to prominent plant apparatus on the Saxon Court extension, in VP
10 the height of the tower dominates and detracts from the view of the City Church, and in VP
13 prominent plant apparatus on the extension of Saxon Court would be a detracting feature
that would adversely affect the residential amenity of the nearest housing.
However, if it is deemed that the proposals on balance offer significant public benefits etc. that
outweigh the visual impacts, we offer the following comments for further consideration.
The comments below are not intended purely for the project landscape consultant but are
intended to be considered by the project design team. Some points may require coordination
between different disciplines in order to be addressed.
In terms of the proposed sky-gardens and other elevated amenity space landscaping we have
the following comments:
• Elevated gardens need specialist design input from consultants who specialise in the field
of ‘green roofs’.
• Integral plant beds with sufficient growing medium will be needed.
• The use of SUDs to create a multi-functional blue-green-brown strategy for the site would
be supported to benefit drainage, amenity and wildlife. Green, brown and blue roofs
should be considered in detail as an opportunity to enhance biodiversity and amenity.
• Planting will need to be appropriate for the growing conditions / micro-climate.
• The soil growing medium will have to be specialist soils to minimise loading on the floor
structure and suitable for the proposed planting.
• Suitable microclimate conditions will need to be provided for the planting to succeed i.e.
wind protection through semi-permeable screens and strong stainless steel support wires
for climbing plants should be factored in.
• To survive all planting will need to be irrigated and reuse of harvested rainwater through
the incorporation of SuDS is encouraged but during dry weather or drought this will have
to be backup by piped water.
In addition, Landscape DM have the following points to make on this application.
• The orientation of the sky-garden amenity spaces formed as part of the building should
provide a visual plus point when approaching the city centre from the south, subject to
detailed planting design.
• Views down onto the roof of Saxon Court from the proposed apartments should be
designed to avoid an unattractive visual clutter of air condition units and similar plant
apparatus.
• Apartments should be provided with private amenity balconies in addition to communal
shared amenity spaces within the building this is shown to be particularly important during
a pandemic lockdown; the private amenity space is needed for the benefits it brings to the

•
•
•

people living in apartments; if they are not included because they might look messy with
personal paraphernalia then this can be addressed through design
An external lighting scheme should be conditioned.
A levels scheme to include the public realm spaces at street level should be conditioned.
A scheme of boundary treatment to include the public realm spaces, bin and secure bicycle
storage at street level should be conditioned.

Access to local greenspace for sport and recreation by proposed residents is an important
planning consideration and should meet the standards and requirements set out in Policy L4 &
Appendix C (Public Open Space Provision In New Estates). This is particularly important for
apartment dwellings where access to private amenity gardens and local greenspaces is limited.
Access to good greenspace should be part of ‘well-designed, good quality living environments’
(reference Policy SD2 CMK – Role & Function). We request clarification from the applicant that
policy is met in this regard.
Furthermore, planning obligations should be sought to secure leisure, recreation and sports
facilities in line with adopted Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document (SPD)
February 2021. This SPD is a material planning consideration in determining planning
applications. This SPD is a material planning consideration in determining planning
applications.
The residents of most types of new residential development generate additional demands for
sport and recreation. For 288 dwellings some on site provision should be provided and the
balance provided by way of financial contributions to improve local, neighbourhood and district
provision of facilities: playing fields, allotments, play areas and parks. For example there is an
existing play area close by on the southern edge beside the redway bridge over the grid road
and there are small green spaces within the adjoining low level housing to the east of the site
which are in real need of refurbishment. Also, it is recommended that s106 contributions should
secure improvements to the public realm immediately adjacent to the building. In particular,
to replace dead or missing street trees and to refresh the existing quadrant planters along
the adjacent streets. The street trees provide an element of privacy and amenity outlook for
the lower floors of the development.
RECOMMENDATION
There is currently no Plan:MK policy basis to object to the application based on building height
impact. However, Landscape DM do raise concern that the height of the building will appear
tall against the skyline of CMK.
If it is deemed that the proposals on balance offer significant public benefits etc. that outweigh
the visual impacts, we offer the following comments for further consideration.
• Views down onto the roof of Saxon Court from the proposed apartments should be
designed to avoid an unattractive visual clutter of air condition units and similar plant
apparatus.
• Apartments should be provided with private amenity balconies in addition to communal
shared amenity spaces within the building this is shown to be particularly important during
a pandemic lockdown; the private amenity space is needed for the benefits it brings to the
people living in apartments; if they are not included because they might look messy with
personal paraphernalia then this can be addressed through design.

•
•
•

Access to local greenspace for sport and recreation by proposed residents is an important
planning consideration and should meet the standards and requirements set out in Policy
L4 & Appendix C (Public Open Space Provision In New Estates).
Planning obligations should be sought to secure leisure, recreation and sports facilities in
line with adopted Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) February
2021.
Also, it is recommended that s106 contributions should secure improvements to the public
realm immediately adjacent to the building. In particular, to replace dead or missing
street trees and to refresh the existing quadrant planters along the adjacent streets.

This is a large scheme and a number of elements are still to be finalised through detailed design.
The conditions recommended by the tree officer in his consultation advice are fully supported
and should be attached to consent if granted.
In addition, the following conditions are recommended.
• An external lighting scheme.
• A levels scheme to include the public realm spaces at street level.
• A scheme of boundary treatment to include the public realm spaces, bin and secure bicycle
storage at street level.
• A hard and soft landscape scheme to include public realm, service areas and provision of
elevated gardens.
Site specific condition wording can be provided on request.

A1.11 MKC Ecology
Initial response
RELEVANT POLICY
▪ Plan:MK NE2, NE3, NE4
▪ NPPF (2021) 174, 179, 180, 185
▪ SPD - Biodiversity
▪ ODPM Circular 06/05 – Biodiversity and Geological Conservation Statutory Obligations,
para 98, 99
▪ The Natural Environmental and Rural Communities Act 2006: S41
▪ Forward to 2020: Buckinghamshire & Milton Keynes Biodiversity Action Plan
Biodiversity and Planning in Buckinghamshire V.2 (2014)
KEY CONSIDERATIONS
• The site contains and is in close proximity to features that have the potential to provide
wildlife habitats for protected species.
• Records of European Protected Species, BAP species and notable species exist within
commuting distance of the proposed development site.
• The proposal must demonstrate that it would not have an adverse effect on protected
species or their habitats.
• The proposal must demonstrate a net gain to biodiversity as a result of development of
the site.
CONSULTEE ASSESSMENT
An application for development of this site must provide sufficient evidence to demonstrate
that the proposed development will not have a detrimental effect on flora, fauna or habitats
on or nearby the application site.
The proposal is supported by an Ecological Assessment Report (EAR) that has identified areas
of concern and recommends appropriate mitigation. The EAR includes the results of a Bat
survey which demonstrates that Bats and their roosts will not be affected by the development.
The Phase One Habitat Survey plan included on page 27 the EAR appears to show that there
are currently seven trees and three areas of bare ground that have not been included in the
BIAM calculation. Their inclusion will change the baseline of the calculation so the updated
calculation is required before the application can be fully assessed. Any changes to the
proposed Landscape Scheme may also have an effect on the post-development BIAM
calculation.
Site conditions may change over time so survey reports have a limited lifespan, particularly
where highly mobile species are concerned. An updated Ecological Assessment and associated

species surveys will be required if development of the site has not commenced prior to 12 th July
2023.
RECOMMENDATION
Update the BIAM to accurately reflect all existing biodiversity features within the red line
boundary of the site.
An updated Ecological Assessment and associated species surveys will be required if
development of the site has not commenced prior to 12th July 2023.
Revised response
The updated files have addressed my previous concerns and I have no further comments.
A1.12 MKC Development Plans
RELEVANT POLICY
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2021
Paragraph 30
Plan:MK 2016-2031 (adopted 2019)
Policy DS1 - Settlement Hierarchy
Policy DS2 – Housing Strategy
Policy DS3 – Employment Development Strategy
Policy DS4 – Retail and Leisure Development Strategy
Policy SD2 – Central Milton Keynes – Role and Function
Policy SD3 – Central Milton Keynes – Growth and Areas of Change
Policy HN1 – Housing Mix and Density
Policy HN2 – Affordable Housing
Policy SC1 – Sustainable Construction

Policy ER1 - Employment Sites within the Borough of Milton Keynes
Policy ER10- Assessing Edge of Centre and Out of Centre Proposals
Policy HN3 -Supported and Specialist Housing
Policy HN4-Amenity, Accessibility and Adaptability of homes
Policy INF1 -Delivering Infrastructure
Policy SC2- Community Energy networks and Large-Scale Renewable Energy schemes
CMK Alliance Plan 2026 (adopted 2015) (CMKAP)
Policy SS4 – Indicative Land Use Proposals
Policy G9 – Design and Height of Buildings
Policy G10 – Residential Development
Evidence Base Documents
Strategic Housing Market Assessment (2017) (SHMA)
KEY CONSIDERATIONS
Principle of Development

CONSULTEE ASSESSMENT
Introduction
Saxon Court is an office building constructed in the 1970s with three floors of office
accommodation arranged around a reception, a large covered atrium and internal perimeter
walkways. It covers an area of 0.65 ha and the undeveloped land south of Saxon Court covers
0.3 ha.

a.

b.

c.
d.

The proposal is for:
The erection of Block A ‘The Village’ to the rear of Saxon Court, to provide up to 288 (build to
rent and discount market rent) residential units, with 1,780sqm (GIA) of
restaurant/café/retail/amenity and indoor fitness space and 1,477sqm of flexible and
associated internal and external private and communal amenity space.
The repurposing and upward extension (up to 3-storeys) of Saxon Court, to provide 8,456sqm
(GIA) of net additional office space, including 1,562sqm (GIA) of co-working space and meeting
rooms. The resulting total office space provision would equate to 20,234sqm (GIA). Also
provided would be 254sqm (GIA) of community space, 1,4,13sqm (GIA) restaurant/café/retail
space and 2,318sqm of plant ancillary areas.
The erection of Block B ‘The Shed’, including 1,793sqm (GIA) of commercial, business, light
industrial and services floor space providing flexible office, workshop, food, and drink space.
Associated wind mitigation structures, a ground floor public plaza and central public space with
hard and soft landscaping linking all three buildings.
Policy Context
The below policies in Plan:MK (2019) are relevant to the assessment of whether the proposed
development is acceptable in principle.
Policy DS1 in Plan:MK (2019) sets out where development within the Borough will be focused
and requires that the provision of new homes and jobs take account of the settlement
hierarchy.
Policy DS2 in Plan:MK sets out how new housing developments within the Borough will be
delivered, stating that: New housing development will be focused on, and adjacent to, the
existing urban area of Milton Keynes as well as the three key settlements. It goes on to state
other ways in which and locations where new housing developments will be delivered. Table
4.3 accompanying policy DS2 of small and medium sized allocated housing sites identifies the
rear of Saxon Court as a housing site (site Ref HS15) for approximately 85 dwellings.
Policy DS3 in Plan:MK sets out how the strategy for supporting the economic needs of the
Borough will be delivered by the continued development of Central Milton Keynes (CMK),
retaining, and developing existing employment sites and by allocating new employment land
at appropriate locations to provide a flexible supply of sites to cater for future employment
needs.
Policy DS4 in Plan:MK sets out the council’s strategy to support the retail and leisure sectors in
the Borough, with reference to opportunities in CMK. It also refers to the Council working with

major investors and stakeholders to promote a CMK Renaissance and promote improvements
to the public realm in CMK.
Policy SD2 in Plan:MK specifies the expected role and function of CMK in relation to its
economy, mix of land uses and appearance of the public realm, as well as a requirement that
residential development in CMK provides a range of well-designed good quality living
environments.
Policy SD3 in Plan:MK sets out how, for CMK to maintain and develop its position as a regional
centre and the driver of the Borough’s economy, significant new levels of growth will need to
be accommodated. It specifies the levels of growth required in CMK to achieve this aim and the
locations where certain types of development will be expected to be delivered.
Policy HN1 in Plan:MK sets out the council’s approach for determining what mix of different
dwelling sizes a development should possess. It also sets out how the council assesses the
density of residential development. Part D of the policy indicates net density for proposals in
CMK (excluding Campbell Park) should be within the range of 150-500 dwellings per hectare.
Policy HN2 in Plan:MK sets out the preferred amount of affordable housing that new residential
developments should provide.
Policy HN3 in Plan:MK states “commensurate with their scale and nature, residential
development proposals will be expected to provide an element of supported or specialist
housing to help contribute towards meeting the needs of older persons and households with
specific needs. Where on-site provision is not feasible, or desirable by the Council, then financial
contributions will be sought to enable provision of such housing through other means…”.
Policy HN4 in Plan:MK states “all proposals for class C3 dwellings will be required as a minimum
to meet the Nationally described Space standards, unless it can be robustly demonstrated that
this would not be feasible or viable”. The policy also refers to certain proportions of new
dwellings being built to meet Building Regulations standards for accessible and adaptable
dwellings and for wheelchair accessibility.
Policy ER1 in Plan:MK sets out that CMK is the primary focus for the development of additional
office and research & development floorspace within the Borough.
With regards to Policy ER10 in Plan:MK, in retail terms the site is an edge of centre site (i.e.,
within 300 metres of the CMK Primary Shopping Area or PSA). Policy ER10 part C explains that
proposals for retail and leisure development over 900 sqm (gross) which are within the city
centre boundary of Central Milton Keynes but are outside the PSA as shown on the Policies
Map, and which are not on sites that are specifically allocated for such uses, will be subject to
an impact assessment that seeks to assess the impact of the proposal on the PSA. If in this case
the combined retail floorspace of the scheme is over 900 sqm an impact test will be required.
Policy INF1 in Plan:MK states that new development that generates a demand for
infrastructure, facilities and resources will only be permitted if the necessary on and off-site
infrastructure required to support and mitigate the impact of that development is already in
place or there is a reliable mechanism to ensure it is delivered.

Policy SC2 in Plan:MK sets out that proposals for over 100 homes and non-residential
developments of over 1000 sqm will be expected to consider the integration of community
energy networks in the development. All new developments in the proximity of an existing
combined heat and power (CHP) station or local energy network are expected to connect to
the network unless there are good reasons for not doing this, such as the cost renders the
development unviable.
CMK Alliance Plan
Policy SS4 of the CMKAP allocates the south east (rear) of the site (where the residential part
of the scheme is proposed) for residential, retail, food/drink, and office development.
Policy G9 of the CMKAP confirms that in design terms buildings above 8 storeys high in CMK
can be acceptable, subject to the criteria outlined in part e) of the policy. Of course, other
policies, e.g. Policy D3 in Plan:MK, also apply to assessing the design of buildings and the
decision maker will have to consider all design related policies when making their assessment.
Policy G10 of the CMKAP sets out the approach to residential development within CMK in terms
of density, however, note that parts of the policy relating to affordable housing and housing
mix/density have been superseded (as per paragraph 30 of the NPPF) by policies within
Plan:MK, such as policies HN1 and HN2.
Assessment
The principle of redeveloping Saxon Court and adding three additional floors to increase the
amount of floorspace to create a mix of office, co-working, meeting room, community,
restaurant, café and retail space is supported. Such a proposal is in line with policy DS3 which
seeks to:
•
•
•

Develop CMK to become the focus for knowledge-based businesses within the Borough and the
Cambridge-Oxford arc.
Intensify and densify development in the city centre.
Redevelop existing office buildings which are no longer fit for purpose with new developments
which provide a greater amount of higher quality floorspace.
Policy ER1 in Plan:MK would also support location of office floorspace in this location.
In terms of the wider scheme, there is support in policies SD2 and SD3 in Plan:MK for the
principle of the office, business, and co-working focused spaces within the extended Saxon
Court building and the residential portion of the scheme with supporting ground floor retail,
food, beverage and fitness uses. The proposal also accords with the indicative allocation in
Policy SS4 in the CMKAP of part of the site for residential, retail, food, and drink use. The
proposal would support the significant new levels of growth that it is envisaged CMK will
accommodate in the future, as per policy SD3.
The principle of residential development at the site is also supported by policies DS1 and DS2
in Plan:MK which directs new residential development to sites within the urban area of the

Borough. The provision of retail floorspace at the base of Block A “The Village” and Block B “The
Shed” and in the redeveloped Saxon Court building to support the needs of residents and
workers, is commensurate with policies DS4, ER9 and SD2 in Plan:MK, provided it would
comprise convenience, rather than comparison, retail floorspace and provide a range of welldesigned good quality living environments. Based on policies SD2 and ER9, the proposal would
not need to pass the Sequential Test for main town centre uses in an edge of centre location
but shall under policy ER10 need to pass an Impact Test if the retail floorspace element in total
would exceed 900sq.m.
The following points relate to assessing the residential element of the proposals in the context
of policies HN1 and HN2 of Plan:MK.
a) The gross density of the proposed development dwellings is calculated at 271 dwellings per
hectare (dph). (Source para 8.41 of Bidwells Planning Statement) if so, this is within the range
set out in policy HN1 part D.1. which states net densities in CMK “should be” between 150 and
500 dph.
b) Policy CMKAP G10 of the CMKAP states residential development in CMK will generally be 250
dph, however, as per Paragraph 30 of the NPPF because Plan:MK was adopted later than the
CMKAP, the approach to assessing the density of the scheme will be as per policy HN1.
c) Table 4 (indicative land uses) in the CMKAP also envisages that the site will provide 100
dwellings. Appendix A in Plan:MK on the other hand states it is expected the site will provide
85 dwellings. However, these figures are indicative, and it is not a concern from a policy
perspective if the site delivers additional dwellings; the site is allocated for residential
development. However, the decision maker will have to consider the impacts of the proposal
on the locality in terms of design, amenity, transport, parking (if any), infrastructure and other
material planning considerations as relevant.
d) The housing mix of the proposed development is as shown in the table below. The proposal
would include 1- and 2-bedroom flats with the 2-bedroom flats being designed for either 3 or
4 persons.
Dwelling Type
1 bed flats (2 persons)
2 bed flats (3 persons)
2 bed flats (4 persons)

Number of units
137
97
54

Percentage of total units
47.5%
33.7%
18.8%

e) The proposal does not accord exactly with the recommended housing mix as set out in Table
7.1 in Plan:MK and the Strategic Housing Market Assessment. However, it is for the decision
maker to consider if the housing mix is acceptable, taking account of Parts A.1-4 of Policy HN1
in Plan:MK.
f) Information has been submitted regarding the proposed amount and mix of affordable
discounted market rent units and the decision maker shall need to come to a view on whether
these are acceptable, taking account of the criteria in Parts A.1-4 of Policy HN1 and Policy HN2
in Plan:MK.

g) The applicant states that the tenure of the affordable units (31% of the total scheme units)
would be at discounted market rent (DMR). We need to clarify at what DMR level the applicant
is providing affordable housing; if permission for the development is to be granted, this can be
specified within the legal agreement for the development.

RECOMMENDATION
The development plan would support the principle of development (as per the above policies)
subject to clarity on: a) if the total level of retail floorspace proposed exceeds 900 sqm, in which
case an Impact Test is required (as per Policy ER10 in Plan:MK); b) any retail floorspace provided
by the scheme is for convenience purposes (as per Policies SD2 and ER9 in Plan:MK); and c) the
residential development will provide a range of well-designed good quality living environments
(as per Part E of Policy SD2 in Plan:MK).
The decision maker shall need to take a view on whether the proposed residential density,
tenure, affordability, and accessibility levels are acceptable, as per criteria in Policies HN1, HN2,
HN3 and HN4 in Plan:MK.
When considering the design of the tall buildings being proposed, the decision maker shall need
to consider Part e) of Policy CMKAP G9 in the CMK Alliance Plan and Policy D3 in Plan:MK, as
well as other relevant design policies.
A1.13 MKC Housing Officer
Initial response
RELEVANT POLICY
Plan:MK, Approved April 2019
Policy HN1 Housing Mix and Density & Policy HN2
Affordable Housing (https://www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/planning-and-building/plan-mk)
MKC Affordable Housing SPD January 2020
•
•

KEY CONSIDERATIONS
Development should provide 31% Affordable Housing in line with Plan:MK
At least 10% of affordable housing must be built to Building Regulations Part M4(3) wheelchair
accessible standard
CONSULTEE ASSESSMENT
General Information – We understand this is a Build to Rent site
The Council’s Plan 2021-2022 approved at Council 16th June 2021 and has five priority themes
within which there are specific commitments for action, these sit under three overall aims for
Milton Keynes: to be a place of opportunity, an affordable place and a healthy place. Priorities
are set out to reflect the most significant outcomes, making the greatest impact – securing the
future of Milton Keynes by continuing to support Plan:MK, Plan:MK revisions and supporting
the aspiration that MK should grow to a population of 500,000 and beyond by 2050.

As per Policy HN2 (Affordable Housing) of Plan:MK any development that proposes for 11 or
more homes should provide at least 31% Affordable Housing.
The policy states a tenure mix of Affordable Housing will consist of approximately:
•
•
•

20% of units under the Affordable Rent model (up to 80% of market rents) or Local Housing
Allowance (whichever is lower);
5% of units at a level broadly equivalent to Social Rent; and
6% Shared Ownership (based on a range of 25% - 40% equity share in order to be classed as
Affordable Housing).
For PRS schemes policy requires 31% of the homes to be delivered at DMR
For this development the Affordable Housing we would expect to see is minimum 90 units to
be compliant.
The mix of the total residential units has been presented as follows:
Type

Flat

Size

1 bed
2+
bed
Expected
Numbers

DMR

Build
to
Rent

44
45

93
106

90*

198**

*this column will add up to 89, at present, as the number of Affordable Housing (DMR)
proposed is NOT as required in policy; 31%
** this column will add up to 199, at present, though it should be 198 once the Affordable
Housing is revised to the full policy compliant 31%
The proposed mix, being comprised of all flats, doesn’t fit perfectly with policy which has been
written to cover the Borough of Milton Keynes as a whole, as it generally focuses on housing
estates with a mix of housing types.
Relevant Policy HN1 HOUSING MIX AND DENSITY
4. Takes account of the nature of the development proposal, for example flatted
development or supported/sheltered housing where greater variety of house type,
size or tenure may not be feasible or appropriate;
Policy HN1 allows for consideration of the mix proposed that will be influenced by specific site
factors, location, needs at the time and strategic objectives along with policy. This proposal is
in a residential location of mainly flats.

1. We would like to see the Affordable dwellings dispersed throughout the site and integrated
with the Market Housing to promote community cohesion & tenure blindness. We do not want
clusters of more than 12 Affordable units.
•

Any variance to the mix as required and detailed in the SHMA may need to be assessed through
a viability assessment and against all other material planning considerations.
Accessibility & Adaptability of Homes
As per policy HN4 of Plan:MK, further to requirements for minimum of at least 60% of all new
dwellings to be built to Building Regulations Part M4(2) standards for accessible and adaptable
dwellings, plus at least 5% of new Market dwellings to readily adaptability to M4(3), plus at
least 10% of all new affordable homes must be built to Building regulations part M4(3)
wheelchair accessible standard. These dwellings should include automatic fire suppression
measures consistent with Building Regulations Part B
Therefore this needs to be minimum of:
Building Regulations Part M4(2) standards

60% of 288 = 173

readily adaptability to M4(3)

5% of 198 = 10

Building regulations part M4(3) Aff Hsg

10% of 90 = 09

Build to Rent Schemes
We understand this site is proposed to be wholly ‘Build to Rent’ and would expect the
Affordable Housing to be 90 units, to be compliant, and all as Discounted Market Rent (DMR).
Milton Keynes Council require, for Affordable Housing provided at DMR, the rent levels
(including service charges) to be set at no more than 80% of market rents or at the LHA rate,
whichever is the lowest. (G in Policy HN2 of Plan:MK)
In that light we would like to see, when the provision of Affordable Housing is resolved, a table
of your proposed rent levels (at todays prices) for the DMR properties in order to be
comfortable that they will be based on true market rent levels. Please provide evidence and
justification for the proposed market rent figures and include any service charges.
Relevant Policy HN2 of Plan:MK supported by the Affordable Housing SPD 2020
F. Where a development is proposed that complies with the Milton Keynes
Council definition for Build to Rent housing, the requirement for 31% affordable
housing set out in Part A above should be provided entirely as discounted market
rent (DMR) to be managed by the Build to Rent provider. Alternatively, a
financial contribution in lieu of the provision of on-site affordable housing will
be accepted. In this case, the financial contribution to be provided would be
subject to a viability assessment.

G. For affordable housing provided at DMR, the Council will require rent levels
(including service charges) to be set at no more than 80% of market rents or the
Local Housing Allowance rates, whichever is the lowest.
H. All affordable housing provision secured through planning will be required to
be affordable in perpetuity, in line with the requirements of the NPPF.
Therefore, should the developments be sold onto the open market at any time,
during or after the covenant period, then a commuted sum would need to be
paid to the Council to secure the affordable housing provision in perpetuity, or
replacement affordable housing would need to be provided of an equivalent
value.
Specific to this site
We are pleased to see the acknowledgement throughout the documents submitted the
agreement and need to provide 31% Affordable Housing as DMR. To be fully policy compliant
at 31% there needs be another unit in the DMR proposed.
Further, we would like to see tenure blindness within the building and floors. The DMR units
are all on the floors inclusively from 2 thorough to 11 and therefore there is no mixed and
balanced community. The Build to Rent units are exclusively from floor 12 through to 33. There
is a clear division of the Build to Rent and the Discount Market Rental units rather than a mix
to give a community feel with community cohesion. Please revise.
The lack of onsite parking is a concern. This will have to be a consideration by the Planner and
MKCs Transport team. We appreciate the ecologically friendly approach with the overlarge
cycling parking and storage and the other potential methods of travel offered. We would
question the lack of access to visitor parking, especially for overnight visitors?
While there is various information spread between the Design and Access Statements and in
the Schedule of Accommodation submitted, they do not give the clarity and expected
information and detail needed by Housing Strategy to reflect fully the proposal in order to make
a full assessment. For example, the M4(3) fully Wheelchair accessible and the M4(3) readily
adaptable are grouped as one so we are unable to check their HN4 policy compliancy.
Once the Affordable Housing number has been revised to the full 31% policy compliant 90
Affordable Housing/DMR units, we would expect to see it represented on the Housing
Accommodation Schedule, template as attached, with the information fully complete in Excel
format. It must correlate with detailed plans of each floor. Once submitted, assessed and
approved, it will be expected to form part of Clause 1 in the Decision Notice, once agreed.
The rationale for the format of the Housing Accommodation Schedule has been set to ensure
clarity for all parties, salient information is in one place for assessment and to ensure full
compliance, with location and particularly the details of the type of the M4 dwellings (M4(2),
M4(3) wheelchair accessible and M4(3) readily adaptable).

We object as the policy compliant Affordable Housing has not been presented, there is a need
for tenure blindness and there is not enough information to assess the M4 compliancy.
RECOMMENDATION
In general, the scheme is agreeable, however, we object as the full provision of policy compliant
31% Affordable Housing/DMR is not being presented. The revisions, as specified above, need
to be completed and submitted before final approval can be given along with the updated
Housing Accommodation Schedule.
The Development needs to comply with Plan:MK (2019)
Strategic Housing welcome further discussions regarding the Affordable Housing provision
Revised response
RELEVANT POLICY
Plan:MK, Approved April 2019
Policy HN1 Housing Mix and Density & Policy HN2
Affordable Housing (https://www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/planning-and-building/plan-mk)
MKC Affordable Housing SPD January 2020
•
•

KEY CONSIDERATIONS
Development should provide 31% Affordable Housing in line with Plan:MK
At least 10% of Affordable Housing must be built to Building Regulations Part M4(3) wheelchair
accessible standard.
CONSULTEE ASSESSMENT
Affordable Housing Requirement
As per the Affordable Housing Principles document provided, we approve of the 31% affordable
housing provision and the mix submitted. We are satisfied that the proposal for 90 units meets
the 31% requirement. We are also content with the proposed spread of properties across the
building, distributed between floors 2 to 22 with a minimum of 2 per floor, with final details to
be confirmed by presentation of an Affordable Housing Delivery Strategy at approximately 6
months prior to implementation.
Rent Levels for the DMR units
The principles document provided has the following statement:

We would prefer the discounted rent level to be set at 20% discount on the other similar
properties in this development itself. Those are the only exact properties comparable to the
DMR flats and the most appropriate to fix rents against. Other developments may offer

different services, facilities and overall spec and it will be difficult to find a like for like
development.
We appreciate that this may mean rent levels go up or down against those in the Delivery
Strategy to be presented 6 months prior to implementation, however, it will ensure rents are
20% discounted on equivalent actual properties. We would want actual market rents achieved
reviewed on a quarterly basis while the DMR properties are under offer.
We also want commitment that, whilst there is no cap on rent increases, rent under any DMR
tenancy shall not be increases more than once in any 12 month term from the tenancy start
date. At no time shall the rent be increased such that resulting rents are at less than a 20%
discount to the market properties in the development.
This detail can be confirmed in the scheme to be provided within 6 months of implementation.
Part M Building Regulations
The Principles document provided and associated RSHP Schedule of Accommodation dated 27th
September confirm the intention to meet policy requirements and we are satisfied with
provision detailed in the documents and look forward to confirmation at a later.
RECOMMENDATION
We approve of the revisions to the proposal, and it now meets MKC requirements as set out in
policy.
We do want consideration of the rent setting comparables as mentioned and will want
agreement that the discounted market rents will only be increased once every 12 months, to
be agreed as part of the Delivery Strategy required to be approved by the Council either as a
Condition or Obligation.
We also support the use of the suggested text for the s106 but defer to our planning colleagues
to consider for final approval.
A1.14 MKC Archaeology
I have assessed the site against the known archaeological resource as contained in the MK
Historic Environment Record (HER). In conclusion I am pleased to state that the proposed
development is not regarded as being of significant potential archaeological impact. As such it
is, in my view, unnecessary to conduct any pre-determination archaeological investigation nor
do I wish to recommend any archaeological condition in respect of the site.
A1.15 MKC Environmental Health
RELEVANT POLICY
NPPF
NE06
KEY CONSIDERATIONS

Ground Contamination
Air Quality
Kitchen Odour
CONSULTEE ASSESSMENT
Ground contamination: I have read the ground contamination report (Soiltechnics, Jan 2021)
and I agree with the conclusions of the report, that is no chemical contamination identified that
requires further investigation or mitigation, however, there are anomalies in gas monitoring
that requires further investigation. The results of the additional monitoring don’t appear to
have included in the application. I look forward to receiving these in due course.
Air Quality: Based on the Information provided in the Air Quality Assessment (Stantec, June
2021) I agree that the site is suitable for the proposed residential use and the development is
considered to be in accordance with the local and national policy and guidance in respect of air
quality. The potential of dust generation can be controlled by the employment of the mitigation
measures, as described in the IAQM Guidance.
Kitchen Odour control: I have read the Odour Assessment (Stantec, July 2021) and I agree with
the conclusions of the report that in accordance with the relevant guidance that a ‘Very High’
level of odour control be implemented. My noise colleague will no doubt comment on the noise
aspects
RECOMMENDATION
I look forward to receiving further details regarding the additional gas and ground water
monitoring, prior to commencement of the development and further details of the kitchen
odour control when the design of the kitchen is finalised.
A1.16 MKC Conservation
RELEVANT POLICY
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, section 66
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), particularly section 16
Planning Policy Guidance (PPG)
Plan:MK - Policy HE1
The CMK Alliance Plan 2026
KEY CONSIDERATIONS
Statutory Duties
The LPA must give ‘special regard’ to the desirability of preserving the setting of listed buildings
(section 66).
Plan:MK
Whether the proposal sustains and enhances the significance of the heritage assets affected
(Policy HE1, paragraph A).

Where a proposal would result in less than substantial harm to a designated heritage asset,
whether the harm is demonstrably outweighed by public benefits delivered by the scheme
(Policy HE1, paragraph E).
Where a proposal would result in harm to a non-designated heritage asset, whether the need
for, and benefits of the development clearly outweigh the harm, taking into account the asset's
significance and importance, and only once all feasible solutions to avoid and mitigate that
harm have been fully implemented (Policy HE1, paragraph F).
NPPF
In determining applications, local planning authorities should take account of: the desirability
of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets and putting them to viable uses
consistent with their conservation; the positive contribution that conservation of heritage
assets can make to sustainable communities including their economic vitality; the desirability
of new development making a positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness (197).
When considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a designated
heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s conservation (and the more
important the asset, the greater the weight should be). This is irrespective of whether any harm
potential harm amounts to substantial harm, total loss or less than substantial harm to its
significance (199).
Where a proposed development will lead to substantial harm to (or total loss of significance of)
a designated heritage asset, local planning authorities should refuse consent unless it can be
demonstrated that the substantial harm or total loss is necessary to achieve substantial public
benefits that outweigh that harm or loss, or the criteria of paragraph 201 are all met.
Where less than substantial harm is caused, this must be weighed against the public benefits
delivered (202).
Where harm is caused to a non-designated heritage asset a balanced judgement having regard
to the scale of harm or loss and significance of the heritage asset is required (203).
CONSULTEE ASSESSMENT
Significance
The heritage assessment submitted with the application accurately identifies the designated
and non-designated heritage assets affected by the proposal. It assesses their individual and
collective significance and the contribution made to it by their setting. The assessment,
alongside the designation reports, MKC initial heritage assessment of Saxon Court and MKC
adopted New Town Heritage Register Statement of Significance document form, forms a sound
basis on which to assess the impact of proposed scheme.
Development Principle
There is no objection to the development of the land around Saxon Court. In an interview in
2018 original project architect Robert de Grey confirmed that the (Milton Keynes) Development
Corporation had intended that land be developed.

The re-use of the existing building is a positive step in both heritage and environmental terms,
however any upwards extension of comparable size to the host has the potential to cause harm
to Saxon Court.
Development Detail
The proposal is highly ambitious and, in the context of Milton Keynes, somewhat experimental.
It is the first time that an early CMK building of local significance will be extended upwards in
such a comprehensive and contrasting manner, alongside a tower that is significantly taller than
any before it.
It is, however, clear that the scheme has been developed having had regard to the heritage
significance of Saxon Court, CMK and the wider New Town. The retention of Saxon Court and
incorporation into a comprehensive scheme is of heritage benefit.
Broadly speaking the heritage assessment submitted in respect of the impact of the scheme
can be supported (summarised below):
Heritage Statement
Saxon Court, para 4.25 – ‘level of harm to significance is likely to be of a low order and
acceptable in heritage terms’.
Shopping Building, para 4.30 ‘therefore considered that the level of harm to the setting of the
Shopping building will be minor in extent, although owing to the aspects from which the asset
derives its significance, the harm to the significance of the heritage asset is considered to be
negligible’.
Central, Library para 4.34 - ‘The proposals do not affect the special interest of the art works or
internal spaces of the library and on balance it is considered that whilst the proposals generate
a very minor degree of harm to the asset’s setting, the harm to significance is considered to be
of the lowest order and negligible in extent’.
Octo Sculpture, para 4.38 – ‘The significance of this asset is therefore preserved from harm’.
Former Bus Station, 4.41 – ‘It is therefore considered that whilst the study site makes a positive
contribution to setting, its contribution to significance is neutral’.
Campbell Park, 4.46 - ‘On balance it is considered that the proposals maintain the neutrality of
the study site to the setting of the RPG, and its significance is preserved’.
Christ the Cornerstone Church, 4.51 - ‘On balance it is considered that the level of harm to the
asset’s significance is low, and is acceptable in heritage terms’.
5.0 Summary and Conclusions
5.1 In summary, the proposal is compliant with the relevant heritage paragraphs contained in
Section 16 of the NPPF 2019 and relevant local heritage policy including policy HE1.

5.2 This assessment has demonstrated that the proposals will occasion negligible levels of harm
to the significance of the Grade II listed Shopping Centre and Central Library, with the Grade II
Octo Sculpture and Reflecting Pool and the Grade II RPG of Campbell Park being preserved from
harm. The assessment has also identified low levels of harm to the significance of the nondesignated buildings of Saxon Court and Church of Christ the Cornerstone, and these levels of
harm are considered to be acceptable in the balance of harm and levels of significance.
5.3 Saxon Court and its sister building Sentry Court are together considered to be a non
designated heritage asset, and the proposals are considered to generate a low level of harm in
relation to the direct impacts on the fabric of Saxon Court brought about by the proposals. This
low level of harm is considered to be acceptable in the balance of harm and levels of
significance.
5.4 The less than substantial harm identified to the designated assets of the Shopping building
and Central Library will require balancing with Public Benefits per para 196 of the NPPF.
The assessment correctly identifies that there will be less than substantial harm caused to
designated heritage assets, this harm must be considered against the public benefits delivered
by the scheme as required by paragraph 202 of the NPPF. Similarly, it concludes that there also
be low level harm caused to non-designated heritage assets and that this will require
consideration under the balanced judgement at paragraph 203 of the NPPF.
The assessment doesn’t quite convey the degree of change that the proposal would cause to
the Saxon Court. At the moment the building is incredibly subtle, calm and almost muted in
character. The proposal completely changes the external character bringing considerable of
energy through its architecture. There are a number of prominent individual features (such as
the external staircases and rooftop plant rooms) but also repeated forms (roof) that are striking
visually, whilst the extension doubles the size of the building. This dramatic change could be
interpreted in either a positive or negative way. Ultimately, due of the manner in which Saxon
Court is retained (almost completely as original externally) and the lightweight nature of the
extension, a vibrant and successful juxtaposition is achieved.
In addition to the assets identified in the assessment, the public realm of CMK is considered to
be a non-designated heritage asset (meeting the NPPF’s definition of a ‘heritage asset’ at Annex
2) and has been considered as such by the LPA in the determination of previous planning
applications. Broadly speaking the application has no major impacts on the wider public realm,
however it proposes a new canopy shelter in parking to the rear and alterations to portecochere in South Row. The detailed designs on the latter are not clear from the application, but
the principle of carrying out a one-off installation as part of the overall scheme could be
accepted subject to final design.
The other principal element of the scheme, the tower ,will provide a new significant landmark
building. Whilst it could be argued that Christ the Cornerstone Church is an identifiable
landmark in limited views, none of the other buildings assessed derive their heritage
significance through being a dominant vertical form. The shopping building, for example,
achieves a dominance in CMK through its substantial, horizontal plan form and through the
uses and activity contained within it. There are no local or national heritage policies that
prevent such a building or establishing an entirely new skyline.

Whilst the planning drawings accurately convey the scale and design of the proposed scheme,
they do not successfully convey the appearance and character of the proposed scheme.
Fortunately, the supporting design and access statement (DAS) is able to show the lightweight
nature of the extension to Saxon Court and indicate the types of materials to be used on the
other buildings, particularly the tower. It is of critical importance that any approval includes
conditions to ensure that the development is delivered to the standard shown in DAS. The same
development carried out with different materials, particularly those to principal facades would
cause a significantly greater degree of harm affecting the planning balance.
In conclusion, the scheme would cause a low level of harm to a number of heritage assets, this
should be factored into a balanced judgement and considered against the public benefits as
appropriate. The degree of change to Saxon Court avoids causing harm through sympathetic
retention of the original design and quality of design in respect of the extension proposed to it.
Conditions are required to ensure the development is carried out to the standard proposed /
approved:
1:1 Mock Panels of façade elements. This has been used for other major schemes, for example:
Primark Extension and NEXT extension (both shopping building), Hotel La Tour, John Lewis
Multi Storey Car Park, Cable House Bletchley. This should include each façade type used in the
tower and Saxon Court – you may want to apply to the other buildings. This has been useful on
the other schemes referred to as inevitably the applicant / architect will need to further develop
and finalise the details of the façade installation beyond what is indicated at a planning stage.
Samples of all other external materials.
Sample panel of brickwork for each brickwork type to be used.
Separately, details / detailed drawings of; alterations proposed to the pore cochere on south
row, external stair cases to Saxon Court, replacement glazing to Saxon Court, four large plant
rooms that sit well above the Saxon Court extension roof.
It is presumed that details / samples of all external landscaping materials will fall under separate
condition.
Not sure how best captured, but on other new town buildings (e.g. Lloyds Court) we have been
able to agree a signage (advertisement) strategy with the applicant, that subsequent
advertisement consents or deemed consent signage follow. This is to ensure that signage zones
and the signage type itself is sympathetic to Saxon Court and unified. Perhaps this can be
discussed.
RECOMMENDATION
As above, no objection to the proposed development, although there is some low level harm
that will required a balanced decision and weighing against public benefits as directed above
and by the NPPF.

A1.17 MKC Cycling
No comments received.
A1.18 MKC Passenger Transport
The Transport Scoping note for the previous application made reference to the development
being car free. I don't know if this is the case for this application, but the development would
still be expected to generate additional journeys on the public transport network.
As a town centre site public transport provision is good. However there are interventions,
funded by a contribution from the development, that would make public transport more
attractive and easier to use. These are primarily associated with improvements to
infrastructure and bus service information at nearby stops in Central Milton Keynes. A sum of
£150,000 was previously requested for this purpose.
A1.19 MKC Travel Plan Co-Ordinator
As part of the pre-planning application a framework travel plan has been submitted. It is a
mixed use development and covers mixed land uses, a single or overarching travel plan will be
required covering the complete development.
Formalisation of a full travel plan should be secured by S106 planning obligations.
In particular for the travel plan to be effective it should seek to deliver;
• A designated Travel Plan Coordinator/Champion
• Establishment of a working group
• Clear travel and transport Issues identified (that the plan will seek to mitigate)
• Travel surveys and consultation exercises undertaken annually.
• A range of initiatives to increase active and sustainable travel to the site. We advise using
Modeshift STARS list of initiatives.
• A schedule identified to monitor the travel plan.
• A commitment to achieve Modeshift STARS accreditation: bronze within 5 years.
Monitoring travel plans within the council take considerable resource and we will be looking to
secure a non-returnable monitoring fee of £1105 per annum for 5 years.
The owner/developer/managing agent will retain the responsibility for managing and
implementing the travel plan, to secure this we will be requesting a bond of £280.47 per
residential dwelling and £413.33 per FTE for the commercial part of the development, this bond
will be repayable on successful completion of the travel plan.
A1.20 MKC Economic Development
The application proposes the extension (3-storey) of Saxon Court, Central Milton Keynes to
provide for up to 288 residential units, office employment, co-working & flexible workshop

space, restaurant, café, retail and leisure space (all Use Class E), a community space (Use Class
F2), a central public space and all associated infrastructure including hard and soft landscaping.
One of the aims for the Council Plan 2016 – 2022 is for every person to live in a good home at
an affordable price, it is therefore essential that Milton Keynes continues to expand its housing
portfolio to ensure that housing demand is met by adequate supply. The Council Plan 20162022 also highlights the need to create the space for businesses to thrive, which in turn will
provide the resident population with sustainable, meaningful employment.
The proposal strongly supports the priorities and aims of the Economic Development Strategy
2017-2027.
The ‘enterprise’ priority centres upon “facilitating access to the assistance and appropriate
space that will enable businesses to start and which supports existing businesses, of all sizes
and from across a range of sectors, to succeed and fulfil their growth aspirations”. It is essential
that for businesses to thrive they have access to suitable space.
The ‘brand’ priority of the Economic Development Strategy is focused upon building on the
city’s strengths to make MK ‘a location of choice for business development both nationally and
internationally’. Developing Saxon Court will provide the opportunity to create a new
commercial space which is better suited to the future needs of business.
The construction phase of the development will create 59 FTE jobs over the period of the
construction, with an estimated 2,617 jobs created (of which 1,094) when accounting for offsite jobs. Whilst these jobs will only be temporary, it will offer a significant benefit to the local
community. Whilst not stated in the application, the additional 13,696sqm net of commercial
floorspace and new resident population should also create new permanent jobs within the local
area.
RECOMMENDATION
The Economy and Policy Team would welcome engagement with MK Gateway Ltd to ensure
that the employment and skills benefits are maximised. For example, it would be useful to
understand how many Apprenticeships are created during the construction phase of the
project.
A1.21 MKC Sustainability
Initial response
RELEVANT POLICY
Plan:MK (2019)
Policy SC1 – Sustainable Construction
Policy SC2 – Community Energy Networks and Large Scale Renewable Energy Schemes
Policy SC3 – Low Carbon and Renewable Energy Generation
Emerging Sustainable Construction SPD
KEY CONSIDERATIONS

Sustainable Construction and Reducing Carbon Emissions
Quality and Monitoring Regimes
CONSULTEE ASSESSMENT
Sustainable Construction and Reducing Carbon Emissions
In preparing this response, the submitted Bioregional MK: Gateway Sustainability Statement
July 2021, and MTT MK Gateway energy and climate statement & appendices 1-3, have been
considered. These documents outline the developer’s approach to sustainability within the
development. Regard is also had to the requirements of Policies SC1, SC2 and SC3 in Plan:MK
and the Emerging Sustainable Construction SPD. For clarity, this response does not comment
on all matters addressed within the documents as some of the topics are better assessed by
other Council specialists, e.g. the Ecologist with regards biodiversity. This response focuses
primarily on the criteria in Policies SC1, SC2 and SC3 in Plan:MK, and particularly Part K of SC1.
With regards to Policy SC2 B, the submitted documents state the scheme would not include or
connect into a community energy/heat network. It is stated this is because there is no clear
timeframe for the decarbonisation of the existing gas-fed ThamesWey community energy
network in CMK. As a result, due to recent decarbonisation of the electricity grid, there are
other energy generation options with better carbon savings than connection into the
ThamesWey network. As the scheme would not provide a community energy network itself,
the requirement of Policy SC3 in Plan:MK would not apply.
With respect to the detailed requirements of Policy SC1, this response will provide advice on
each part of SC1 in turn, with the latter section addressing Parts K.5 and K.6 of SC1 specifically.
SC1 A
The scheme is not a non-residential development of 1000 sq. m. or more and so should accord
with all aspects of SC1.
SC1 B
The proposal is on a wholly brownfield site and would reuse, renovate, and extend the existing
Saxon Court office building, a non-designated heritage asset. The proposal would accord with
SC1 B.
SC1 C
100% of materials generated on site during any demolition of existing structures/features
would be prioritised for reuse on site, and where this isn’t possible, recycled, to accord with
SC1 C.
SC1 D
The submitted details state that responsibly sourced materials, including FSC certified timber,
would be used in residential and commercial spaces. Preference will also be given to
specification of locally and regionally produced products. Moreover, as below, a ‘fabric first’

approach has been applied to reduce demand for heating and cooling. This has resulted in a
22.40% reduction in carbon emissions over the Part L 2013 baseline Target Emissions Rate for
all new build elements of the scheme. The proposal accords with SC1 D.
SC1 E
Green roofs would be installed at certain locations throughout the development, such as the
roof of the extended Saxon Court, and the uppermost roof of Block A, thereby according with
SC1 E.
SC1 F
The proposed community spaces have been designed to be adaptable to different events. The
Sustainability Statement states that: modern methods of construction, design for disassembly
and functional adaptability, a cradle to grave embodied carbon target of 300kgCO2e/sqm &
Whole Life Cycle Carbon analysis for the Saxon Court office, will be explored during the detailed
design process of the building process.
SC1 G
Recycling space will be provided for residents and commercial occupiers, to encourage greater
recycling of waste products, with final details of the waste storage facilities to be agreed with
officers, to ensure safe and reliable waste recovery. Subject to these details being acceptable,
as assessed by the case officer, the proposal would accord with Policy SC1.
SC1 H
•
•

The proposal would accord with SC1 H by:
Prioritising fabric first, passive design, including new residential building fabric u-values of 0.12
–0.32 W/m2K and solar controlled glazing with a u-value of 1.1 W/m2K. Air permeability is
targeted at <1 m3/hour/m2.
Achieving 51.39% total site wide reduction in regulated carbon emissions after following the
Energy Hierarchy.
SC1 I
The applicant commits to providing smart meters in the proposed units, to allow occupiers to
improve energy use awareness, and allow energy use suppliers to manage their networks. They
also provide other energy storage and demand management systems, but they rule out
provision of demand side response services due to feasibility issues. The proposal accords with
SC1 I.
SC1 J
Block A would integrate green balconies (called ‘sky gardens’ in the proposal) into the fabric of
the building. Use of shading, tree canopy cover and other greenery within the site would have
some of the same benefits as green roofs/walls, such as reducing the urban heat island effect,
and would improve occupier amenity. This would improve resiliency of the development to

climate change. As would the proposals to achieve and maintain biodiversity net gain on the
site throughout operation, through encouragement of wildlife which would help to maintain
local ecosystems. The site is located close to the V7 redway route, and the proposal includes
Travel Plan actions to encourage active travel, as well as encourage lower car ownership among
residents, and provide 431 cycle storage spaces, thereby helping residents to adapt to and
mitigate climate change. The case officer may wish to consult the Council’s Transport Team and
Highways Officers to determine the efficacy of the transport proposals.
All residential elements of the scheme have been subjected to CIBSE TM59 overheating
analysis; all modelled apartments have passed the TM59 criteria, which is a welcome element
of the proposal.
The existing/proposed buildings would be retrofitted/built to be heated, cooled and provided
hot water by an ‘all-electric’ energy strategy. Considering current gas shortages and price rises,
this is a prescient approach and, subject to further decarbonisation of grid electricity, would be
resilient to any future climate related gas shortages. It would also reduce carbon emissions due
to the carbon savings of the grid relative to local/onsite gas-fed energy generation.
The applicant proposes giving new occupiers a resident handbook with guidance on how to
reduce waste and energy consumption. This is welcome, and would contribute to making the
development more resilient to climate change.
The applicant proposes potentially introducing some schemes for urban food production and
limiting food waste within the development, including use of the ‘sky gardens’ as growing
spaces. However, these are listed as ‘potential options’ and so should be given little weight in
decision making.
SC1 K
The submitted carbon reduction, renewable energy and offset proposals submitted are largely
acceptable, however, unregulated emissions should be removed from the calculations as this
is not a requirement of Policy SC1. Mentions of unregulated energy in the Draft Sustainable
Construction SPD are errors and shall be removed prior to adoption. The carbon offset fund
calculation should therefore be redone taking the absence of unregulated energy into account.
SC1 L
The submitted sustainability statement states that water consumption in both commercial and
residential units would be less than 110 litres/person/day. This accords with and, with respect
of commercial units, goes beyond the requirements of SC1 L.
SC1 M
Water leak detection and water metering would be installed on site to limit wastewater.
Rainwater would also be collected and used for manual irrigation. The proposal meets SC1 M.
The applicant also intends to limit water consumption during construction. This falls outside
the scope of SC1 but is welcomed nonetheless.

SC1 N
The proposed renovation works to the existing Saxon Court would include improvements to its
existing energy efficiency; these benefits should be given significant weight in decision making.
Summary
If permission is granted, delivery of the measures outlined in the Energy and Climate Statement
and Sustainability Statement (both referenced above) should be secured by condition.
Quality and Monitoring Regimes
The proposed outline arrangements for the quality and monitoring regimes, in line with K.5 and
K.6 of SC1, is acceptable. If permission is granted, a condition should be used to secure
submission of the full details for these arrangements, as well as identification of which specific
units will be monitored, prior to commencement of development.
RECOMMENDATION
The proposed sustainability strategy for the new development would largely accord with Policy
SC1 in Plan:MK. Of note is the proposed ‘all-electric’ heating, cooling and hot water strategy,
and the large extent of the proposed regulated carbon reductions which at the overall scheme
level exceed policy requirements.
However, the carbon emissions calculations required by SC1 K do not need to include
unregulated emissions. The case officer should request submission of revised carbon
calculations without these for further review, with the carbon offset amount amended
accordingly.
The case officer may wish to consult the Council’s Transport Team regarding the efficacy of the
active travel proposals in the Travel Plan. Likewise, the case officer may wish to consult the
Highways officer to ensure waste recovery vehicle routes and access are safe and satisfactory,
as well as ensuring the overall transport proposals for the scheme are acceptable.
The decision maker should use a condition to secure construction of the development in
accordance with the submitted Energy and Climate Statement and Sustainability Statement, in
accordance with Policy SC1.
A condition should be used to secure submission of details regarding how the metering and
monitoring strategy, relevant to Parts K.5. and K.6 of SC1 and the Draft Sustainable Construction
SPD, will be carried out.
Additional response
If the Sustainable Construction SPD is adopted prior to the decision on this application being
made, below is a draft condition you may use to secure submission of the details for the quality
and monitoring regimes (as per K.5 and K.6 of Policy SC1 Plan:MK).

“Prior to commencement of the development, details shall be submitted and approved
regarding the applicant's proposed strategy for according with the quality and monitoring
regime requirements in Parts K.5. and K.6 of Policy SC1 in Plan:MK. The regimes will be carried
out in accordance with the approved strategy.
The structure of the quality and monitoring regime arrangements will need to accord with the
requirements outlined in the Sustainable Construction SPD.
Upon their completion, all output reports from the monitoring regimes will be sent to the
applicable owners/occupiers of the monitored dwellings, and also to the Council at mkc-co2calculations@milton-keynes.gov.uk .
Reason: To ensure the building performance of completed dwellings matches their calculated
design performance, and that any gaps in performance are identified and reported, in line with
Parts K.5 and K.6 of Policy SC1 in Plan:MK and the Sustainable Construction SPD.”
Revised response
RELEVANT PLANNING POLICY
Plan:MK (2019)
Policy SC1 – Sustainable Construction
Policy SC2 – Community Energy Networks and Large Scale Renewable Energy Schemes
Policy SC3 – Low Carbon and Renewable Energy Generation
Emerging Sustainable Construction SPD
KEY CONSIDERATIONS
Reducing Carbon Emissions
CONSULTEE ASSESSMENT
Thank you for the re-consultation. In preparing this response the 2nd Issue version of the MTT
Energy and Climate Statement (25 October 2021), its supporting appendices and spreadsheets
have been reviewed. In line with our prior comments, the applicant has removed unregulated
energy from the carbon reduction calculations and has recalculated the carbon offset fund
(COF) contribution. The required contribution, as stated in the document, would be £43,868.
Payment of this should be secured by legal agreement if the application is to be approved.
We noted a minor error in that the ‘total residual carbon emissions’ figure of 340.79 tCO2 pa in
the calculation table on page 55 of the statement needs correcting to 219.34 tCO2 pa. The
applicant should submit a revised copy of the statement on this basis. When the revised version
is submitted, we do not need to be reconsulted.
RECOMMENDATION
A minor correction to the Energy and Climate Statement is needed as mentioned above.
A carbon offset fund contribution of £43,868 is required and should be secured by legal
agreement.

A1.22

MKC Public Art

We are happy that it is representative of our discussion with them at this stage.
Page 10 - Saxon Court ‘judging panel’ - can we ask that one of the Culture Team at MKC are
part of this group. Perhaps that is covered by being on the steering committee but it would be
good to define who will be judging.
Page 12 – It is good to see the inclusion of the local creative sector as part of the delivery mode
but we would suggest that for the scale of the project they appoint a producer with a track
record of delivering this scale of scheme. There is potential for the artist to link with the cultural
sector across the city to meet the ambitions set out in the plan, wider engagement and
diversity.
There is no information on the level of contribution so assume this will form the next stage of
development and set out allocations to the different strands of project with timelines for
delivery.
A1.23 MKC Fire Officer
No comments received.
A1.24 MKC Sport & Leisure Officer
No comments received.
A1.25 MKC Waste
No comments received.
A1.26 MKC Education Sufficiency & Access
No comments received.
A1.27 Anglian Water
ASSETS
Section 1 - Assets Affected
There are assets owned by Anglian Water or those subject to an adoption agreement within or
close to the development boundary that may affect the layout of the site. Anglian Water would
ask that the following text be included within your Notice should permission be granted.
Anglian Water has assets close to or crossing this site or there are assets subject to an adoption
agreement. Therefore the site layout should take this into account and accommodate those
assets within either prospectively adoptable highways or public open space. If this is not
practicable then the sewers will need to be diverted at the developers cost under Section 185
of the Water Industry Act 1991. or, in the case of apparatus under an adoption agreement,

liaise with the owners of the apparatus. It should be noted that the diversion works should
normally be completed before development can commence.
WASTEWATER SERVICES
Section 2 - Wastewater Treatment
The foul drainage from this development is in the catchment of Cotton Valley Water Recycling
Centre that will have available capacity for these flows
Section 3 - Used Water Network
This response has been based on the following submitted documents: BelowGround Drainage
Strategy 13 Jul 21 Development will lead to an unacceptable risk of flooding downstream.
Anglian Water will need to plan effectively for the proposed development, if permission is
granted. We will need to work with the applicant to ensure any infrastructure improvements
are delivered in line with the development. The existing on site sewers are not large to be reutilised and would cause an unacceptable risk of flooding We therefore request a condition
requiring phasing plan and/or on-site drainage strategy
(1) INFORMATIVE - Notification of intention to connect to the public sewer under S106 of the
Water Industry Act Approval and consent will be required by Anglian Water, under the Water
Industry Act 1991. Contact Development Services Team 0345 606 6087.
(2) INFORMATIVE - Notification of intention to connect to the public sewer under S106 of the
Water Industry Act Approval and consent will be required by Anglian Water, under the Water
Industry Act 1991. Contact Development Services Team 0345 606 6087.
(3) INFORMATIVE - Protection of existing assets - A public sewer is shown on record plans within
the land identified for the proposed development. It appears that development proposals will
affect existing public sewers. It is recommended that the applicant contacts Anglian Water
Development Services Team for further advice on this matter. Building over existing public
sewers will not be permitted (without agreement) from Anglian Water.
(4) INFORMATIVE - Building near to a public sewer - No building will be permitted within the
statutory easement width of 3 metres from the pipeline without agreement from Anglian
Water. Please contact Development Services Team on 0345 606 6087.
(5) INFORMATIVE: The developer should note that the site drainage details submitted have not
been approved for the purposes of adoption. If the developer wishes to have the sewers
included in a sewer adoption agreement with Anglian Water (under Sections 104 of the Water
Industry Act 1991), they should contact our Development Services Team on 0345 606 6087 at
the earliest opportunity. Sewers intended for adoption should be designed and constructed in
accordance with Sewers for Adoption guide for developers, as supplemented by Anglian
Water’s requirements.
Section 4 - Surface Water Disposal
The preferred method of surface water disposal would be to a sustainable drainage system
(SuDS) with connection to sewer seen as the last option. Building Regulations (part H) on
Drainage and Waste Disposal for England includes a surface water drainage hierarchy, with
infiltration on site as the preferred disposal option, followed by discharge to watercourse and
then connection to a sewer.
Anglian Water has reviewed the submitted documents (BelowGround Drainage Strategy 13 Jul
21) and can confirm that these are acceptable to us with discharge at a maximum of 2.5l/s. We
require these documents to be listed as approved plans/documents if permission is granted.

Section 5 - Suggested Planning Conditions
Anglian Water would therefore recommend the following planning condition if the Local
Planning Authority is mindful to grant planning approval.
Used Water Sewerage Network (Section 3)
We have no objection subject to the following condition:
Condition Prior to construction above damp proof course a Phasing Plan setting out the details
of the phasing of the development shall be submitted to, and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. Thereafter, the development shall be carried out in complete accordance
with the approved Phasing Plan.
Reason To ensure the development is phased to avoid an adverse impact on drainage
infrastructure.
We have no objection subject to the following condition:
Condition Prior to the construction above damp proof course, a scheme for on-site foul water
drainage works, including connection point and discharge rate, shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Prior to the occupation of any phase, the
foul water drainage works relating to that phase must have been carried out in complete
accordance with the approved scheme. Reason To prevent environmental and amenity
problems arising from flooding
Surface Water Disposal (Section 4)
Note to applicant – Surface Water Hierarchy evidence will need to be submitted at 106
application stage before the connection would be permitted
FOR THE ATTENTION OF THE APPLICANT - if Section 3 or Section 4 condition has been
recommended above, please see below information:
Next steps
Desktop analysis has suggested that the proposed development will lead to an unacceptable
risk of flooding downstream. We therefore highly recommend that you engage with Anglian
Water at your earliest convenience to develop in consultation with us a feasible drainage
strategy.
If you have not done so already, we recommend that you submit a Pre-planning enquiry with
our Pre-Development team. This can be completed online at our website
http://www.anglianwater.co.uk/developers/pre-development.aspx
Once submitted, we will work with you in developing a feasible mitigation solution.
If a foul or surface water condition is applied by the Local Planning Authority to the Decision
Notice, we will require a
copy of the following information prior to recommending discharging the condition:
Foul water:
Feasible drainage strategy agreed with Anglian Water detailing the discharge solution including:
Development size

Proposed discharge rate (Should you require a pumped connection, please note that our
minimum pumped discharge rate is 3.8l/s)
Connecting manhole discharge location (No connections can be made into a public rising main)
Notification of intention to connect to the public sewer under S106 of the Water Industry Act
(More information can be found on our website)
Feasible mitigation strategy in agreement with Anglian Water (if required)
Surface water:
Feasible drainage strategy agreed with Anglian Water detailing the discharge solution,
including:
Development hectare size
Proposed discharge rate (Our minimum discharge rate is 5l/s. The applicant can verify the site’s
existing 1 in 1 year greenfield run off rate on the following HR Wallingford website http://www.uksuds.com/drainagecalculation-tools/greenfield-runoff-rate-estimation . For
Brownfield sites being demolished, the site should be treated as Greenfield. Where this is not
practical Anglian Water would assess the roof area of the former development site and subject
to capacity, permit the 1 in 1 year calculated rate)
Connecting manhole discharge location
Sufficient evidence to prove that all surface water disposal routes have been explored as
detailed in the surface water hierarchy, stipulated in Building Regulations Part H (Our Surface
Water Policy can be found on our website)
A1.28 Health & Safety Executive
HSE became the planning gateway one statutory consultee on 1st August 2021. Therefore we
cannot comment on applications from local planning authorities submitted by developers, prior
to that date so in this instance we cannot comment on this planning application.
A1.29 MK Forum
No comments received.
A1.30 Crime Prevention Adviser
No comments received.
A1.31 Cranfield Airport
No comments received.
A1.32 Daylight and Sunlight Assessor (GIA North LLP)
Initial response
We have retrieved the following information from the Milton Keynes planning portal:

1. Milton Keynes Gateway Environmental Statement Volume 1 dated July 2021 (specifically
Chapter 10: Daylight, Sunlight, Overshadowing and Light Spill prepared by Waldrams Ltd) (“The
Report”);
2. Appendix E.1: Drawings of the baseline and proposed positions;
3. Appendix E.2: Results of the Daylight and Sunlight analysis comparing the baseline and
proposed positions;
4. Appendix E.3: Results of the Sunlight Amenity (overshadowing) analysis comparing the
baseline and proposed positions;
5. Appendix E4: Results of the Daylight & Sunlight Analysis to the habitable residential rooms
within the Proposed Development;
6. Appendix E.5: Results of the Daylight & Sunlight Analysis to the office space within the
Proposed Development;
7. Appendix E.6: Results of the Transient Shadow analysis comparing the baseline and proposed
positions;
8. Appendix E.7: Results of the Light Spill analysis to the surrounding receptors;
9. Appendix E.8: Author’s Particulars; and
10. Appendix A.5: Approved and Existing Developments.
We have not undertaken any technical analysis, and we have only reviewed the above
documents which we feel are relevant to our review.
Daylight and Sunlight Introduction
You will be aware that a daylight and sunlight assessment is predicated against the
methodologies set out within the Building Research Establishment Guidelines entitled ‘Site
Layout Planning for Daylight and Sunlight – A Guide to Good Practice (2011)‘.
The guidelines in question are precisely that: guidelines which provide a recommendation to
inform site layout and design. They are not mandatory nor do they form planning policy and
their interpretation may be treated flexibly depending on the specifics of each site.
It is well-established and accepted that the BRE Guidelines, which set out the numerical
benchmark for daylight and sunlight assessments, are based on a relatively low-rise suburban
environment. The methodologies and the resultant BRE daylight and sunlight
recommendations are also predicated upon this suburban model. The guidance provided by
the BRE is not mandatory and it is principally proposed to aid the architects and planners in
achieving good site design. Clearly, in more densely developed urban locations and urban areas
such as this site, the technical specifications recommended by the BRE Guidelines need to be
treated with care.
The BRE Guide provides three methodologies for daylight assessment, namely:
⋅ The Vertical Sky Component (VSC);
⋅ The No Sky Line (NSL); and
⋅ The Average Daylight Factor (ADF).
There is one methodology for sunlight assessment, denoted as Annual Probable Sunlight Hours
(APSH).
The BRE Guide contains a useful decision flow chart, which helps when considering whether or
not the daylight levels in an existing building will be significantly affected by an adjacent
development.

It can therefore be seen from the flow chart that, in order to consider whether or not an
adjacent building will be significantly affected by a proposed development, it is necessary to
consider the change in VSC as well as the change in the area of the working plane that can see
sky – the NSL assessment. A failure to achieve either guideline represents a failure overall.
The BRE guidelines provide the ADF measure as a tool to understand daylight within proposed
dwellings, not existing dwellings. If room layouts are known it can provide a useful
supplementary measure of daylight when used in existing dwellings, and is often requested by
many local authorities.
The APSH analysis considers sunlight availability to living rooms that face within 90o of due
south. If a window/room can receive 25% of annual probable sunlight hours, with 5% of these
hours in the winter months, or the change in less than 0.8 times the former values (annual and
winter), or the overall reduction is less than 4% APSH, it will not be adversely affected by an
adjacent development.
The assessment for SHOG applies to both new and existing gardens/amenity areas which are
affected by new developments. The BRE Guidelines recommend that at least half (50%) of a
garden or amenity area should receive at least 2 hours of sunlight on 21 March or the area

which receives 2 hours of direct sunlight should not be reduced to less than 0.8 times its former
value (i.e. there should be no more than a 20% reduction).
In submitting a comprehensive daylight and sunlight report for a proposed scheme, we would
expect to see the following assessments undertaken:
Assessment of potential daylight and sunlight levels within the development:
⋅ VSC daylight (not necessarily required if ADF analysis completed);
⋅ ADF daylight;
⋅ NSL daylight;
⋅ APSH sunlight;
⋅ SHOG sunlight (not necessarily required if there are no proposed amenity spaces)
Assessment of the impact on daylight and sunlight levels to existing surrounding buildings:
⋅ VSC daylight;
⋅ NSL daylight;
⋅ Potentially ADF daylight (but only as a supplementary test);
⋅ APSH sunlight; and
⋅ SHOG sunlight (not necessarily required if there are no surrounding amenity spaces)
Traditionally, an NSL assessment would only be included if the layouts of the rooms in the
surrounding existing buildings were known. A recent High Court judgement has changed this
view. Whilst it would not be practical to inspect all rooms surrounding a development, the
judgement noted that it is ordinary industry practice for some assumptions to be made on the
surrounding room layout and use. The NSL daylight assessment can therefore be based on
assumed layouts, dictated by the building form, and publicly available information.
The BRE guidance typically considers daylight and sunlight amenity to residential properties.
There are some exceptions in which non-domestic buildings would be considered, where the
occupants have a reasonable expectation of daylight, and these would typically include schools,
hospitals, hotels/hostels, small workshops and some offices. The Report includes an
assessment of the daylight amenity to office space within the proposed development in
accordance with The British Council for Offices (BCO) Guide to Lighting (2013), and we assume
this has been completed at the request of the local authority.
Chapter 10: Daylight, Sunlight, Overshadowing and Light Spill (“the Report”)
The Report undertakes an assessment of the potential daylight and sunlight levels within the
proposed development, and an assessment of impact on existing daylight and sunlight levels,
overshadowing and light spill to the surrounding buildings. Generally, an ES chapter will
consider the impacts to surrounding sensitive receptors only, and not to the proposed
development internally, which will be dealt with separately to the ES.
However, we assume this approach has been agreed with the local authority.
The methodology set out in the Report refers to all relevant legislation, planning policy and
guidance that we would anticipate being considered in a daylight and sunlight ES chapter.
The significance of any identified environmental effects is determined by the assessment of
their magnitude against their sensitivity. For each relevant assessment, the Report discusses
the magnitude of impacts to the surrounding properties as would be expected. However, the

Report does not discuss the sensitivity of surrounding receptors and, in 10.4.32, states that the
matrix which would usually be used to determine the significance of impacts is not applicable
to the assessment. The Report does not clarify why, but instead states that the criteria is aligned
with BRE recommendations. This is not entirely clear, as the criteria set out in the BRE guide
are used to inform where significant impacts occur when considered against the sensitivity of
the subject property. We would therefore expect to see the following matrix used to draw
conclusions on significance, which has not been used:

The assessment of daylight and sunlight within the residential areas of the proposed
development considers ADF, NSL and APSH, whilst the assessment of daylight and sunlight to
the surrounding residential properties considers ADF, NSL, APSH and SHOG. Both are reflective
of what we would expect to see in a daylight and sunlight assessment.
The assessment of light spill considers LUX levels in accordance with the guidance set out in the
Institute for Light Practitioners’ Guidance Note GN01:2011 and the Building Research
Establishment’s Obtrusive Light from Proposed Developments DG:529. We would expect to see
the light spill assessment predicated against this guidance.
A radiance study has been undertaken to assess the levels of daylight within the proposed office
accommodation, which is an accepted approach.
The policy context, legislation, guidance and standards section of the Report is therefore in
keeping with what we would anticipate.
The Baseline for Assessment
As the baseline for assessment, it is correct to include the existing surrounding residential
buildings, as well as any consented surrounding residential schemes. Consented surrounding
schemes should be included in the baseline and proposed scenarios to understand the
cumulative impact brought about by the proposed development on surrounding properties.
There is no set distance for a scope of assessment, and it is determined through professional
judgement and experience, incorporating all those buildings where there is a reasonable
expectation of changes in the daylight and sunlight levels resulting from proposed
development.
If an adjacent residential development does not have planning permission at the time of writing
the daylight and sunlight report, we would typically note its existence in the report, and state
that it has not been assessed. Often, a planning officer will ask for supplementary test of the

adjacent planning application, and this can be undertaken as an addendum to the original
report.
The baseline used in the Report does not include any consented surrounding buildings. The
Report provides commentary on the rationale for this at paragraph 10.11, which states that no
developments are in close enough proximity or orientated such that they would cause a
cumulative impact. We agree with this conclusion and consider the baseline scenario used to
be appropriate.
The Surrounding Assessment
The assessment includes the potential impact on the following existing surrounding residential
buildings:
⋅ 551 South Row
⋅ 643 – 651 South Eighth Street
⋅ 601 – 609 South Eighth Street
⋅ 623 South Eighth Street
⋅ 625 South Eighth Street
⋅ 627 South Eighth Street
⋅ 629 South Eighth Street
⋅ 552 South Eighth Street
⋅ 612 – 620 South Ninth Street
⋅ 602 – 601 South Ninth Street
⋅ 619 South Ninth Street
The assessment includes the potential impact on the following existing surrounding amenity
spaces:
⋅ 551 South Row
⋅ 553 South Row
⋅ 555 South Row
⋅ 557 South Row
⋅ 559 South Row
⋅ 561 South Row
⋅ 563 South Row
⋅ 565 South Row
⋅ 637 South Eighth Street
⋅ 639 South Eighth Street
⋅ 641 South Eighth Street
⋅ 611 South Eighth Street
⋅ 613 South Eighth Street
⋅ 615 South Eighth Street
⋅ 552 Avebury Boulevard
⋅ 554 Avebury Boulevard
⋅ 556 Avebury Boulevard
⋅ 558 Avebury Boulevard
⋅ 560 Avebury Boulevard
⋅ 562 Avebury Boulevard
⋅ 564 Avebury Boulevard
⋅ 566 Avebury Boulevard

⋅ Public Realm
Contour diagrams are usually generated with results to understand the location and layouts of
rooms in surrounding properties. However, no contour diagrams are included in the appendices
to the Report, and it is therefore difficult to understand any assumptions made as to the
internal layouts of surrounding properties. The report does state that a depth of 4.2m has been
used for surrounding residential rooms, which is a standard and accepted approach, but we
would still expect to see contour diagrams.
As discussed above, it is correct to consider surrounding consented residential properties as
well as those which are constructed and occupied. There is a planning consent to convert the
adjacent Westminster House, 500 Avebury Boulevard to residential use (21/00823/PANB1C),
for which planning permission was granted on 14 May 2021. The results contained at Appendix
E.2 do include 500 Avebury Boulevard but there is no commentary regarding the assessment
of this property in the Report.
Following on from this, Table 10.12 refers to 73 windows having been assessed for VSC, and
Table 10.13 refers to 55 rooms having been assessed for NSL. However, Appendix E.2 contains
results for 104 windows assessed for VSC and 85 rooms having been assessed for NSL. For
example, 19 rooms for NSL have been assessed to 643 – 651 South Eighth Street in the results
but, in the main body of the Report, 16 rooms are referred to. There is also what appears to be
a typographical contradiction between Table 10.2, which refers to 73 windows, and paragraph
10.8.10 which refers to 74 windows.
In terms of APSH sunlight, the Report only considers annual PSH and not winter PSH, whereas
both need to be considered to understand whether a subject property will accord with the BRE
criteria. The results at Appendix E.2 do include winter sunlight results, so the assessment has
been undertaken, but no reference to winter PSH is included in the Report. Indeed, no specific
commentary relating to sunlight is provided in the Report, and only daylight is discussed in
detail. We understand this is because the surrounding windows are reported as being fully
compliant, but we would expect to see a discussion of the sunlight results.
The overshadowing results in Appendix E.3 accord with the commentary set out in the Report,
and the approach to this assessment is consistent with what we would expect.
A transient overshadowing assessment has also been undertaken, although there is no
prescribed guidance or targets for this. It is typically used as a supplementary, qualitative
method to support an overshadowing analysis and allow the path of a shadow to be understood
visually. The Report does discuss the transient overshadowing and provides conclusions on its
significance in EIA terms, but there are no criteria against which these conclusions can be
drawn.
These conclusions should therefore not be relied upon when assessing the impacts on sunlight
to surrounding amenity areas.
The Report concludes that the impact on daylight to 601 – 609 South Eighth Street, and the
impact on an amenity are to the same property, is significant in EIA terms, meaning appropriate
mitigation measures should be identified and applied. Where daylight and sunlight are
concerned, this typically means altering the proposed massing the to reduce the impacts on
the surrounding properties. However, having reviewed the operational mitigation section at
10.8.65, this only sets out qualitative mitigating factors to provide justification for the impacts.
The mitigating factors discussed are correct and accepted, but they do not alter the conclusion
that the impacts on 601 – 609 South Eighth Street are EIA significant. If the impacts are
considered significant, they are not acceptable in EIA terms and appropriate mitigation will be
required.

With regard to Light Spill, the Report defines the site as being in an E4 Environmental Zone,
with high district brightness typical for a town/city centre with high levels of night time activity.
The site is located in the centre of Milton Keynes and the environmental zone is therefore
considered appropriate. The results in Appendix E.7 accord with the commentary set out in the
report, and the approach to this assessment is consistent with what we would expect.
The Internal Assessment
The Report considers ADF, NSL and APSH with regard to the residential rooms assessed within
the proposed development.
The metrics used within the ADF assessment (glazing transmittance and average surface
reflectance value) are commensurate with what we would expect to see.
The Report uses a 1.5% ADF target for living kitchen diners and 1% for bedrooms. The Report
uses the lower value for living rooms (1.5%) rather than kitchens (2%) when assessing the living
kitchen diners but, where a room has a shared use, the British Standard states that the higher
minimum value should apply. Local authorities have accepted the living room standard for
shared kitchen/living room where they consider an ADF of 1.5% to be appropriate. However,
this is on a case by case basis and is not a standardised approach, so a target value of 2% ADF
for the living kitchen diners may be considered more appropriate.
The Report confirms that all rooms assessed meet the ADF criteria, and that 727/735 rooms
meet the NSL criteria. The Report then goes on to state that two bedrooms and six living kitchen
diners do not meet the BRE criteria, but it does not account for the additional room which does
not. The Report states that the daylight results are acceptable, which we agree with.
The commentary regarding sunlight is unclear. The Report states that there are 288 living
kitchen diners in the proposed development, an assessment of 160 of which has been
undertaken. Of the 160 assessed, 159 meet the APSH criteria for annual and winter sunlight,
but the report concludes by stating that 159/288 LKDs meet the BRE criteria. Our assumption
is that there are 160 living kitchen diners facing within 90 degrees of due south, which therefore
require assessment, 159 of which meet the BRE criteria. We assume the remaining living
kitchen diners do not require assessment. It is similarly unclear in the following paragraph
where living rooms are discussed but, overall, the results appear acceptable.
The report states that all of the amenity areas within the proposed development will meet the
BRE criteria.
However, no results for this assessment are provided so we cannot provide comment.
In terms of the assessment of daylight to the proposed office accommodation, a radiance
assessment has been undertaken. The Report states that 16/36 offices achieved 2% ADF, and
the remaining offices will achieve 2% ADF to 50% of their area. No results spreadsheets are
provided, and only coloured images set out in Appendix E.5 appear to show the results. It is
therefore unclear how the results discussed in the Report have been arrived at, so it is difficult
to provide comment.
Finally, section 10.12 summarises the assessment, but does not discuss that the conclusions
drawn from the assessment of 601 – 609 South Eighth Street are significant in EIA terms. We
refer you to our comments above regarding the requirement for mitigation where significant
environmental impacts are identified.
Summary
In summary, the ES chapter has been prepared largely in line with how we would expect.
However, there are some issues which require further attention, which are set out below:

⋅ Results for 500 Avebury Boulevard are contained in the appendices but not set discussed in
the Report;
⋅ The figures for VSC and NSL daylight in the Report do not correlate to the number of
windows/rooms assessed in the appendices;
⋅ The report does not include winter PSH results, only annual PSH, and there is no discussion of
sunlight results in the Report;
⋅ The Report states that all windows assessed for APSH meet the BRE criteria, but this is not the
case;
⋅ The Report provides conclusions on transient overshadowing in EIA significance terms, in
addition to SHOG overshadowing, but this approach is not supported by the BRE;
⋅ The Report concludes that impacts to 601 – 609 South Eighth Street are EIA significant, which
will require mitigation, but no mitigation is discussed;
⋅ The commentary regarding daylight and sunlight to the proposed residential dwellings is
unclear and difficult to follow, albeit the results appear acceptable;
⋅ No results are provided for the overshadowing analysis to the proposed development;
⋅ No results are provided for the assessment of daylight to the proposed office accommodation,
and the conclusions are therefore difficult to comment on;
⋅ No contour diagrams are provided, so it is difficult to understand any assumptions made in
terms of layouts to the surrounding properties.
I trust that the above is clear and sufficient for your current purposes.
Revised response
We have reviewed the addendum report prepared by Waldrams Ltd dated 01 November 2021.
As stated in our letter dated 22 October 2021, the ES Chapter prepared by Waldrams Ltd was
prepared largely in line with what we would expect, and we highlighted some areas which
required further attention.
The addendum report has satisfactorily addressed all of the queries raised in our letter, and we
have no further queries or comments on the information provided.
A1.33 Wind Study Consultants (Wilde Analysis Ltd.)
1.0 Introduction
Milton Keynes Council has commissioned Wilde Analysis Ltd to conduct an independent review
of a wind study report for a proposed development in Central Milton Keynes, ref.
21/02246/FULEIS, bordered by Avebury Boulevard, S Eighth St, S Row and Saxon Gate. The
proposed development is intended to be thirty three storeys tall and used for residential
purposes.
2.0 Comments on Report
1. The Microclimate chapter of this Environmental Statement presents an assessment based on
wind tunnel analysis of the proposed development in Central Milton Keynes. Since Milton
Keynes Council do not stipulate the methodology used to assess the microclimate effect of a
proposed development, an assessment solely based on wind-tunnel modelling is perfectly
acceptable.

However, it is worth noting that the recently published guidelines by the City of London would
require a combination of a wind tunnel and a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) assessment
for the height of the proposed development. No action needed in regards to this comment.
2. Paragraph 9.1.1 (and throughout the chapter) references Appendix A.1 for the relevant
Chapter Figures and Appendix A.2 for the Wind Mitigation Measures. However, the figures are
found in Appendices D.1 and D.2, respectively.
3. As described the results for each configuration are presented for the windiest season and for
the summer season. Thoroughfares and entrances are assessed for the windiest season, while
amenities are assessed only for summer months. Although the rationale behind the
aforementioned assessment method can be considered reasonable, it is worth noting that it
does not follow the intention of Lawson comfort criteria which require that comfort criteria
need to be made based on the annual probability of exceedance of the comfort threshold
velocities. Specifically, the 95th percentile velocity of annual hourly readings is indicated by the
LDDC Lawson comfort criteria, which is similar to what is used in the current report. As a result,
the microclimate conditions presented for amenities (which are assessed only for Summer
conditions) may offer a favourable scenario compared to the microclimate conditions which
would result if annual conditions were taken into account. No action needed in regards to this
comment.
4. Similar to the previous comment the approach of assessing conditions either for winter or
summer conditions is presented as in compliance with the “standard methodology set out in
the Lawson Comfort Criteria for wind-microclimate assessments”, which is an exaggeration
given that Lawson suggests using annual average wind speeds for such assessments. No action
needed in regards to this comment.
5. Although Paragraph 9.4.3 (and 9.12.1) references Heathrow and London City Airports as the
source of wind data, Paragraph 9.4.16 references Heathrow, Gatwick and Stansted Airports.
3.0 Conclusions
Milton Keynes Council has commissioned Wilde Analysis Ltd to conduct an independent review
of a wind study report for a proposed development in Central Milton Keynes. This report was
prepared by RWDI. In the view of the reviewer, the report in its current state is fit for purpose.
A1.34 All responses and representations received can be viewed in full, online at www.miltonkeynes.gov.uk/publicaccess using application ref. 21/02246/FULEIS.

